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A PRECISION MULTIRANGE 

PORTABLE CURRENT TRANSFORMER 

This Instrument has a ratio error 

which Is within (b % when connected 

to a 2 V.A. burden and within t% 

on a 5 V.A. burden. 

The phase angle errors are very small 

-the maximum being + six minutes 

at 10% load with a 5 V.A. burden. 

The ranges are 10, 25 and 50 amp. 

connected to terminals, and 100, 150, 

200, 300, 400 and 600 amp. using a 

conductor threaded through the 

central aperture. The secondary 

current Is 5 amps. 

The transformer Is housed In a black 

bakelite case, well finished, and the 

hole for the cable Is carefully shaped 

to facilitate entry. 

Write for full particulars to 

Size overall 
5" x 41-" x 21· 

Weight 
3i lbs. 

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENfS, LTD., SILK STREET, SALFORD 

The Salford Ele ctrical Instrument Works of 
THE GENERAL ELECfRIC CO., LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON 

Branche s th roughout Gre a t  Bri tain an d in a ll pr incipal m arkets o'rtne wcrld 
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USindanya� 
Asbestos Electrical 

INSULATING BOARDS 
-- EBONY GRADE---

The Illustration above show• part of the main power and 
llghtlng board at Carmellte HouH, the headquarters of 
Associated Newspaper•, Ltd. 

This control board, which is SS'IO' longx 6'6' high, consists 
of approximately 350 square feet of "SINDANYO " 
Asbestos Electrical Insulating Board (Ebony Grade) built 
up in SO panels varying In thickness from t• to I!'· Of 
particular interest are the large Air-break main Circuit 
Breakers and Isolating Switches designed to carry a maximum 
of 2,500 amperes. In addition, the installation includes a 
number of English Electric High-Rupturing Capacity Fuse 
Handles, similar in type to the one illustrated. These are 
moulded in "SILUMINITE" Asbestos Electrical Insulating 
material, grade 2. Write for particulars of these and other 
similar products. 

"Siluminite�� 
Asbestos Electrical 

INSULATING MOULDINGS 

SOL[ MANUrACTU RlAS 

TURNERS ASBESTOS CEMENTCO. 
': A "'CH CJ TVANfCI J NI W .. CI tTIJ 

TRAFFORD PAAIC.MANCMESTEA 17 
Asb..,�tos Hous� Southwark St LONDON Ill 
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Pirates and buccaneers have swaggered their way into the islands' 

history, humming birds flash through the scented tropic air like flying 

jewels, and with rum, bananas and sugar as the principal products 

even trade refuses to be prosaic. Jaymaca-the Indian name meaning 

"Island of Springs"-was a buccaneers' stronghold in the 17th century, 

and at their head was that picturesque ruffian, Sir Henry Morgan, who 

was "shanghaied " from Bristol when a boy, sold in a slave mart at 

Barbados later and eventually elected "Admiral " of the Pirate Fleet. 

Of the Bahamas, Columbus wrote : "This country excels all others as 

the day surpasses the night in splendour," and it was Columbus who 

named Trinidad after the Trinity because of its three hill-tops. With 

cutlasses and sugar canes, song-birds, slave-markets, and sunsets that are 

but colour run riot, the West Indies deserve a better title. They should 

be called the Romantic Isles. 

BRITISH 
and the answer, coming from a fortunate subscriber living 

in the warm sunshine and fresh breezes of Jamaica would no 

doubt be "Very well, thank you." Kingston subscribers are 

fortunate in another sense, for they enjoy the:highest pqssible 

standard of telephone service-that provided by Strowger 
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automatic equipment. The widespread use of Strowger 

equipment, plus the fact that many of the Telephone Ad minis

trations operating it have decided to employ it in the future 

to the exclusion of all other types, justifies the claim that 

Strowger is "the World's Standard " for telephone 

communications. 

The Strowger automatic telephone exchange at Kingston, 

Jamaica, is of particular interest, for it was installed to 

operate in conjunction with an earlier Strowger satellite 

exchange. This was at Halfway Tree and consisted of 500 
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N D E s 
lines of automatic equipment mounted on trunk boards. In 

December, 1933, the conversion of the area to full automatic 

working was effected by replacing the manual switchboard 

at Kingston with 1900/3000 lines of Strowger partial secondary 

line finder equipment, mounted on single-sided racks and 

enclosed in steel cabinets with sliding 

doors as a protection against the prevail

ing high humidity. The apparatus was 

re-arranged to operate on a 

four-digit numbering scheme. 
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MANUFACTURE 

12-C.H 

CARRIER E 

SIEMENS BROTHEi 

Established 1858. WOOLWICH, I 
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IN MANUJ:ACTUR� J:OR T�� BRITISH POST O��IC� 
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED 
TELEPHONE WORKS COVENTRY ENGLAND 
Coventry 4111 (10 lines) "Springjack," Coventry 

LONDON OFFICE : MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSW AY, W.C.2 (,;i 
Temple Bar 8000 (75 lines) "Electricity, Westcent," London "Polyphasc,'" London (cables) · 

Branches and Agencies tln·ougltout tl&e W01·ld 
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LET ME HELP 
YOU 

INTO A KEY 
POSITION 

DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS 
Accounu.ncy Examin;ation1 
Adverti1in1 and Sales Manaaement 
A.M.I. Fire E. Examination 
Applied Mechanlc:s 
Army Certificates 
Auct.loneers and Estate: Aaents 
Aviation En1lneerin1 
Bank Ins 
Boilers 
Book-keepina, Accountancy, and 

Modern Busine11 Methods 
B.Sc. (Enr.) 
B.Sc. (Estate Mana1ement) 
Builders' Quantities 
Bulldln1, Architecture, and Clerk 

of Works 
Cambrld'e Senior School Certificate 
Civil En11neerln1 
Civil Service 
All Commercial Subjecu 
Commercial Art 
Concrete and Structural En1ineerin1 

Drau1htsmanshlp. All Branches 
Enaineerina. All Branches, subjects 

and examinations. 
General Education 
G.P.O. Enr. Dept. 
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If you do not see your own requirements above, write to us on any subject. Full particulars free. • 
Study at Home in yourSparelime 

•' 

l.Al\ \'OU CHA:-.<..L 
MY hXPRESSI0:-1? 

ll' SO. YOU llllAY BE THE 
ARTIST THAT COlllMERC£ 

IS WAITING FOR. 
I U>l lry il for youn.cll. Tr.ur 

or <lr.lw the outLint• and tht·11 
put in the ft:atur�. 

There are bundrtda of openings in conneclloo 
with Humorous Papen, Advertisement Draw
ings, POiien, Calendars, Catalocues. Texlile 
Deaigol, Book Illustratiooa, etc. 
Ou per 't-nl. or Commnc.1Jl Art \\-url r-. tlu1w l1y 
" l'rt·f' l-tnu• Artbt ... ," '"''ho do thur worb. .1L 
hoo1c .rnd 'di it to tht· hif;ht:::.L l11ddt:�

. 
:\1.wv 

(OUWll'I'( i.11 Arti�ts dr.iW •• n l.1i11i11g rc.·t:. •• 

from \,uiuu' wurtn·, othtn. prdt:r to work 
full·ti111r nuplo)'uu-nl or parlntr-hip .1rr.rngt•· 
111enl. \\ t· tt .... ch )'t>U not only bow to tlraw what 
is wanted, hut how to 111.o1b.t> buytn- want what 
you draw. \l.rny of our �tudcnts who origi11.1llv 
took up to11uucrt i.11 \rt a� a hobby have '-it1u· 

��l�i�1 .:�,(:u:�:.r; ��11�,!��·::.�t'�i�f,,1��)r����
1
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limit to � �·_. l>U"'il >ilitat·-.. I.( t u ::.  �·nd full parti ul.lf'o 
!or a FREE TRIAL .111d tkl.'.lib of our coun.e !or 
your 1n�pc:'<·tion. You '"lll be uudtr no oblig.1lion 
whatever. 

�� ART DEPT. 24 

YOU CANNOT MAKE MONEY 

BY SAVING 

If you save 10s. per week for 10 years you 
have only got £260, but if you spend 2s. 6d. 
per week for 12 or 18 months on a corres
pondence course, you give your brains a 
chance to earn thousands of pounds ; then 
there is no need to save. 

Savings are likely to vanish, but earning 
capacity is a permanent investment. 

HAVE HELPED THOUSANDS 

OF OTHERS 

And when I say thousands, I do not exag
gerate, as I can produce well over 10,000 
unsolicited testimonials from grateful students 
who, through our Postal Training, have 
achieved their life's tJvA:J... � 
ambition. /"�'V--

Dept. 24, 

THE BENNETT COLLEGE, SHEFFIELD 

EVERY DEPARTMENT IS A COMPLETE 
COLLEGE : EVERY STUDENT IS A 

CLASS TO BDISELP 

JO URN A LISM 
Short Story and Novel Writing 
There b moue)' •nd pleasure rn journalhm 
aod 111 Story Writing. Xo apprenlicesbip, 
no pupil.:La(", uo examination�, no outfit 
n�ry. Writing for new:tp.ipcrs, novels 
or pitturc:t, is not a gift; it i:. .1 science that 
cau be ac<tuircd by diligent .1ppllcalion aud 
proper guidance. It is the mo,l fa><in•tinl( 
way ol making pa>tirne profitJblc. Trained 
abmty Oolr is required ; W(' do lhC tr.uning 
by poo.t. et u• tell you all about it. 
DEPARTMENT OF LITERATURE 14 

ll JOU attend to tbiJ DOW, it may make 
a wonderful dil!erenoe to your lutun. 

To Dept. 14, THE BENNETT 
COLLEGE, LTD., SHEFFIELD 

Pleuc send me (lreo of char1e) 

Parutulars of ... 
Your private advice about 

(Cross out line which does not •pply.) 

... PLe.A'sE .
. 

wiiiTE 1N 
.

. si.ocK Leni:Rs 
Name .................. ............... . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 

Address ............................................... . 
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RA 
OSCILLOGRAPH 

incorporating 

HIGH VACUUM 

CATHODE RAY 

TUBE 

TYPE 
74330 A 

AN inexpensive universal instrument for HIGH or LOW FREQUENCY 
WORK. 

e Incorporates a new High Vacuum Tube with 3" diameter screen 

•Horizontal and Vertical Amplifiers 

•Linear Time Base which is balanced to insure uniformly good focus 
over the whole screen 

•Operates from A.C. Mains, is compact and easily portable. 

PRICE IN GREAT BRITAIN & N. IRELAND £ 17 - 10 - 0 

ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE WILL GLADLY BE SUPPLIED UPON REQUEST 

Siattdard Telepltoffes and Cables Limired 
NORTH WOOLWICH, 

Telephone : 

� LONDON, E.16 

� Albert Dock 1401 
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS' JOURNAL 
Vol. XXXI July, 1938 Part 2 

Post Office Pavilion at The Empire 
Exhibition, Bellahouston Park A. G. FREESTONE. A.M.1.E.E., 

and A. H. ENDECOTI 

The authors describe the engineering features of the Post Office Pavilion at the Empire Exhibition in Scotland. One of the 
outstanding successes is the use of ultra violet rays and fluorescent paint for various displays and effects. 

I 11trod11ction. 

T

HE publicity activities of the Post Officl' 
since rna2 have u1 1douhteclly been progressive 
and watched with interest hv the advertising 

world. The Public Relations I>eiJartnwnt of t hl' 
Post Office has hern responsible for this upward trend 
in advertising Post Office services, not onlv by press 
advertisement and lilm, hut hy staging interesting 
exhibitions in very• many towns. in the l'nited King
dom. It is a statrment of fact that millions of the 
public ha\·e visited t hc se exhibitions and havl' 
generally been surprised not only• by the novdtv of 
the exhibits, hut what is more important, by the 
number of services at their command not prcviouslv 
known to them. In all these publicity efforts, the 
Post Otlice Engineering Department has play·ed its 
part, and the Publicity Section of the Enginccr-in

Chicf's Otlice has co-operated with the P ublic Relations 
Department throughout the years. 

\\'hrn conversations on the Empire E xhibition were 
started, it was realised that something unusuall\· 
novd must he employed in the Post Office Pavilion if 
the Post Office was to maintain its high standard in 
advertising. It will he appreciated that, although the 
Post Othce employs a large and varied assortment of 
apparatus in its daily work, there is a lim i t to the 
number of exhibits that can interest the public, and 
also a limit to the methods employ·ed in exhibiting 
this same apparatus from time to time. This problem 
of new technique is no stranger to the Enginecr-in
Chicf 's Publicit\· Section, but the Post Ofhce Pavilion 
in Bcllahoustm; Park, (;Jasgow, had to he differrnt 
from ;111ything attempted before. 

The J>m•ilion. 

The Pavilion 1s oval in shape and has two floors 
(Fig. 1). The ground floor covers the whole area 
whereas the first floor is a central platform supported 
on stanchions from the ground floor. There is a 
space of 10 feet between the platform and the gallen· 
which surrounds the pavilion. This gallery is use(! 
for concealing certain lighting effects, distribution 
hoards, etc., and is not available to the public. The 
platform has one or two exhibits on it, but it is 
mainly used to view special effects described later. 
and secondly to provide the public with a viewing 
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point of the activities of the ground floor pnor to 
their descent. The main entrance is via a flight of 
steps and terrace, thence through the large glazed 
doors to t he platform mentioned above. There arc eight 
pillars round the gallery running from ground floor to 
ceiling, and each is illuminated by a thin strip of 
light on its face. The difficulty presented by these 
pillars to the special effects about to he described 
will he obvious to the reader later. 



Air Mail Exhibit. 

At various exhibitions during the last two years, 
the Empire air routes have been demonstrated by 
means of press-buttons housed in chromium-plated 
binnacles and as ocialed with glazed indicators 
similar lo large thermometers, so that, for instance, 
when a button labelled Adelaide was pressed, two 
columns of light, one red and one blue, would 
commence rising and would ultimately show the 
saving of time in days between normal and Air Mail 
postings. The background for these indicators has 
recently been improved by the addition of moving 
clouds, and a photograph of a seaplane mounted in 
the clouds. As the Public Relations Department 
wished lo add to this usually attractive Air Mail 
display, it was decided to provide, in addition, an 
illuminated silhouette of a seaplane travelling right 
round the walls of the pavilion over cut-out maps 
representing various parts of the British Empire. 
(See Fig. 2.) 

FIG. 2.-GENERAL VtEW OF FtRST FLOOR. 

For previous exhibitions projectors and moving 
cloud effects had been obtained from the lrand 
Electric & Engineering Company, a firm that 
specialises in theatrical effects, and conversations 
were started with this firm's engineers and experi
ments commenced. It is due to the co-operation of 
this company with the Engineer-in-Chief's Publicity 

cclion that the results have proved so satisfactory. 
Il was obvious from the start lhal the simplest 

method lo provide this seaplane was to project from 
a rotating lantern in a central point of lhc hall. This, 
however, was not so easy as it at first seemed. 
There is a wireless mast in the centre of the pavilion 
which runs from the ground floor right through the 
ceiling out into the open, and it was not desirable to 
encumber this mast with apparatus. This rendered 
it impossible to place the projector in the centre of 
the pavilion, and if it were displaced lo one side or 
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the other, at one part of its travel it would be 
obstructed by this mast. It was, therefore, decided 
to use two projectors, one for each end of the hall, 
these projectors being synchronised in a manner 
described later, so that when one projector had 
traversed its side of lhe room, the projection was 
changed over instantaneously lo the other projector 
which carried on and gave the impression of one 
continuous travel of the seaplane. 

The next point encountered was the need to project 
the light on the walls only, and give the impression of 
the seaplane passing behind the eight pillars 
previously mentioned. In addition, the whole 
projecting apparatus had to be concealed inside 
dummy columns 3 ft. in diameter, one of which is 
seen in the foreground of Fig. 2. 

The lntrod11ction of Ultra-Violet Ray Projection. 
Using ordinary visible light projection the problems 

presented several difficulties. Owing to the relation 
of the diameter of the projection gate to the travel 

of the projector, to provide masks 
which would cut off the beam while 
each column was being traversed, was 
not a feasible proposition. A mask to 
do this would have had to be con
structed in three tiers brought in at 
appropriate times of the travel. The 
same section of mask could not be used 
over and over again, as, due to the 
oval shape of the building, the angular 
spacing between columns is not always 
the same. 

There was another objection to using 
ordinary white light projection, in that 
the ray from the dummy columns in 
which the projectors were concealed 
would be visible, and would indicate 
to the public how the job was done 
and thereby detract considerably from 
the attractiveness of the display. In 

any case, whatever form of projection 
was used, the main hall lights would 
have to be dimmed, both lo enable 
the public to concentrate on the 
display and furthermore to render the 
seaplane projection sufficiently intense. 

Taking every consideration into account, it was 
decided to experiment with projection by ultra-violet 
rays, commonly known as blacklight. Ultra-violet 
rays, or at least that region of the spectrum just 
beyond the visible section, arc invisible to the human 
eye unless projected on to certain chemicals which 
arc then excited and give off visible light, this property 
being known as fluorescence. The source of ultra
violet light now generally used is a 125 watt mercury 
discharge lamp of the well-known type fitted with a 
bulb of special glass which filters off all the visible 
radiation and allows only the ultra-violet wave
lengths to pass. 

The chemical used in conjunction with these lamps 
can be arranged to fluoresce in various colours. 
Furthermore, certain chemicals which arc invisible 
under white light, can be used. Thus it is possible 
lo have a piece of white paper, which under white 



light appears as a plain white sheet, but under ultra
violet light can present a blue cross on a black ground. 

The application of this blacklight to the particular 
requirement under discussion is obvious. If the 
projectors could project a seaplane of ultra-violet 
light no rav would be visible, and furthermore, no 
seaplane would be visible except where the wall was 
treated with special chemical paints, so that h:·; 
treating the wall between the columns and also 
painting the maps with fluorescent paint, invisible 
blue and invisible reel respectively, and not treating 
the columns, the seaplane would be able to travel 
around the room without any apparent source of 
projection, and furthermore would vanish behind the 
columns in the desired manner. This type of projec
tion has, as far as is known, never been carried out 
before anywhere in the world. 

Experiments were continued in the Strand Electric 
& Engineering Company's private theatre with such 
pleasing results that it was decided to carry the 
scheme out to maturity. Not only on account of the 
seaplane projection but on other counts mentioned 
below, the Post Office Pavilion represents a most 
daring experiment. 

To add to the effectiveness of the display, the 
whole of the ceiling of the pavilion was treated with 
invisible blue ultra-violet paint, and around the 
gallery eighteen projectors were provided, fitted with 
photographic glass discs, so that the ceiling could be 
covered with the images of clouds. The majority of 
these glass discs are driven by small silent electric 
motors at a speed of one revolution in five minutes, 
giving the illusion of clouds travelling right across the 
hall. To treat the ceiling with the fluorescent paint 
was rather a problem, as the chemical itself, at the 
present stage of development, is made up in a solution 
which is highly inflammable. To spray a large area 
such as this ceiling, which is 3,500 square feet, would 
have been a risky business, so specially treated paper 
was used which could be pasted up by an ordinar>· 
paper hanger. 

Associated with this display is an automatic dimmer 
and timing device, which ensures that once every ten 
minutes the pavilion is darkened and the display is 
put into operation, the display itself lasting just over 
a minute. 

A pparat11 s. 

Seap!a111· l:jjl'cts. The projectors for the seaplane 
effects necessitated a ronsiderahle amount of experi
mental work. As previously mentioned, the projec
tion of fixed designs or patterns such as a seaplane or 
clouds, had never been carried out before, and there
fore there was no experience to go on in this matter. 
The throws also were rather long, being in the 
neighbourhood of :10 ft. The seaplane lanterns have a 
lens system designed to collect the maximum solid 
angle of light from the ultra-violet (black) lamp. In 
designing an optical system for use with a black 
lamp it is not possible to use reflectors behind the 
lamp, as by the time the ultra-violet light travels out 
through the lamp bulb, hits the reflector, returns 
through the black bulb, making three traversals of 
the glass in all, the resulting light is not worth any-

thing at all. Therefore, in the projectors for the 
Post Office pavilion, optical systems were designed 
which collected the maximum solid angle of light in 
front of the lamp and not subject to obstruction by it. 
Immediately in front of the black lamp a 4!-in. 
diameter meniscus lens is placed, and three further 
lenses arc used to collect the maximum amount of 
light possible. 

One interesting fact arises out of the seaplane 
projectors in that, owing to thr restriction of having 
to work inside a three-feet diameter column, the 
necessary focal length to focus the requisite size 
seaplane, together with the maximum gate aperture 
to pass as much light as possible, could not be done in 
one straight line. Therefore, after the light passes 
through the seaplane slide (in this case a metal cut 
slide), it is reflected by a mirror backwards, and then 
again reflected by a mirror forward and finally 
focused. This arrangement cuts down the length of 
the lantern by a considerable amount. All the lenses 
of the reflecting mirrors were carefully designed to 
obstruct the ultra-violet light as little as possible. 
As is well known, ultra-violet rays are appreciably 
lessened by passing them through glass, and that is 
why, as the lenses are essential in projection, it was 
so necessary to use an optical system of the maximum 
efficiency from the light-collection point of view to 
counteract the wastage due to transmission through 
the lenses. 

These two seaplane projectors are mounted on 
rotating turntables fitted with the necessary tilting 
arrangements to enable them to be set accurately on 
the fluorescent track. The front of the lantern is 
littcd with a magnetically operated blackout shutter 
which is brought into action automatically during 
the period when the seaplane display is not in action. 
It is not possible with these mercury discharge lamps 
to switch them on and black them out when required. 
as they take an appreciable time, two to three minutes, 
to obtain the maximum luminosity. It wa�. 
undesirable to show the seaplane before the display, 
but it was equally undesirable for the seaplane to 
obtain maximum luminosity after the display was 
over. The turntable mechanism (Fig. 3) incorporates 
a s_vnchronous motor drive and slip rings to feed the 
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FIG. 3.-TURNTAHLE '.\1ECllANISM. 
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black lamp and magnetic blackout shutter. Incor
porated in the base of this turntable is a synchro
nising device. It is obviously essential if the seaplane 
is to travel round the room as one seaplane that the 
two projectors shall be accurately synchronised. r o 
difficulty would be experienced, of course, once the 
machines were running, as two synchronous A.C. 
motors were used, but trouble would be experienced 
in the start in that one motor might attain its full 
speed slightly before the other. To get over this a 
slipping clutch is provided in the base of the turn
table and once the motors arc started and after they 
have att�ncd their final running speed, a magnetic 
catch is released and the two seaplanes start off from 
exactly the same position. 

Cloud Ejfects.-Thc cloud effect utilised a com
pletely different optical system from the seaplane 

projectors, as the beam angle required was c?nsidcrably 
larger. Again, the maximum amount of hght had to 
be collected from the front of the lamp, and to 
achieve this the Stclmar pattern reflector unit was 
used. This reflector unit, which is made up in metal 
chromium plate, collects an extremely large solid 
angle of light. After the light has been col

_
lccted by 

the Stelmar unit it is passed through a section of the 
cloud slides, 8 in. in diameter, and is then re-focused 
by a single piano-convex lens at the end of a tcle�copic 
front on to the ceiling. A certain amount of st�1at�on 
is obtained using this method, but for cloud pr?1cct10n 
this is not noticeable. The cloud effect discs arc 
driven by an extremely small motor wh_ich can ?c 
sC'en in Fig. 4, and although twelve discs arc m 
operation no motor hum can be detected. 

Dimming Device.-The dimmer bank (Fig. 5) is _ of 
the metallic type and arrangcn:ients arc m�de to dim 
the total load in the hall upstairs and also m the hall 
downstairs. For the downstairs load, an adjustable 
limit is provided so that the lighting is

. 
din:imcd 

to a pre-determined position and not extinguished 
completely. 

Also associated with the dimmers are contactors 
to bring in the amplifier and noise effect for acro
cnginc noises and to switc� on the clou� effects three 
minutes before the cycle 1s due to bcgm, to be sure 
that they shall have obtained their �ull lum�nosity. 

An interesting feature of the �immer 1s. th�t a 
constant motor drive is provided m one d1rect1on. 
This drive rotates a control drum which carries out 
the necessary dimming and brings in the various 
circuits as required. Also driven fron:i this m�tor are 
two constantly revolving shafts to which the dimmers 
are connected by magnetic clutches. One shaft 
revolves at such a speed as to move the dimmer to 
the down position in 15 seconds. The other shaft 
revolves at such a speed as to move the dimmers to 
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the up position in 5 seconds. The appropriate 
magnetic clutches are energised from the control 
drum and dimming up or down at the various speeds 
required is entirely independent of the motor speed. 

The motor drives the whole device through a 
slipping clutch with a magnetic catch similar to 
those fitted on the seaplane projectors. This catch is, 
of course, to ensure not only that the seaplanes are 
both pointing in the same direction, but that they 
start with exactly the same relationship to the cycle 
each time. For instance, when the lights in the hall 
are dimmed the seaplane has to appear in the centre 
of the Air Mail display and disappear in the same 
position. As mentioned previously, this Air Mail 
display consists of press buttons contained in 
chromium-plated binnacles situated on the platform 
and associated with light indicators fixed on the wall. 
Above these indicators is a cut-out diorama of well
known Glasgow buildings with a mountain back
ground (Fig. 2), and immediately above this is a space 
for displaying moving clouds, using white light and 
mirrors. In the centre of the display is a painting of 
a mail-carrying seaplane. These effects are seen 
during the light period in the pavilion. This light 
period lasts for ten minutes and the dark period for 
approximately one minute. 

A delay action relay is provided so that when the 
start button is pressed all three motors-the dimmer 
motor and the two seaplane projection motors-are 
rotating, and after six seconds the magnetic catches 
are cut out. Shutting-down contacts are provided in 
conjunction with the catches on the seaplanes and 
dimmer, so that when the stop button is depressed 
the seaplanes will continue to rotate UJ1til their catches 
fall in, whereupon their motors are shut down. The 
dimmer will also continue to rotate until it reaches an 
appropriate part of the cycle for its catch to fall in, 
whereupon the dimmer motor is shut down. 

The start and stop buttons are situated in the 
Charge Engineer's Office so that in an emergency 
during the darkened period of the pavilion all lights 
can be switched on. 

General Lighting. 
It has been the aim to refrain from disclosing the 

source of lighting the pavilion as " naked " lights 
often distract the visitors' attention. In the gallery 
blue and white bulbs are hidden and arranged to 
deflect the light on to the blue-coloured walls. The 
bulbs are, of course, dimmed during the dark period. 
The remainder of the general lighting downstairs is 
mainly effected by thin spotlights focused on the 
apparatus or batten lights of the theatrical type 
hidden behind the stand facias or wooden pelmets. 

The total lighting load is of the order of 63 kW and 
eight miles of wire have been employed to provide 
the lighting and power circuits. The main power and 
battery room is housed in a building remote from the 
pavilion and previously used as a golf house prior to 
Bellahouston Park being selected as the site for the 
Exhibition. Underground steel conduits were run 
between this building and the pavilion. There is also 
a sub-power chamber between the inner and outer 
walls of the pavilion. The system is 3-phase at 250 
volts, and much thought and attention has had to be 

given to maintain balance of the phases. To provide 
for any alterations of the scheme during installation 
spare circuits were run on a draught-board system 
and have proved of value. 

Exhibits. 
Of the exhibits shown in the Post Office pavilion 

only those of particular interest to engineers arc 
mentioned briefly. 

The Automatic Telephone Demonstration (Fig. 6).
Departure from the usual automatic demonstration 

FIG. 6.-AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DEMONSTRATION. 

set was considered essential and arrangements were 
made with the G.P.O. Film Unit to photograph 
switch racks in a modern 2,000 type exchange. These 
photographs have been enlarged and fixed to wooden 
panels 12 feet in height. One photographic switch 
has been cut out of each of the panels and a " live " 
switch substituted in such a way that the working 
switches and the photographs line up. The switches 
are spot lit and the public can dial a 4-digit number 
and see the call metered. The addition of a perspec
tive photograph at the end of the staggered panels 
lends depth to the model exchange. 

The Research Exhibit.-The Research Station has 
produced very interesting items, including a slow 
motion teleprinter. It is possible to see the cams and 
type head slowly operating when a letter key on the 
keyboard is depressed. The code set up is shown on 
an illuminated panel. 

Stereoscope and microscope invite the public to 
look into the question of lead sheath corrosion and 
metal deterioration. By pressing keys one can hear 

8!l 
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FIG. 9.-Tirn SPEAKING Ct.OCK. 

FIG. 10.-SAVINGS ilANK EXHIBIT. 
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normal speech inverted and again restored to normal, 
and, of course, the cathode-ray tube is there complete 
with telephone and filters to permit music or speech 
to be seen and heard and various bands of frequencies 
eliminated. 

The Radio Cabin (Fig. 7).-Thc Radio Branch has 
produced a fine working exhibit of a coast station 
transmitter and receiver. This model station is in 
communication with a model ship's wireless cabin 
situated in the United Kingdom pavilion, and it is 
hoped to use telephony to a trawler at sea from time 
to time via the Seaforth station. To assist the 
demonstrator in putting over his story a film from 
a small hidden projector can be switched on by 
pressing a button. 

The radio mast which projects for 30 feet above 
the pavilion is surmounted by a neon beacon which 
continuously flashes out " G.P.O." in morsc code. 

Cable jointing Exhibit (Fig. 8).-Many model cable 
manholes have been produced in Post Office ex
hibitions, but this one is a tribute to the Scottish 
Region jointing staff. Coaxial and television cables 
and joints are on view. 

The Post Office Railway.-A complete train of two 
motors and one car has been transported from the 
Post Office London underground system to the Post 
Office pavilion and, together with the manhole 
mentioned above, provides a complete underground 
exhibit. This is made most realistic by the lighting 
method employed. 

The Speaking Clock.-The peaking Clock 
mechanism never fails to attract an audience, and 
at Glasgow the attractiveness of the exhibit was 
enhanced still further by the novel setting shown 
in Fig. 9. A photo montage background 
depicting " timetellers" through the ages, with the 
letters TIM in illuminated silhouette, immediately 
calls attention to the exhibit. The apparatus is 
situated in an alcove, the ceiling and sides of which 
have been used to show enlarged photographs of the 
sun, moon and stars, and the front of the mechanism 
is protected by an unusual guard rail. 

Other Exhibits.-The Savings Bank can be proud 
of its artistic exhibit (Fig. 10), designed by the 
P.O. Film nit. The four seasons are shown, to
gether with appropriate events illustrating reasons 
why money should be saved. The whole of the scenic 
work is set in three planes with shadowle s lighting 
between two of them, the glass facia and column 
being illuminated by recessed tube lights. Among 
other exhibits are a model Mobile Post Office shown 
in a charming scene of an agricultural show, a 
Travelling Post Office depicted by means of a 
model train situated on a viaduct, treating symboli
cally the climb over Beattock, and a Telegraph Office 
composed of photo montage and working teleprinters 
(Fig. 11). 

\:12 

FIG. 11.-TELEGRAPH EXHIBIT. 

Perhaps the most novel, or to be more correct, the 
most humorous exhibit, is " Jiffie's Theatre," staged 
by the G.P.O. Film Unit. In this small theatre an 
audience of perhaps twenty people can watch a 
revolving stage, each revolution of which shows in 
humorous fashion scenes where J iffie, a messenger 
boy in kilts, brings a Greetings Telegram to an 
appropriate function such as a wedding or a birth, 
etc. The scenes arc accompanied by music from a 
barrel organ. The revolving stage, complete with a 
synchronised dropping curtain per scene, is the work 
of the Research Station and, stripped of its humorous 

ettings. would in itS<'lf prove a proud exhibit of 
engineering craftsmanship. 

Concl11sio11. 

The pavilion itself was designed by Mr. G. 0. Pratt, 
F.I.A.A., M.Inst.R.A., of the Department of Overseas 
Trade, Exhibition cction. Its external colouring of 
red artistically blended with gold, its front faiyades 
and the electric blue background of gold mullioned 
windows 30 feet in height, floodlit at night, combine 
to make the Post Office pavilion a principal object of 
interest ; so much so that 30,000 people entered its 
portals on the first Saturday after His Majesty the 
King had opened the Exhibition on Tuesday, May 3rd. 

In conclusion, the combined craftsmanship of the 
artist, the model-maker, and the engineer, has 
produced a display worthy of the Post Office. 



The Introduction of Ultra-Short Wave 
Radio Links into The Telephone Network 

A. H. MUMFORD, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.1.E.E. and D. A. THORN, B.Sc. (Eng.). A.M.1.E.E . 
The authors discuss the suitability and scope of application of ultra-short wave radio links as part of the telephone network. 
The equipment which has been developed for this purpose is described and a brief summary is given of circuits already in 

operation. A reference is made to the trend of future development. 

Introduction. 

T

HE use of ultra-short wave radio links as an 
integral part of. or in association with, the 
normal telephone network is of comparative!�· 

recent origin, the first circuit of this type to be 
employed on commercial traffic, at least in Great 
Britain, having been brought into service in rn:�2. 

As is to be expected of so new an adjunct to the tele
communication art, considerable advances in the 
technique have been made during the last few years 
and, although finality has by no means been attained, 
the equipment designs are now such as to permit the 
extensive application of ultra-short wave radio links 
to provide telephone facilities to places which for 
economic or other reasons could not otherwise be 

served. 

Definition, Advantages and Scope of App!icat£011 o( 
Ultra-Short Waves. 

Ultra-short waves are usually considered to com
prise that band of the frequency spectrum lying 
between 300 and 30 megacycles per second, corres
ponding to wavelengths of from l to 10 metres. 
Within this band it has been found that propagation 
conditions arc particularly suitable for the provision 
of stable short-distance radio links. Provided that 
the transmitting and receiving aerials arc within 
optical sight of one another fading is apparently non
existent. Weather conditions do not appreciably 
affect the actual propagation and only severe local 
thunderstorms produce any noticeable atmospheric 
interference. The ignition systems of motor vehicles, 
if unscreened, may give rise to interference unless 
care is taken to place the receiving aerial at least 
400�'>00 vards from such traffic. With coastal sites 
similar consideration must be given to the possible 
proximity of motor boats. Interference from aero
plane ignition systems, however, is not usually severe, 
as adequate screening will have been provided to 
enable the aircraft radio equipment, which is carried 
in the majority of aeroplanes, to be operated satis
factorily. 

Objects such as trees and buildings in the propaga
tion path have little effect. but may under certain 
conditions give rise to interference patterns. In this 
connection it has been observed that aeroplanes having 
metal struts, bracing wires, etc., the dimensions of 
which approximate to half a wavelength, cause a 
flutter in the resultant rcc ived field when the normal 
ground wave is weak and the aeroplane is situated in 
a strong field. Under such conditions the re-radiated 
field from the aeroplane structures may be com
parable in strength with that of the normal ground 
wave. The flutter is, of course, dependent on the 
speed and direction of flying of the aeroplane. 

It has been found that under suitahle conditions 

communication mav be established on ultra-short 
waves over distances considerably greater than the 
optical limit. Such propagation is considered to lw 

due to diffraction and refraction round the earth's 
surface, and not to reflection and refraction in the 
ionised layers of the upper atmosphere, as with short 
and medium wavelengths. The line of demarcation 
is not sharply defined hut it is generally considered 
that wavelengths below S metres are not reflected 
back to the earth by the upper atmosphere except 
under freak conditions. Over these non-optical paths 
considerable fading is experienced, manifested as a 
short-period decrease in the received field on the one 
hand and a long-period variation in the value of the 
mean field on the other. These long-period changes 
appear to be partly seasonal, with a tendency for till' 
field strength to be lower in winter than in summer. 
and there is also evidence of a possible cyclic pcrirn I 
spreading over some years. 

It is evident from the foregoing brief discussion of 
propagation conditions on ultra-short waves that. 
from this aspect at least, such wavelengths might well 
be used for the provision of short-distance raclio
telephone links having a stable overall transmission 
equivalent, particularly over optical paths. Then· 
are, however, still further advantages from the 
equipment point of view in that the transmitters and 
receivers may be relatively simple in construction 
and easy to handle. The use of a high radio carrier 
frequency also facilitates the use of wide-band trans
mission for multi-channel working and efficient aerial 
systems having a high gain and good directional 
characteristics may be constructed simply and in ;1 

relatively small physical space. 
The economic advantages of ultra-short waves. 

compared with the submarine cable alternative, an· 
considerable, particularly on capital costs. Main
tenance charges over a period of years may not show ;1 

great saving, but the facility with which faults may 
be cleared, especially in inclement weather, is con
sidered to afford an appreciable service advantage. 

Jf et hod of Application to the Telephone Network. 
\Vhen an ultra-short wave radio link is introduced 

as part of a normal trunk circuit it is usual to arrange 
for the latter to be 4-wire between the trunk 
terminals, and the radio link functions virtually as a 
four-wire repeater as shown in Fig. 1. With such 
arrangements no stabilising devices, other than those 
normally inserted on a long-distance trunk circuit. 
are required in order to maintain an overall tratb
mission equivalent as low as :3 db. The normal 
fJOO /20 trunk ringing is used and no technical difli
culties are to he anticipated in the use of the latest 
systems of V.F. signalling provided that clue con
sideration is given to the level of the signals which 
arc to he handled by the radio equipment. 
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forming a reflector curtain 
which is suspended a quar
ter of a wavelength behind 
the main or radiator cur
tain. A considerable ad
vantage can he realised by 
reducing the wavelength to 
2 metres wlwn arrays of up 
to 4D elements may be 

accommodated on light pole 
structures. Horizontal dia
moml and inverted " V " 

\Vhere telephone circuits between small islands and 
the mainland arc required for the transmission of 
telegrams, radio-phonogram circuits mav be usC'd, and 
simplified equipn1C'nt operating as either transmitter 
or receiver provides the requisite simplex circuit. 
Provision may be made for automatic calling as will 
he explained later. 

The requirements to be met by a radio link forming 
part of a 4-wire trunk circuit may be summarised as 
follows:--

(a) The signal-to-noise ratio should not he worse 
than that afforded by the associated lines ; a 
figure of 55 db. for a subscriber talking at 
reference volume may be taken as the minimum 
for a good circuit. 

(b) The overall stabilitv should be such that the 
gain of the radio link does not change by an 
amount sufficient to cause "singing " on the 
o\'erall circuit. Actually a stability of ± I db. 
may be obtained without the need for frequent 
adjustment of the equipment. 

(c) The radio link should be capable of handling 
the standard f>00/20 trunk ringing. This 
requirement may be met provided that due 
regard is given to the ratio of the ringing and 
peak speech levels at the transmitter input. 

(d) In order to reduce the cost of maintenance and 
in \'iew of the inaccessibility of the outlying 
stations, maintenance visits must be required 
only at infrequent intervals. 

Aerial S)'stems and Characteristics. 

Array type antennre of the Koo
mans or pine tree type are usuallv 
employed for ultra-short wave links. 
From the radio propagation aspect 
there is little to choose between 
horizontal and \Trtical polarisation, 
but from the point of \'icw of 
possible interference from cars, etc., 
the former is to be preferred and is, 
therefore, generally used. Arravs 
consisting of up to 24 hal f-wa \·1· 
elements, including retlectors, mav 
be erected on light pule structures, 
but with stouter masts. arra\'s of 

up to 128elemenb ha\'!' hecn used at 
a wa,·elength of ;") metres. Fig. 2 
shows a typical :�:!-element array of 
this type. In this array Iii half-wave 
elements arc connected to the 
transmission lines, the remaining Iii 

I 
.J. 

I 

I 

arravs have also been used with successful results. 
Par;tllel open wire transmission lines of characteristic 
impedance Zo = HOO ohms arc used, arnl quarter wa\'l'
lcngth line matching may be emplo:vcd to match the 
array to the transmission linc· impedance if rrquired. 
Choice of lV al'ele11gths. 

When the question of the immediate application of 
ultra-short wa\'e radio links was considered in 1931, 
it was concluded from the experimental data then 
available that the band 4-{i metres should be used. 
The lower wavelength limit was determined by the 
design of the tuned circuits together with the types 
of valves available, whereas the upper limit was set 
by the receiver performance, it being established that 
the design of super-regenerative receiver then 
employed was not so satisfactory at wavelengths 
much above 6 metres. For these reasons wave
lengths in the band of 4 to 6 metres have been adopted 
for the majority of the existing links, hut subsequent 
developments are now resulting in an extension of 
this band, particularly in the lower wavelength 
direction. 
Transmitters. 

The early transmitters consisted of anode modulated 
self-oscillators, an arrangement which, while affording 
good efficiency and giving reasonable power output, 
suffered from the deleterious effects of frequency 
drift and frequency modulation. These effects 
limited the closeness of the frequency spacing between 
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the respective radio channels and required 
a receiver having a uniform response over 
a wide frequency band to avoid frequent 
re-tuning, even then giving rise to various 
degrees of distortion and instability. 

The first attempt at frequency stabilisa
tion of the transmitter consisted in using 
.a design of transmitter similar to the self
oscillator type but having coupled to the 
actual oscillator a tourmaline crystal 
adjusted to resonate at the required 
carrier frequency. This arrangement 
afforded a satisfactory control but set a 
serious limitation on the carrier power 
obtainable. Attention was then directed 
to the use of quartz crystal control, the 
crystal stage itself generating oscillations 
at a sub-multiple of the final radio 
frequency, successive frequency multiply
ing stages enabling an output at the 
required carrier frequency to be obtained. 
Concurrently, the development of the 
design of high frequency amplifiers to-
gether with improvements in valve technique have 
made it possible to construct transmitters having 
power outputs of from l to 250 watts. Valves are now 
available which are capable of giving considerably 
greater output, but for the present requirements 
there is no advantage to be gained from the use of 
output powers in excess of 250 watts. 

'" 
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F1e. 3.-BLOCK SCHEMATIC OF I-WATT TRANSMITTER. 

Fig. 3 shows in block schematic form the arrange
ment of the smallest of the present standard range 
of transmitters, giving a carrier output power of 
about 1 watt, and Fig. 4 is a photograph of an actual 
transmitter of this type. The valves used in the 
high frequency stages are of the low frequency 
pentode type, rated at an anode dissipation of 12 
watts. The final amplifier valve is modulated on its 
suppressor grid, requiring only a very small power 
output from the speech amplifier or modulator stage 
for full modulation. With the single stage speech 
amplifier employed, an input level from line of 
-14 db. relative to 1 milliwatt on steady tone is 
sufficient to give full modulation. 

Higher power transmitters are built up from the 
basic 1 watt transmitter by adding successive ampli
fying stages. In these transmitters it is usual, with 
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Fie. 4.-l·WATT PENTODE TYPE TRANSMITTER. 

the exception of a standard 10 watt transmitter, to 
modulate on the anodes of the last in the chain of 
radio frequency amplifiers. In the 10 watt trans
mitter only one amplifying stage follows the 1 watt 
equipment and it is practicable to amplify the 
modulated output from the basic unit. 

Receivers. 

Super-regenerative receivers were used on the early 
circuits, quench frequencies of 15 to 60 kc.p.s. being 
employed. Such receivers, having a poor selectivity 
characteristic, were particularly suitable for use with 
self-oscillator transmitters, and the inherent auto
matic gain control characteristic maintained reason
able stability. The presence of frequency modulation 
on the transmitter tended, however, to nullify these 
advantages. 

With the advent of the crystal controlled trans
mitter, attention was directed towards the design of a 
super-heterodyne type of receiver having a crystal
controlled beating oscillator. Such a receiver (Fig. 5) 
was developed and is now standardised for general 
use on ultra-short wave circuits. Good selectivity 
can be obtained, and a signal-to-noise ratio some 
16 db. better than that realised with the super
regenerative receiver has been achieved. 

The arrangement of the standard ultra-short wave 
super-heterodyne receiver is shown in block schematic 
form in Fig. 6. It will be seen that the beating 
oscillator is crystal controlled, the crystal together 
with that used in the associated transmitter being 
provided as a matched pair. The crystal control 
ensures stability of tune over long periods without 
any attention. The intermediate frequency amplifier 
stages are provided with automatic gain control 
which minimises the change in low frequency 
output level of the receiver, consequent upon varia
tions in the received field, in the ratio of about 40 to I. 
The standard type of receiver has an intermediate 
frequency bandwith of 36 kc.p.s., G db. down from 
the response at mid-band frequency, which together 
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possesses inherent privacy without the use 
of any additional equipment. The dis
advantages are that the failure of one radio 
link may render a comparatively large 
number of speech circuits inoperative, and, 
for the longer distance links, the power 
output of the transmitter required to give 
the requisite signal-to-noise ratio may 
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become uneconomic or impracticable at the 
present stage of the technique. Under such 
conditions the number of carrier circuits 
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FIG. 5.-PLAN Vrnw OF RECEIVER. 

with equalisation in the second detector stage gives 
a low frequency characteristic which is sensibly flat 
from 100 to 10,000 c.p.s. Simple modifications to the 
intermediate and low frequency amplifiers enable the 
receiver to be used with carrier systems requiring a 
greater bandwith. The power unit associated with 
the receiver incorporates voltage stabilisation of the 
valve heater and anode voltage supplies in order to 
ensure the maximum degree of stability with varia
tions in the mains supply voltage. 
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Fie. 6.-BLOCK Sc11EMAT1c OF SuPERHETERoov:<:E 
RECEIVER. 

Multi-Channel and Carrier Working. 

Where traffic conditions are such as to warrant the 
provision of more than one speech circuit on any 
given radio link the problem may, in general, be 
approached in one of two ways. In the first, addi
tional radio channels may be provided, each of which 
will give one speech channel ; alternatively some 
form of carrier working may be adopted on one or 
more radio channels. The former has the advantage 
of simplicity. but results in the occupation of a com
paratively large frequency band, while the site space 
required for the aerial systems increases in almost 
direct proportion to the number of circuits. The use 
of carrier working has the advantage of requiring a 
relatively small frequency band and the radio equip
ment and aerial systems required are reduced to a 
minimum. A further advantage is that such a system 
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which could be provided on each radio link 
would have to be curtailed. The present 
tendency is to use some form of carrier 
working exclusively. 

The frequency spectrum of the two
channel carrier system which is in use on 
the Guernsey (Channel Islands) service, and 
will be used where not more than two 
circuits will be required, is shown in Fig. 7. 
In this system one audio channel is 
inverted to provide privacy and occupies 
the frequency band up to 3,200 c.p.s., while 

the second audio channel is translated to the 
frequency band, 6,400 to 9,600 c.p.s. 
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FIG. 7.-FREQUE:SCY �PM'TRlnt OF 2-CIRCUIT SYSTEM. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the frequency spectrum used in 
the 9-circuit ultra-short wave carrier system which 
has been developed by the Standard Telephone & 
Cable Co., Ltd., and described in a recent issue of 
this ]OURNAL.1 It will be seen that in this system 
each sub-carrier, together with both of the associated 
side bands, is transmitted over the radio link. 
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. It_ is evident that in any carrier system the most 
efficient and economical arrangement is that which 
rl'quircs the transmission over the radio link of the 
minimum frequency band and side band power per 
channel for a given signal-to-noise ratio. Fig. 9 
shows the frequency spectrum of a 10-circuit carrier 
system in which the bandwidth has been very con
siderably reduced by utilising a group of channels 
from a single side band suppressed carrier system to 
mc?dulate the final ra�lio carrier, the group being first 
smtably translated 111 the frequency spectrum to 
minimise the effect of the intermodulation products 
produced in this final modulation process. So far as 
is known this system has not yet been applied 
con�1�ercially owing to the difficulty of reducing to a 
sufficient degree the unwanted intermodulation 
products. Even on this system a still further 
redu_ction, _r> to 1, could be effected by the adoption 
of smgle side band suppressed carrier working over 
the radio link. No attempt has vet been made to 
apply this system to the ultra-sl{ort wave band as 
the technical problems involved arc considerable and 
the need for the consequent reduction in bandwidth 
and transmitter power is not at present sufficientlv 
acute to warrant the developnH'llt of the necessar\· 
technique. 

· 

Prii•acy2. 
The problem of affording adequate privan· on radio

! clephone links is one on which much time irnd mom'\. 
has been spent. On the trans-oceanic sen·in�s 
devices known as scramblers, inverters and wobblcrs 
have been used, but the high cost of the standard 
schemes prohibited their direct application to ultra
short wave links and a simplified form of inverter 
was developed. Considering a speech frequenc\· hand 
of .o-:3,200 c.p.s., and inversion about a freqm;ncy of 
1,600 c.p.s., a speech frequency component of, sav. 
:�oo c.p.�. appears in the transmitter output as· a 
mo_dulat1.on fr�quency_ of 2,900 c.p.s .. the requisitc 
re-1I?vert1on bemg earned out at the distant receiving 
stat10n. 

With the introduction of carrier working a certain 
measure of inherent privacy is afforded and the 

2 P.0.E.E.J., Vol. 26, p. 224. 

necessit\· for the addition of inverters or similar 
equipment is to a great extent eliminated. Where, 
however, it is essential that the maximum possible 
degree of privacy should be provided, or for use with 
a number of single-channel links not incorporating 
individual privacy equipment. a device known as the 
Channel Switching Privacv Svstem mav be used. 
1_'his system (fig. 10) can ·be �tpplied or{ly to radio 
!mks where more than one speech circuit exists, since 
the basic principle consists in transmitting each speech 
channel over various radio channels in turn. Speech 
on pair I passes over radio channel (a), and that on 
pair 2 over radio channel (b) in the first condition. 
In the second condition the radio channels arc 
changed over so that speech from pair 1 now passes 
over radio channel (b) and that from pair 2 over radio 
channel (a). If this change from condition I to 2 and 
back to I again is made fairly rapidly, say once every 
two seconds, it is evident that an:i-·one listening on 
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radio channel (a) or (h) would hear scraps of the two 
conversations so broken up as to be virtuallv un
intelligible. \\'hcrt' several circuits arc avail;tble a 
greater degrce of pri\·acy may he afforded, since therl' 
arc more channels over which the switching ma\· lw 
distributed and the sequence of switching ma\· he 
more \"aried. The actual switching at the �adio 
st;� tions is effected by uniselectors. bridging wipers 
hcmg used so that at each change all the circuits arc 
hunched and shorted momentarilv. The lines arc 
connected to the wipers and the respective radio 
channels arc wired to the hank contacts in such ;1 
wav as to provide the required sequence of switching. 
Synchronism between the selectors at the two radio 
stations is afforded bv a control tone transmitted over 
a pilot channel ; this tone controls the operation of 
the drive magnet reht\·s. \\'hen the sell'ctor drive 
n_1agnets at the controlling station have been operated 
(1t must be remembered that the wipers do not step 
until the magnet is de-energised) the control tone 
passes over the pilot channel, thus operating the 
selector drive magnets at the distant station. The 
tone is then passed over the return pilot channel into 
a timing circuit at the originating end, where, at a 
predetermined interval after the arrival of the tone, 
the original source of tone is cut off, thereby removing 
tone from both pilot channels simultaneously. The 
removal of the tone simultaneously at all points of the 
circuit releases all the uniselcctor drive magnets at 
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precisely the same instant, thus resulting in synchro
nised switching. This system has been tried out 
t'xperimentally and is shortly to be put into com
mercial operation on the' Korth Channel link. 

Power Supplies. 

\\'ith the earlier commercial installations batteries 
were used to supply the requisite high and low 
tension power, suitable arrangements being made for 
charging or floating from the public supply mains. 

On the latest equipments A.C. operation has been 
adopted throughout in order to enable the trans
mitter and receiver units to be standardised. \\'here 
<t D.C. supply only is available suitable inverted 
rotary converters will be employed, and at those 
stations where there is no public supply, diesel
alternator, or diesel battery-charging sets followed 
by inverted rotary converters, will be used. The 
latter arrangement is designed for use where the 
total load taken by the equipment is below the 
minimum loading for the smallest size of diesel engine. 
Where the service requirements arc such that un
interrupted communication must be maintained, 
standby diesel sets are installed which take over the 
load automatically in the event of a failure of the 
public supply. 

Radio Ph0110{!.ram Equipment. 

The radio phonogram equipment consists essen
tially of a simple transmitter-receiver, providing 
telephonic communication in one direction only at 
any given time, the change-over from transmit to 
receive being effected by the manual operation of a 
switch at each terminal. This arrangement necessi
tates the use of only one aerial or array system at each 
terminal and considerable power economy is afforded 
from the fact that the supplies are switched on onlv 
during the progress of a call or, as will be cxplainc(l 
later, for one minute each hour to prepare the calling 
circuit. Such equipment is not, of course, suitable 
for use as a link in a 4-wire circuit but fulfils the 
requirements of a circuit for the transmis�ion of 
telegrams between such points as an island and the 
mainland where, for purely economic reasons, the 
capital and operating costs of the equipment must 
he reduced to the minimum. 

In Fig. 11 arc shown the essential circuit conditions 
obtaining when (a) transmitting, (b) receiving, and 
(c) receiving with the calling circuit set up. It will 
be seen that a push-pull self-oscillator circuit V3 and 
V4 provides the radio carrier in the transmit con
dition and acts as the oscillating detector of a supcr
regenerativc receiver in the receive condition. 

When transmitting, the speech is amplified by a 
single stage triode amplifier Vl, the output being 
coupled to a class B push-pull modulator V2 which, 
in turn, is transformer coupled to the oscillator anode 
circuit. 

In the receive condition, the valve V2 which in the 
transmit condition was used as a push-pull modulator 
is used as the quench oscillator, the two triode sections 
of the valve being connected in parallel. The quench 
frequency is fixed at 15 kc.p.s. 

As the trallic to be handled on a radio-phonogram 
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RECEIVING CONDITION WITH 

CALLING CIRCUIT SET UP. 

F1<;. 11.-1{.\VIO PHONOGRAM EQL"IP�IENT, C1RcU1T CoNmno:-.:s. 

circuit is very small, and in order to economise in 
battery power, provision is made for automatic calling 
in either direction. The method adopted is to arrange 
for the equipment to be switched on in the receive
calling condition, by means of a time switch, for about 
one minute every hour. Then, if the distant encl 
wishes to call, the calling set is switched on in the 
transmitting condition during this time. The result 
at the called end is that the receiver output noise is 
reduced by some 40 db. by the incoming carrier, and 
this change in noise level is utilised to release a calling 
relay R via a rectified-reaction amplifier stage so 
energising the calling bell. The valve VI used for the 
latter purpose is that which serves as the first speech 
amplifier when transmitting. In order to provide for 
calling in each direction the time switches are 
staggered by half an hour, providing for calling in the 
one direction at every hour and in the other at half
past every hour. \Vhcn communication has been 
established the change-over from transmit to receive 
is effected by the operation of a small switch fitted 
on the base of the telephone at each terminal. 

Power for operating the equipment is obtained from 
a 2-volt accumulator for the valve filaments and drv 
cells for the anode and grid bias supplies. 

· 

Two types of radio-phonogram equipment have 
been developed and are known as local and remote· 



Commercial I 11stallati011s. 
Table I gives a summary of the ultra

short wave radio links which have been 
installed in the British Isles as part of, or 
in association with, the normal telephone 
network, and the map shown in Fig. 13 
gives the location of thr respective radio 
stations. A brief description of these linh 
follows:-

I•)(;. 12. -t{.-\1)1() l'llONOGRAM l::QUIPMJlNT (LOCAi. C01'TROI.). 

Card�ff-�Vcs/011.3-Thc lirst commercial 
circuit incorporating a radio link was srt 
up on an c>xperimental basis hctwc>en Cardiff 
and Weston-super-Marc in Octobc>r, IH32. 
This circuit was worked on a wavelength 
of about 5 metres and used self-oscillator 
type transmitters and super-regcnc>rat ivc 
receivers. Considering the experimental 
nature of the equipment the results obtained 
were very encouraging, a maximum period 

control respectively. The former is intended for use 
where the telephone and radio equipment can he 
accommodated in the same building. Sometimes, 
owing to geographical conditions, the building 
(usually the local Post Office) where the telephone is 
required is unsuitable as a radio site. The remote 
control equipment is then used and, as only a single 
pair telephone line is required to connect the actual 
phone point and the radio equipment, the latter ma\· 
be situated in the most suitable position from the poir

i
t 

of view of the radio requirements. Relays arc used to 
effect the various switching operations, the remote 
control equipment requiring a somewhat more comp lex 
circuit arrangement than the local control. Fig. 12 
shows a photograph of a local control radio-phono
gram set complc>te with telephonc>, time switch and 
bell. 

TABLE 

of unattended operation of some I ,OOO hours, i.e. six 
weeks' continuous service, being realised. During the 
two years that it was left in service much useful data 
was accumulated, forming the basis of later designs. 

North Channel-Six-Circuit P.O. Equipment.'
Following on the successful operation of the Cardiff
Weston circuit, equipment was designed and con
structed to provide six radio circuits. The sclf
oscillator type of transmitter and super-regenerative 
receiver in a somewhat improved form were again 
used. Wavelengths of 4·16, 4·48, 4·80, 5·12, li·44 and 
5·76 metres were used in one direction, and 4·2+, 4·56. 
4·88, 5·20, 5·52 and 5·84 metres in the other direction. 
After some months of experimental work between 

•P.O.£.£.} .. Vol. 25, p. :10:1. 
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SUMMARY OF U.S.W. RADIO LINKS ESTABLISHED IN BRITISH ISLES 
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Non;; (1) This circuit was withdrawn from scn·ice m C\o,·cmbcr, l!J:J4, as it had been established for experimental purposes only. 
(2) All cirn11ts with the cxct·phon or Guernsey ·Chaldon han· .. optical " paths. 
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sites on either side of the Bristol Channel the equip
nwnt was installed at l'ortpatrick and Ball\'gomartin 
in lkcemher, l!l:l4, to provide six additic;nal trunk 
circuits lwtween Scotland ancl Xorthern Ireland. 
This equipment is still in 'ervice ancl has provided 
safr.;factory service cla>· ancl night for the past three 
\·ears. 

.\'ortlz Clw1111d .\'i11e-Cirrnit .'·;.r. (� C. Equip-
11101tl Concurrently with the clcveloprncnt of ultra
short wave equipment b>· the l'ost Otlice, '.\lessrs 
Stanclarcl Telephones & Cables, Ltd., produced a 
nine-circuit equipment using one main radio carrier 
in each direction, nine separate speech circuits bc'ing 
provided hy the use of sub-carrier frequencies located 
between trio ancl :mo kc.p.s. Cr>·stal-rnntrolled 
transmitters and recei\'l'rs, the' latter being of the 
super-heterocl:vne type, arc used together with arra�·s 
of the in\'ertcd" \' " and horizontal diamond pattern. 
The equipment was inaugurated o!licially in August, 
I !l:Ji, to provide a further nine circuits between 
Scot lane! an cl X ort hern Ireland. 

(;1wr11sc_1•-Clzaldo11.5- -From rn:l-t onwards experi
mental work has been carried out to explore the 
possibility of the use of ultra-short waves for com
munication over non-optical paths. The results of 
tests between Guernse\' and the mainland indicated 
the practicability of working over a distance of some 
SO miles on f> and 8 metres. :\ commercial circuit 
was set up between Chaldon, near \\' eymouth, and 

·· /'f)/:' /:'/. \'ol. 2!l, p. 12-1. 
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Fort (;eorge, Guernsey, in July, l!l:W. Subsequently 
high power transmitters together with two-channel 
carrier equipment enabled a total of four circuits to 
be provided to Guernsey. The two radio circuits, one 
working on about ;i metres and the other on about 
8 metres, each carry one inverted auclio and one 
carrier circuit. 

.lrra11-.·lrdrossa11 Circuits.- -Tow;mls the encl of 
I !l:ln equipment was installed at :\nlrossan and 
Brodick (Isle of Arran) to provide fin· radio circuits 

initially with an ultimate capacity of seven. This 
cquipmcnt is similar to that used for the North 
Channel six-circuit installation described earlier, 
except that tourmaline crystals are used to control 
the t ransmittcr frequencies. This equipment has 
been in regular commercial operation since :\larch, 
I H:3i, ;rnd has given satisfactory results. 

St. Just-.'-;/. Jlary's (.'-icilly Isles) Cirrnits.6 __ _ 
Equipment was installecl at St. Just ancl St. Mary 's 
towards the latter end of rn:n to provide two radio 
circuits. The equipment, which was brought into 
st'rvice for commercial operation early in l!!l 8, 
consists of super-heterodyne receivers ancl l watt 
pcntode transmitters, both crystal controlled. At 
the outset one audio-frequency telephone circuit is 
provided on each raclio circuit, hut it is intencled to 
instal at a later date carrier equipment, similar to 
that used on the (�nernsey-Chaldon circuits, to provide 
a total of four telephone circuits. 

N.adio-Phonogram Circuits. 
The following radio-phonogram circuits have been 

installecl ancl arc now in operation:-
Lerwick- Skerries, Sanclncss-Foula, Sandness

Papa Stour, Huna-Stroma, Soay-Elgol . 

l'roj>osed /,inks. 
. .\n extensive programme for the provision of 

;1dditional radio links of the t�·pe already described 
in this article has heen prepared and the construction 
of the stations ancl equipment is at present in J rogress. 
The majority of these new links will serve the various 
Scottish Islands. For some time past the question 
of providing an ultra-short wave radio link with 
France has heen under considcrat ion bv the French 
and British .\clministrations and Ill'g.otiations ;ire 
now proceeding to determine a design of equipment 
which would he mutually agreeable. 
Future /)n·c!opmc11/s. 

Future clc\'dopments in the ultra-short w;1\·e tcrh-
11iqut• arc likd>· to b(• concerned 011 the unc hand with 
the JlfOYision of multi-channel carrier circuits 
enabling thl' maximum possible number of speech 
channels to be worked on each radio link, ancl on the 
other hand with the extension of the useful frequency 
spectrum up to Lio meg;u·ycle,.; per second (2 metres) , 
:md ultimate!\' e\·en higher. The demand for services 
and frequenc'.r allocations in the ultra-short wave 
band is already heavy , and still further demands are 
to be anticipated. Thus the stability of tune of the 
transmitters and receivers is becoming more and 
more important and it is to be anticipated that in the 
near future restrictions and tolerances, similar to 
those applying to the other radio bands, will be 
imposed. 

6 /'.0.1:".l:".J., Vol. :H, pp. 7ti and IOI. 



Telephone Communication 
Scilly 

for the 
Islands 

H. BARKER, B.SqEng.l. and 

M. R. SHEARING 

I ntrod 11ctio11. 

T
HE Scillies are a group of small islands l\'ing 
2;i miles west hv south of Land's End. 
Among a large I�lllnher of smaller islands 

there are live inhabited ones -·St. '.\Ian"s. Tresco, St. 
'.\lartin's, St. Agnes and Brvher. St: '.\lan"s is the 
most important, and round i.t, separated h:-.; distances 
up to three miles, lie the others. The total population 
is about 2,000 and for these people the main inclustr:-.· 
is the growing of flowers; hut the islands are, of 
course, popular holida�· resorts. There arc sc\'cral 
coastguard stations clot tcd about, and the frequent 
reference to the Scilly Islands in weather reports and 
forecasts points to their importance as a meteoro
logical station. It is interesting, in addition, to note 
that the Bishop Light, popular!�· known because it is 
the point to which trans-Atlantic liners are tinwd in 
their race for the Blue Hiband, lies just off St. '.\1ar�"s. 

\\'hen on the Islands, and particularly when 
sttHh·ing a map, it is amazing to sec the extent to 
which thev have at \·ariuus times been fortified. This 
is commmi to man>" of the small islands on our coasts, 

PORTliCURNO-DEEP POINT CABLE 

WHITE ISlANO 

length of 27 ·;i3.i nauts.. subsequent repairs and 
replacements ha\'c left two lengths of the original 
cable, 8·;"'i05 nauts. and O·!l naut, the existing cable 
ha\'ing a total length of 28·786 nauts. 

At Deep Point the cable runs from the cable hut 
down a rocky cliff face to the sea, and has been 
embedded in cement in certain places for protection. 
�ear the mainland the cable crosses several telegraph 
cables and runs in on a sandv beach to the Cable & 
\\'ireless Compan�"s telegrapl� station. 

.-\n investigation was made three \'Cars ago to 
ascertain whether it was possible to c;htain a com
mercial telephone circuit and a composite tekgraph 
circuit o\'er this cable with repeaters at l'orthcurno 
and St. '.\Iar�"s. One possible source of ditliculty was 
the amount of interference picked up at the l'orth
curno end clue to the close proximity of the Cable & 
\\'irckss Company's cables. One cable, " Fayal 
l!lOfi" (:\zorcs-l'orthcurno) follows a parallel route 
for some distance and then crosses se\·eral times. 

Following tests made it was decided that satisfac
tory telephone and telegraph sub-audio working 

SCALE: llNtH•2NNJT MILES. 
• Z·lO 5.TATVTE MILE!.. 

F1t;. 1.- -SUBMARINE CABLES AROUND l'ORTHCllRNO. 

but the Scillies seem more than most to he crowded 
with defences, ranging from ancient cart hworks to 
modcrn gun emplacements. One other thing will 
remain for a long time in the minds of se\'eral peopk 
who ha\'c been interested in pro\'iding modern 
communications to the Islands-the sea crossing. 
!\lost of the work was done in mid-winter and at least 
one man after ti\'e hours of gale in the little motor 
ship "Scillonia" wished on reaching St. Man"s that 
he might never have to lca\'c again. Howe\·er, for 
had sailors in bad weather there is an acroplanc which 
does the journe\' in twent\· minutes from Land's End 
Airport. 

· · 

t:ntil this \'car the onlv telecommunication with 
the mainland. has been ;t simplex sounder circuit 
working over a single-core submarine cable between 
St. Mar>" 's and l'orthcurno (Fig. 1). The Porthcurno
Dcep l'oint cable, consisting of a single-core 107 lb. 
per naut., G.P. insulation Lio lb. per naut., brass tape. 
10/2 armouring, was laid in l 8Hfi and had a total 
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could he obtained between Hugh Town, Scilly Isles· -
and l'enzancc, the equivalent being such that calls 
from the Islands could he extended to the mainland 
and international networks. Such a scheme, however, 
was incapable of expansion, and when it was decided 
that a t elcphone service should he given. short-wave 
radio circuits were chosen. 

The Radio 1�·q11 ip111mt. 
A. new radio station has been built at St. Just, 

Cornwall, to work to another on St. :\lan"s. Two 
circuits have been provirlcd and they an: extended 
to Penzance on land lines. During the day one circuit 
is in use as a telephone trunk and teleprinters are 
worked owr the other; during the night the tele
graph circuit is dosed down, both circuits arc used 
as trunks, and any telegraph traffic is handled 
tclephonically. These arc the first radio circuits in 
the country over which teleprinters have been com
merciallv worked and there is an added interest 
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berau;.c they replace one of our last sounder circuits. 
The radio terminal at l. Just i 620 feet above sea 

level and that at t. l\larv's, installed in the coast
guard station, is l 50 feet above sea level. There is a 
public power supply at each place and the equipment 
is entirely mains operated. At the moment two 
channcb arc worked in each direction with a separate 
wavelength for each channel. The transmissions to 
the cillies arc on wavelengths of 4·77 and 4·97 
metres (62·9 and 00·4 l\lc.p.s.), and in the reverse 
direction wavelengths of 4·31 and 4·4-2 metres (69·6 
and 67 ·!) Mc.p.s.) arc used. It may be explained here 
that the propagation characteristics of wavelengths 
between about J and lO metres over visual ranges 
arc idrally suited to the requirements of communica
tion links where high stability of the radio circuit is 
essential. There appears to be no reflection of these 
waves from the ionosphere : propagation takes place 
by ground wave only and this is not affected by 
changes in atmospheric conditions, so that for uniform 
transmitted power the received field remains sensibly 
constant at all times. In addition, atmospheric 
interference on these wavelengths is ab cnt. 

Reference has been made in a previous article1 to 
the Diplex system of working of radio in which two 
speech channels are given on one radio circuit. 
Equipment of this design to provide one additional 

• P.O.E..E..j., Vol. �11, p. 1<14. 
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circuit 1s on order for the cillies and will be fitted 
<;hortly. This will enable the traffic requirements of 
two circuits to be met and at the same time allow one 
of the radio equipments to be retained as a spare. 

Each transmitter (Fig. 2) employs four valves in 
the following stage :-Crystal oscillator frequency 
doubler, second frequency doubler, modulated ampli
fier and speech amplifier. Frequency control of the 
transmitter is given by a quartz crystal which is con
tained in an oven controlled to a temperature of 
50° . The transmitter gives an output power of 
J watt which can be 100 per cent. modulated by a 
signal level of about- 15 db. on one milliwatt applied 
to the GOO ohm input circuit of the speech amplifier 
stage. Superhetcrodync receivers (Fig. 3) are used, 
and these are identical with those provided on the 
Channel Islands circuits described in the article 
previously noted. All the equipment has been 
designed so that the station may be unattended, and 
for this rea on is enclosed in cabinets so as to avoid 
the necessity of heating the whole building. Tubular 
heaters are fitted at the bottom of the apparatus racks 
with thermostatic control to maintain the tempera
ture inside the cabinets at a suitable level. 

Koomans type horizontal aerial arrays are used for 
tran mission and reception. Two imilar aerials are 
arranged between three 55-foot poles, the trans
mitting and receiving pairs at each station being 
separated by about 50 yards. Each aerial contains 
:l2 half-wave elements arranged in two "curtains" 
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sp;1rrd a quarter of a wavelength apart in the direction 
of working, the hack elements acting as rrflectors. 
Op('ll wire transmission lines connect the arrials to 
thr radio rquipment. A photograph of the trans
mitting a<'rials at St. Mary's is shown in Fig. 4. The 
photograph also shows the coastguard huilclings, the 
Telegraph Tower from which the coast guards have a 
�oo<I view all round the Islands. and also the old 
twin a<'rial which was use d with a spark transmitkr 
for many �·cars by the coastguards. 

The radio cirruits arr extended on 4-wirc lines, 
mainly overhead, over the 8 miles from St. Just to 
Penzance; on St. J\1ar�1·s they are cxtendrd o\·er l l 
miles on 4-wirc lines in a cable. At Penzance ancl St. 
.\1arv's exchanges 4-wirc terminations and f>00/20 
ringing equipment have been installed. In the past 
considerable trouble has been experienced on circuits 
involving short-wave radio links in obtaining a satis
factory ringing s�·stcm. It is necessary to limit the 
level of the f)()0/20 ringing signal sent out so as not to 
overload thr radio transmitter, and the signal n•ceived 
at the distant end is therefore lower than usual. 
The ringing recei\'C'r must therefore he made sensitive, 
and in this condition noise picked up on the radio 
channds is liable to bring into action the rclavs 
dcsignl'd to prevent Yoice opcrat ion of the ringer a11d 
so prcwnt proper working. On the Scillies circuits 
Yalvc type 4-wire ringing terminations, of an earlier 
design, have been used with satisfactory results. 
Tele pri 11/cr Scn·icc. 

\\'hen the circuits arc takrn over for telrgraph use 
a standard Teleprinter l\o. :JA is used 011 a slightly 
modified ta hie. Signals at a frequency of 1 /1(\0 c.p.s. 
arc sent out from a standard V.F. convertor, but the 
normal I 5 milliwatt output from the convert or is 
reduced to I milliwatt so as to avoid overloading the 
radio transmittrrs on which the modulation has been 
adjusted to giYc the best conditions with speech. 
No special adjustments of the teleprinters arc 
necessary to work them on the reduced power 
received. The teleprinters arc brought on to the 
trunks by switching through in the exchange and the 

Yoicc frrqucncy ringing equipml'nt ts 
therefore left in cirrnit. This arrangc·
ment neccssitatrs careful adjustment 
ot thr ringing rcn.�i\·rrs to prcwrll 
their operation from the teleprinter 
signals, hut it has the advantage that 
it is possible to fit a hand-grnerator on 
tltc telegraph tabks so that a calling 
s\·stcm is obtainC'd and the t<'kprintcrs 
rierd not be permanrnth· switched on. 

It is interesting to note that on the 
l'e117.anc<' St. :'lfan"s link with a sent 
power of one milli\,·att and an overall 
circuit equiYaknt of :i db., the power 
which t h<' com«•rtor rec<'in·s is equal 
tn that rprci\Td when the sellt power 
is (;) 111illiw;1tts and operated on a 
circuit with an cqui,·:dent of (;i db. 
This is t hl' most sat is fact on· le\·('{ at 
which to opera t c t h<' con n;rt or from 
;t distortion point of Yiew. 

Each of the two trleprintcr rquip
nwnts at St. l\lan"s can he switched 
to either of the tw<°i i'enz;mce circuits. 

t hrreh\· prO\·icling a spare tekprinter with acc('ss 
to both circuits. As part of the telegraph facilities 
two positions of separate phonagram and tdrphone 
tPlegram equipment have hecn pro\·id<'cl in t h<· Post 
Olhce at St. '.\l;in"s. 

J.ac11l Tcltpha11c Scn•ict'. 

The local telephone sen·icc on the Islands has 
hitherto been \·en· much restrictrd. Trcsrn, St. 
!\lartin's. St. Agne� and Brvlwr arc linked up to St. 
Mary 's hy single-corr rabies. On·r these rabies 
omnibus circuits have hcen worked to t hl' l'nst 
Oflices to deal with telegraph traffic and the coast
guards h;n·e also had connect ions to t hl'rn . A magneto 
exchange has now hl·en installed on St. \l:tr:-"s and 
o\'er (JO lin es ha\'e already been joinrd up with 
applications still being rccri\WI. :\ scheme for the 
other islands is now under consideration. The drl'am 
of c\·rry development enginerr must have hccn 
realised by the man who planned the St. \larv 's 
la\·1mt, for he was pro,·iding a brand rH'\\' t('kphone 
s>:stcrn i11 virgin country. A fl4-pair and IOO-pair 
rablr serving (;) distribution poles haH' hl'l'll laid 
down with a i unction cable to the radio station . The 
work was umfertak!'n l))' gangs spcciall.\· srnt from till' 
rnainbncl and the�· spent several months on the islands. 
There is no motor tax in the Srillics and no dri,·ing 
lic<'nC<'S arc r<'quircd, but in spite of this there do not 
seem t<> he \·en· many \Thiclcs on the road and the 
lorri<•s t;1 ken o

.
vcr I»; the Superintending Engineer . 

South .. \\'rst J )istrict . for the US(' of his gangs, \\'l'l'l' b�· 
far the most up-to-datr motor \Thicl<'s to he sreri. 

:\fter some discussion it was derided to call the nrw 
l'xrhange "Scillonia," the old name for the Islands, 
and the sen-ice was inaugurat<'d on fanuan· �Sth. 
when '.\lajor Dorri('n Smith spoke fr�m St.· :\l:try's 
to the l'.l\1.G. at Salisbury.2 During its first week 
Scillonia passed 2;)4 calls to th(' mainland and rec<'i\·ecl 
142. and it is interesting to spern latc whether any of 
these calls were made ll\· pcoplr who had never used 
the trlcphonc before. 

' P.cu;Y..f . . Vol. :11. p. 75. 
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The Application of a Constant Volume 
Amplifier to a Short Wave Single 
Sideband Transatlantic Radio Circuit 

L. T. ARMAN and 
P. R. HUTION-PENMAN 

The volume variations due to fading on this circuit arc not fully compensated by normal methods of automatic gain control 
on the recchcr, and

. 
t
.
hc provision o� a constant volume amplifier at the output of the receiver to remedy the defect is discussed. 

nrn types of amplifier, one of which was developed for another purpose and was used experimentally, are described. 

l 11trod11cticm. 

I
T was found that the speech volume received at the 
Radio Telephony Terminal from l' .S .. \. over the 
single sideband short-wave radio circuit which has 

been recently set up between London and Kew York 
is subject to a degree of variation, due to fading, 
which could not he controlled to a sufficient degree 
by normal methods of automatic gain control on the 
receiver. This is largely because the fading is at 
times of a selective character, as a result of which the 
energy in portions rather than in the whole of the 
received audio frequency spectrum may be con
siderably attenuated. Apart from the question <•f 
whether a varying volume is acceptable to the 
subscriber it is necessary to maintain a constant 
volume at the output of the receiver in order to ensure 
correct operation of privacy apparatus and singing 
suppressors located at later points in the circuit. 

At the time when the variations were first noticed a 
device for automatic control of the outgoing volume 
to the transmitter was in course of experimental test 
at the Radio Telephony Terminal, and this was pressed 
into service as a remedial measure. This device in its 
entirety is being developed as an automatic technical 
operator for use at the terminal, and, as such, will be 
the subject of a later article. The section employed 
on the single sideband circuit is described in outline 
in the first part of this article. A considerable 
improvement was obtained by its use on the circuit, 
but, in addition to being unnecessarily complicated, 
the design was not entirely suitable for this particular 
use. The development of a constant volume amplifier 
to fulfil requirements was, therefore, put in hand, and 
this, which is on similar lines to that previously 
described by Dr. Ryall,l is the subject of the second 

1 P.O.E.F.j., Vol. 2\l, p. li. 

part of this article . It was temporarily inserted in 
the receiving path before the singing suppressor as 
shown in Fig. 1, but will ultimately be located at 
Baldock. 

· 

General. 

From the noise aspect a constant \'olume amplifier 
should add nothing to the gain in the circuit in the 
static or idle condition. Therefore, with a device 
which works from a maximum to a minimum gain 
proportionately with increases in speech level, some 
auxiliary means must be adopted to reduce the gain 
to zero in the absence of speech. Further, this 
auxiliary device must be rendered inoperative as 
early as possible after the arrival of speech ; that is, 
it must haw the maximum sensiti\'ity possib!e, 
commensurate with the noise levels to be expected at 
that point in the circuit. 

The ideal device would be one which operated about 
this zero gain point, but unfortunately the method of 
obtaining such a performance has not so far presented 
itself, and the nearest approach, obtained bv using a 
dev!c.e of maximum gain tempered to zero by an 
auxiliary control, has been adopted. If the noise 
level exceeds the sensitivity of the auxiliary device 
then the noise is amplifi.ed to a constant level and the 
amplifier must either be taken out of circuit or the 
volume ranges catered for must be reduced to allow 
for a decrease in the sensitivity of the auxiliary device. 

Constant Volume Amplifier (Relay and Selector 1�vpe) 
as Used on the "Auto Technical Operator." 

To meet the �onditio�s required for its use as part 
of the Automatic Techmcal Operator this amplifier is 
designed to provide a constant output for input 
variations of 40 db., as well as numerous other 
facilities not necessary for its temporary use. 

---- 8ALDOCK ---i t----- RADIO TEU:PHONY T(RMINAL.----o-
The amplifier proper is split 

into two parts, l and � (sC'e 
Fig. 2), to meet the require
ments of constant impedance' 
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input and high overall gain. The input potentiometer R 1 is 

so connected to one contact 
bank of a selector switch as to 
give the 40 db. range in steps 
of 2 decibels. In the home 
position of the switch the whole 
of the input voltage is applied 
to amplilier l. The selectors 
employed are known as both-
way selectors, ha\'ing each two 
magnets and being capable of 
rotation one step at a time in 
either direction. 



.. 
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The rnntrol circuit . rnmprising rectifiers RT! and 
RT2 and the valve VI, connected to the output of 2, 
operates so as to increase the shunt loss in the speech 
path in a manner proportional to the increase of the 
input voltage. To do this, the speech is rectified and 
applied as a positive bias on Vl to increase the D.C. 
through RT2, and so reduce its impedance as seen 
from the speech path. 

Two other control paths branch from the output 
of amplifier :� and filter 4, which arc connected to the 
input of the circuit by the amplitier 7 and amplifier 
detector 8 using rectified reaction2, and the amplifier 
5 and trigger rrlay• !i3 with a rectifier impedancc 
control, RT3 and V2. 

The auxiliarv device controlling the gain in the 
idle condition c�msists of the control path (a) operating 
the master relay A, which in turn operates two relays 
AC and AF to n·mo\·e a shunt loss from the speech 
path via contacts ACl and AFl. Of these two relays 
one has a long releasing time and the other a minimum 
operating time. Speech arriving at the input to the 
device operates relay A to restore the gain in the 
speech path to its maximum value as described ahove, 
and prepare the operating circuit for the srlcctor 
magnets. Initially the whole of the control is 
performed by the circuit RTI, V l and RT2, and 
practically no operating time is involved here in 
covering the whole of the range. 

Simultaneously the speech also passes through 
control circuit (b) and, neglecting RT3 and V2 for 
the moment, operates relay C which steps the 
selectors A and 13 to reduce the gain in the control 
and speech paths respectively. When the level into 
the trigger relay 6 has been reduced by the A selector 
to the point where relay C releases, this same selector 
reverses one or more steps in accordance with the 
value of input level to re-energise C. No delay, other 
than the inherent operating time in the circuit, is 
placed on the control path (b), so that it operates to 
reduce its own gain on peaks of speech but does not 

• P.O.E.E.j., Vol. 25, p. 1\10. 
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subsequently increase this gain bv more 
than 2 decibels unless the input \'oltage 
fails to reach the pre\·ious 01wrating value 
within a period of the order of 200 milli-
seconds. This may be more clearly 
undC'rstood ])\' consi;lcring an oscillatory 
current at a f�equency of [; c.p.s. having a 
certain maximum amplit11de applied to 
the input to thC' control path (b). This 
would step the A sC'lector forward to a 
position depending upon this maximum 

amplitude so that thereafter the sdector 
would alternate between this setting and 
one step in the reverse direction. 

The B selector controlling the gain in 
the speech path is controlled b:v· the A 
selector. It follows A in the forward 
direction, hut reverses on! :v· when A fails 
to reach again its maximum forward 
setting, as determined hy a particnlar 
input, within a certain period. It then 
reverses one step for every 200 milliseconds 

approximately until it is held again by the A selector. 
Once the B selector has heen set to a point repre

senting the general input level it is undesirable that 
the mechanical svstem should follow minor surges in 
level which may· occur on!,_. at infreq11ent intervals. 
As stated before, the operation of RT!, VI and RT2 
is practically instantaneous over the whole range and 
controls the circuit during the operating time of the 
switches, its subsequent function !wing to pro\'ide a 
vernier adjustment for increases of about 5 decibels 
in the input level for which the selectors remain 
unaffected. 

Ob\'iously this would not so function if the A 
selector were allowed to follow surges. To mel't this 
condition it is arranged that the control circuit i{T:>. 
\'2 and RT! acts on the control path (b) so that the 
input to the trigger relay 6 has a constant value over 
this particular range. It is ineffective up to this 
point, controls over the next 5 decibels and then 
becomes ineffective again. In the idle condition of the 
circuit, relay AM is not operated ; it is energised by 
relav A after a certain period in order to give the 
mechanical svstem time to adjust itself to the input 
level and releases with A. The contact A:\1:3 connects 
a shunt loss to simulate the loss imposed !Jy the 
rectifiers in the static condition. 

On the cessation of speech the selectors arc locked 
at their last setting by means of auxiliary relays for 
an arbitrarv period of 10 seconds. Although this 
period is etfective from the point of view of one side 
of the conwrsation onlv, when using the device as a 
constant volume amplitier , it is arranged in the com
plete " Automatic Teclmical Operator " that speech 
in the other direction maintains this setting. Thus the 
cle\'icc should require but little adjustment for each 
passage of speech. At the end of use the selectors are 
restored to their home positions in the normal manner. 

The input to the control path (a) is also a function 
of the A selector. It is arranged, however, that no 
reduction in input occurs until the switch has moved 
over the first five steps. It should be remembered 
that relay A maintains the device in an operative 
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condition and the maximum sensiti,·itv is retained 
on this account for input levels somewl�at above the 
allowed minimum. 

The master relays A and C arc of a fast operating 
type, and the auxiliary relays arc of the P.0.3,000 
type. 

The use of a relay of the trigger type to perform 
the functions of amplifier detector (i is i11Yaluablc for 
the successful operation of this device. It causes the 
application of a predetermined voltage to the input 
to raise the current in relav C from zero to its 
maximum value, ;rnd h\' its internal circuit arrange
ment restores it to zeni

"
wlwn this input voltage level 

falls by 2 decibels, with an additional advantage of 
instantaneous current changes. 

It might perhaps he mentioned here that an experi
mental mocld of a complete automatic technical 
operator. including a constant •;olume amplifier of the 
above type, has hcen installed at the Radio Telephony 
Terminal and has been placed in circuit with promising 
results. Such factors as radio and line noise, hvhrid 
out-of-halance, and weak talker volumes place iimits 
upon the device, as indeed they do on most of the 
apparatus in the circuit, and the period of unattended 
service to be expected has not yet been determined. 
These matters arc still heing investigated. 

Constant Volume A mplijicr- l 'al1·e and Rect�fier 1)•p,._ 
As stated previously the use of the relay and 

selector type of amplifier was a temporary experi
ment, and this has since been replaced by an amplifier 
of the valve and rectifier t�·pc as shown in Fig. 3. 
A 10 decibel attenuation network and a transformer 
TI shunted bv the rectifiers H.Tl is connected to the 
input of ampl]ficr 1 in the speech path. The operation 
of the control circuit including amplifier 3, rectifier 
RT:l and control valve V2, on the rectifiers RT l is 
similar to that described for the rclav and selector 
type of amplifier. The attenuation n�twork reduces 
the reflected impedance changes due to RTl, and the 
transformer raises the impedance of the circuit in 
order to obtain a sufficient range of control with the 
variation in impedance of the shunt rectifiers. 

The maximum overall gain in the speech path is 
17 decibels, which is reduced to zero by the requisite 
current flowing from Vl through RTl in the idle 
condition, V2 adding nothing at this stage. 

Incoming speech passes through the amplifier 2 
and is rectified by RT2 to bias Vl negatively and 
reduce its anode current to zero, thus restoring the 

lOli 

gain in the speech path to l i decibels. This gain is 
then controlled bv R.Ta, V2 and H.Tl in the normal 
manner for such ;irrangemcnt. 

The static loss due to Vl is completely removed 
from the circuit by a change in the input level of 
4 decibels, commencing with an input of 2H decibels 
below 1 milliwatt. Provision is made for a reduction 
in this sensitivity if desired when a high noise level 
exists. The neon tube connected across the output 
limits the input to the rectifier RT:? at the l1ighcr 
levels, resulting in a constant hangover time at this 
point for levels above a certain value. 

An input-output characteristic of the amplifier as 
a whole is shown in Fig. 4. The controlled range 
covers inputs of _;_ 5 to -15 decibels referred to 1 
milliwatt, the output being I milliwatt within the 
accuracy of the de,·ice as shown by Fig. 4. 
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The harmonic content in the experimental model 
does not exceed 2 per cent. for the maximum input 
level. 

Amplifier 1 is of the two stage feed-hack type, being 
employed for reasons of stability and frequency 
response correction. The requirements arc that the 
response shall be uniform within the frequency band 
of 100 to (i,000 c.p.s. to cater for new types of privacy 
equipment. Towards the upper limit of this band 
the shunt loss due to the capacitance of the rectifiers 
RTl increases, and in order to counteract this 
degradation the feed-back on the amplifier 1 has been 
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reduced at these higher frequencies by the addition 
of a condenser C (sec Fig. 5). 

The frequency characteristic for the experimental 
model is uniform over the range 100 to H,000 c.p.s. 
within an accuracy of t 1 decibel relative to the gain 
obtaining at 1,000 c.p.s. 

It is expected that with the use of better trans
formers in the models now under construction the 
value of the attenuation network and the gain in 
amplifier 1 can be slightly rearranged to reduce the 
A.C. voltage across the rectifiers RTl and so further 
improve the harmonic content. 

The hangover time is of the order of 3 seconds ; 
that is the gain is restored to its normal value in this 
period of time following the disconnection of the 
input. 

The complete circuit for use at Baldock, excluding 
details of the power supply, which will be obtained 
from the A.C. mains, is shown in Fig. 5. A double
diode valve V6 is used in place of the rectifier RT2 
shown in Fig. 3, the anodes being biased negatively 
to a value of 20 volts in order to obtain the necessarv 
steepness of the characteristic of speech input volts 
against the rectified volts applied to the grid of the 
valve V7. The values of the anode currents arc 
derived by measurement of the voltages across 
resistances placed directly in the anode circuits. The 
meter has a resistance of 1,000 ohms, l volt giving a 
full scale deflection, and is terminated in a plug and 
cord for insertion in the various jacks. This method 
has the advantages that key contacts in the circuit 
arc avoided, measurement when operating in the 

circuit docs not give rise to interference, which other
wise might happen dne to imperfect kcv contacts, 
and the function of a locking kcv is ohtai11cd without 
complications, ensuring that n;J two points in the 
circuit can he connected together. 

The switch contacts S provide for the insertion of 
5 decibels of attenuation if desired on high noise 
levels. 

The complete unit is mounted on a 10!-in. panel 
for single-sided mounting on a standard° rack, the 
power supplies for four units occupying another 
15l in. of rack space. 

The presence of the device, as far as commercial 
quality speech is concerned. is noticeable on the radio 
circuit only by its effect in eliminating the fluctuations 
of output volume from the receiver. The existing 
hangover has so far satisfied all conditions, hut it 
may be desirable, as a result of further lengthy tests, 
to make some modilication in this respect. 

�o difficulty has arisen during the tests so far 
carried out from false operation bv noise. It would 
appear that with an increase of -the noise level to 
such a value as to cause false operation, the degree 
of fading becomes less severe and accordingly it is 
considered that a reduction in the scnsitivitv to meet 
this condition would not haw any adverse -effects. 

This particular device is now in use on the circuit 
and has resulted in a great improvement, volwncs 
varying over a range as much at times as I 5 to 20 
decibels being limited to variations within ± 2 
decibels of the volume required. 
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A 
of 

Differentiated 
Dialling Over 

Impulse System 
Long Junctions W. H. B. COOPER 

The author describes a method which is being developed to permit D.C. dialling over long junctions. The systl'm, which is 
based on telegraph practice, is designl'd to fill the gap between the circuits over which D.C. �ialling by existing methods 

is possible and those on which the altl'rnative 2 V.F. equipment can be econom1cally employed. 

J 11trod11ctio11. 

T

HE funclammtal principles of a s�·stcm for 
cs�ablishing tandl'm. connections at�tomatically. 
usmg a suhscnher s or opl'rator s <ha! arc 

\'erv similar to thusc of a svstcm for the transmission 
of ;;11\· other form of i11foni1at ion. \\"ith an orclinan· 
audi�-frequenn· tl' lt-pho1w circuit. the amount <;f 
information which it is required to transmit in a 
gin·n time, for directing the connections auto
matical]\', is �mall compared with that which the 
circuit <:an r;mT; ;111<1 rn it would seem that the 
problem is sim1;ly one of making the " mcssa�e fit 
the line," i.e. choosing the right part of the available 
frequency seal!' at which to transmit the cliall�ng 
signals. The larger the frequency hand width winch 
is avai lable for dialling purposes, thl' better. Thl' 
theoretical ideal is a complete d ialling system using 
voice frequenril's and, as such is out of tl1e question 
except for long and expensin• circuib, simpler and 
cheaper methods must he used where possihk. Apart , 
thl'n from the system about to he cksrribnl, the 
B.l'.O. has two standard methods of transmitting 
dialling signals ; h�· direct currrnt for subscribers' lines 
and shorter junctions, and by Yoicc-frequern·�· currents 
for long-distance lines. The developmrnt of the 
latter system. which will be put into operation 
between. zonl' centres early in l!l:3H, has necessitated 
the solution of many other problems in spite of the 
available hand width. An attempt to catl'r for thl' 
entire dialling rcquiremmts of the B. P.O. by these 
two svstcms would set an uneconomical lower limit 
to th<; length of line owr which the 2 \'.F. system 
would ha\'e to be used. It is for this reason that the 
method dcscrilicd in this article of dialling o\'cr linrs 
with direct current was deYeloped. In more concrete 
terms this svstcm is �uitablc for operating over lines 
varying froin the shortrst to those equivalent to a 
hundred miles of 20 lh. star quad phantom nrn11t, a 
dirl'ct rurrcnt loop path being essential. :t\eglecting 
inductance this r{'presents a maximum \·alue of 
CRF approximately equal to O·Oifi where C and l{ arc 
loop mile constants. This is probably the most useful 
method of rnmparing lines for such a system. 

Factors Co11trib11ti11g to and Jfcthods <f Elimi1111ti11g 
Signal Distortion. 

Factors contributing to signal distortion can be 
divided roughly into three classes : 

(I) The presence of react in or energy-storing 
elements eitlwr distributed or lumped in the 
transmitting medium. 

(2) The electrical and mechanical properties of the 
transmitting and receiving apparatus. 

(3) (a) Interference with the signals in the trans
mit ting medium, i.e. from other circuits in the 
same cable. 
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(h) Inttrfennce with signals from other 
apparatus incidentally linked up with either 

or hot h transmit ting and receiving circuits, 
i.e. surges from relay operation in other_ parts 
of the connection which arc passed v1;1 the 
speech transmission bridges into both ends of 
the cirrnit in question. 

The existing direct current dia lling systems suffer 
from all of these apart from :� (a), and particularly 
from :J (b). 

To overcome these limitations necessarily· means 
more dahoratc apparatus, and by dissociating all 
incidental equipment from the line during the dialling 
period . t rou hies cl uc to 2 and :i ( b) can he very con
siderably reduced. This mav be effected by a complete 
rc-desigi1 of the circuits im�olYed and by arrang ing to 
store the impulses from the subscriber's or operator 's 
dial in train order so that some form of "pre-dialling 
signal" rnav be obtained. This signal would IK· utilised 
to dissoci<ite the line from all incidental terminal 
apparatus, and to connect an impulse-generating 
circuit at one end and suitable receiYing apparatus 
at the other during the dialling period. On the com
pletion of dialling the circuit would revert to normal 
speaking conditions. . . 

A Yef\' suitable form of rncchamcal unpulse 
regenerat�>r which is available for the above purp�se 
has been fullv described elsewherc.1 The only special 
feature of im;nediate interest is that its transmitting 
mechanism resembles that of an ordinarv automatic 
dial , so that impulsing is accomplished \�ith just one 
pair of springs. . . 

The major portion of the problem now hcs Ill 

correcting for the reactive nature of the l ine ; a 
matter which , commencing as early as 1855 with 
Lord Kelvin, has engaged the attention of many 
mathematicians and engineers. A variety of direct 
current telegraph methods have resulted . from these 
researches and, for the present purpose, 1t 1s necessary 
merely to select the most suitable, bearing in mind 
that the requirements arc briefly as follows: 

(a) Signal distortion over the link from the 
regenerator transmit ting contacts to the con
tacts which impulse the selector " A " relay to 
be kept as low as possible, an alteration of 
signal length of ± 8 milliseconds being about 
the maximum tolerable. 

The limit of distortion is actually imposed 
when a signal of 11 impulses per second . 28 per 
cent. make period, from the transmitting 
contacts is shortened due to distortion hy 8 
milliseconds. 

(b) Apparatus to work satisfactorily with the v�ry 
minimum of individual adjustments for hne 
length and different types of lines. . 

(c) ReceiYing relay to be inexpensive and simple 
to adjust with no special adjusting equipment 
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other than that used for ordinary telephone 
re la v maintenance. 

(d) l.tifisation of existing exchange power plant. 
(e) System to he as completely balanced to earth 

as possible. 

,\!ttlwds r�( Tra11smz'tt1·11g Dz'rect C11rre11t Sz'g11als. 

Fig. shows three methods of single-current 
working where the line is represented h:-.· a simple 
"T" network. 

K R/2 R/2 

'f3Bl 
K R/2 R/2 

Cc-:fCl-· 
(a) 

(C) 

Fig. 1 (a) and 1 (h) will he recognised as batten· 
and loop dialling arrangements respectin'ly ; both 
vield verv similar received current-time curves. 
· Fig . 1 (c) is quite different from 1 (a) and 1 (b), and 
has undoubtedly bern avoided hitherto for dialling 
purposes because its application introduces circuit 
<lifliculties. In the first two figures signals are 
generated hy changing the circuit connections 
wlwn·;1s in Fig. 1 (( ' ) signals arl' real!\· generated h\· 
changing the sending battery from 0 volts to E volts. 
Osrillograrns forming Figs. 2 (;1) and 2 (b) which were 
takt·n at the end of 100 miks of artilicial cahk of 
CRl2 O·Oi;"i show dear!\· the diffl'n·nce hetwet•n 
arrangl'nwnts I (a) and I (c). The calculated arrival 
n1n·t·s for the two conditions arc in dose agreement 
with till' oscillogr;1ms. 

Considn;1tio11 of Fig. 2 (h) shows that, if the 
kc\· is again depressed, sav .JO milliseconds after it 
was la:-.t released, the arriv;t! curn· will be almost 

I 

' j\ 
S£NOIN(. CND )P£.N C.IRCUlT(O C VOLTS A.PPLICO 

TO SCNOING CNO 

iii) SENl>l;>;<; . .\1rn.\N(d·:�ll·:NTS AS IN Fic. 1 (cl. 
FIG. 2.-Ct'RRENT :\IrnI\'Al. CllR\'ES AT ENI> oF JOO \lILEs 

OF ARTIFl<'JAL CABLE. 

identical with that resulting from the first dl'pression 
of the key. If now the same operation is carried out 
on the circuit of Fig. 1 (a) (oscillogram 2 (a)), thc 
arri\·;rl cun·t· on t hl' second depression of the kt·Y \\'ill 
lw t1nlikc that of the lirst becausc a ct1rrt·nt is still 
flowing due to the release of the kc,,. ; the actual 
current will be the algebraic sum of the two con
sidered separately. Consequently the arrangement 
of Fig. 1 (c) permits of a higher speed of si�nalling 
than that of Figs. 1 (a) or 1 (b), for to receive a series 
of signals which arc faithful reproductions of those 
transmitted om· esstntial condition is that the 
recein·d current must sensibly reach its steadv state 
value during each interval� Assuming th:tt the 
cirrnit of Fig. 1 (c) is used and a suitable relay placed 
at the receiving end. it is clear that the relay will 
produce distortionless signals onl:-.· if it is adjusted so 
that its operate and release currents fall equally about 
the midwa\· line �I::\ in osrillogram 2 (Ii), t'.g. operate 
at X milliamps and release at Y milliamps. The 
a bon· reasoning neglects differences hl't wecn the 
mechanical operate and release times of the relay•. 
This necessitates a separate relay adjustment for each 
line length, and hence is an undesirable arrangement. 
Fig. 3 shows calculated arrival curves for three 
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different line lengths, and demonstrates clearly the 
reasons for separate relay adjustments. The induct
ance of the recei\·ing relay will. in gencral. still fmther 
increase the build-up line of the arrival curve . 

.1fr1111s o( ();•crcomi11r:. Signal Distortion due to Rcactfrc 
Flcn1c11ts <�( tlzc Line. 

The relay adjustment problem can to some extent 
be overcome by virtually shifting the line MN of 
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K{§ 

(a) ( h) 

8 

(c) 

Fig. 2 (b) down to tlH' zero current axis, either by 
using one hattcrv and reversing it at each operation 
of the key as in ·Fig. 4 (a) or by using two batteries 
as in Fig. 4 (b). These methods arc known as "Double 
Commutation" and " Double Current" rrspectivcl�-. 
The former mrthod requires a srt of \\"rll-synchronised 
transmitting contacts whereas, for the " Double 
Current " method, a \\"rll-balancecl doublr batten· 
supply is required. Both systems necessitate the us·e 
of a repetition stage following the simple break 
contacts of the mechanical impulse regenerator. If 
single current methods can be used, then, by a 
suitable choice of resistances A and B the circuit of 
Fig. 4 (c) will generate signals very similar to those of 
Fig. 1 (c), thus avoiding the additional repetition. 
Furthermore, such an arrangement provides a 
generator which is well balanced to earth. :\ccord
ingly, consideration was given to methods of 
improving the slope of the arrival curve, since even 
single current signals if corrected to approximate a 
square-topped formation would enable the relay to 
operate with negligible distortion over a com
paratively wide range of adjustment. 

I 111j>rou111c11t of .'·iig1111l Shape. 
\Vhen one is c011cerned about a change in signal 

length of t he order of one millisecmlll, a build up time 
of �;) milliseconds is poor, ;md steps \\'ere taken to 
imprm·t· this. 

If the transmitted voltage signal is represented by 
a Fourier Series of sufficient)\· low fundamental 
frequency the arrival current cui·ve ma�· be obtained 
b\· a summation of the steach· state rcccivccl currents. 

. The reason for the long bu;ld up time is to be found 
in the reactive properties of the line causing a rapid 
increase in attenuation with frequency, 
so that the amplitudes of the higher 
order harmonics arc considerablv re
ducnl compared with the fundamt'ntal. 

Lim' equalisation over the essential 
frequency range was obtained on a 
voltage basis by terminating the line 
in a suitable transformer so that more 
or less complete differentiation of the 
arrival current wave was performed. 

The time constant of the primary 
winding is also of considerable im
]JOrtance2. 
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introduced h\· the receiving inductance there is little 
bodv in the �ignal. The steep \\"a\'c fronts, hm\'t'\'t•r, 
accura t el �· nnrk t ht· beginnings ;u1d ends of t l ll' signals. 

The method by which such impulses arc utilised 
for operating the receiving relay is shown in Fig. 6. 
The relay P/l is a robust type of polarised relay 
with windings arranged to tkflect its armature in the 
directions shown. The steadv state flux due to coil 
:\ is balanced out bv that o( coil B. Coils C and D 
hold Pl on to the '" make " and " break " contacts 
respectively with a force of about 18 grams measured 
at the contacts. On the depression of K the resulting 
negative grid voltage reduces the ampere-turns in the 
:\ winding so that the B coil takes control and drives 
PI to the left when H operates (in 2 milliseconds), 
changing over the holding circuit from coil C to coil 
D so that Pl remains on the left contact. \\'hen K 
is released the positive grid voltage causes the A coil 
to take control and drive Pl hack to the right-hand 
contact where it is held bv coil C. The resistance R 
serves to adjust the amp'crc turns in the A coil to 
balance out those of coil 13 and, furthermore, renders 

�--r-=--,.--,�--=-� .f 
I 

H B 

T I As a result the received voltage wave 
consists of steep - fronted " Double 
Voltage" signals as in Fig. 5--excellcnt 
qualities but possessing one inherent 
drawback ; due to the phase shift 
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•Dr.\\". H. :\lalcomb. "The Theorvof the 

Submarine Telegraph and Telephone 
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CONTACTS SS & SR AAf 
OPfRATfD BY THE 
PRE DIALLING SIGNAL 

F1<;. 7. --Co�tPLETE TRA:-;sMtss10:-; CIR<TIT. 

the value of the plate current relatively immune 
from hattNy voltage variations. In addition R 

reduces the mutual conductance of the valve circuit 
to about 20 per cent. of its normal value so that the 
arrangement will be less subject to changes resulting 
from variations in valve characteristics. The com
plete transmission circuit includes other refinements 
as folkws (�cc Fig. 7) : 

(11) Sending end filter to suppress unwanted 
frequencies from the square-topped generated 
wave, since on amplified circuits such frequencies 
would pass through the speech termination and 
probably interfere with the amplifying equip
ment. 

(b) Receiving end filter to attenuate frequencies 
above about 100 cycles per second so that the 
receiver mav he as immune as possible from 
extraneous line noise. 

(c) The filter inductances enable both the trans
mitting and recc1\·111g circuits to present 
approximately COO ohms to the transmission 
line at speech frequencies. 

(d) The resistance r has two settings and serves to 
adjust the time constant of the receiving 
inductance. 

\\'ith this arrangement working over 100-mile 
phantom circuit of 20-lb. star quad cable, the build
up time of the voltage wave impressecl upon the grid 
of the valve is not greater than 10 milliseconds, so 

that the maximum signal distortion resulting from 
mechanical and electrical bias of the rclav will be 
± lOmS. It is not anticipated that this figure will 
be approached in practice. 

Typical Test Results. 

Signal distortion was measured when sending at a 
speed of 11 i.p.s., 28 per cent. make period, from the 
regenerator transmitting contacts to the BI contact 
of Fig. 6. The usual exchange battery voltage 
variations, relay design and adjustment tolerances 
were taken into account, two typical results being as 
follows: 

Line 

i3 miles, 20-lb. star quad 
4 ''" cct. signalling 
over phantom 

100 miles20-lb. star quad 
4 \\'. cct. a r t i ficial,  
with 2 terminal ampli
fiers, signalling over 
phantom 

I :\Iteration in signal length 
(make period) 

�'= 4 milliseconds 

App!icatio11 to P.O. Rcq11ireme11ts. 

The possible applications of this system of 
impulsing arc being closely studied and circuits 
embodying the principle arc being rapidly developed 
bv the Post Office for use between auto-manual 
boards and automatic switching plant, and between 
automatic exchanges. Details of these developments 
will form the subject of an article in this Jnl!RNAL 
in the near future. 
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The Study of Small Mechanical Move-
ments with The Duddell Oscillograph E. H. TOWNSEND, A.M.1 e.e. 

. . (Ericsson Telephones, Ltd.) 
An osc1llograph1c method of recording mechanical motion simultaneously with associated electrical phenomena is described. 
Some details concerning the practical design of the apparatus are given, together \\ith examples of the application to 

automatic switching problems. 

111lrod11clio11. 

T

HERE is little doubt that the Duddell Oscillo
graph is one of the most important items of 
testing equipment used in a development 

laboratory for the study of problems in automatic 
switching. It is, in fact, indispensable for any serious 
work. The observation of complex functions in 
signalling and switching circuits, the timing of relay 
and switch opera(ions, and the study of impulsing 
problems arc but everyday applications. In addition 
the C'Scillograph has been adapted to record magnetic 
flux1 and also mechanical movements2. 

This article de cribes an improved method of 
recording mechanical movements of comparatively 
small amplitude, a method which should be readily 
adaptable to most Duddell oscillograph equipments. 

A system has been developed by H. N. Wager and 
11. E. Hill, of the American Bell Telephone 
Laboralorics3 and applied to an oscillograph using 
string galvanometers. The arrangement described 
below is based on the same principles, but some 
improvements have been effected. Further, the 
requirements of the Duddell oscillograph arc some
what different, and this in lrument offers marked 
advantages, as compared with the aforementioned 
type, for this class of work. The projection apparatus 
docs not impose any restrictions on the use of the 
oscillograph loops for the simultaneous recording of 
current changes in associated circuits. 

Although certain cases may arise which do not 
admit of solution, the method here described can be 
applied to most problems involving the study of the 
motion characteristics of automatic switching 
apparatus. 

The cost of the equipment is comparatively small, 
and is fully justified by the increased facilities 
available. 

Description of the ystem. 

It should be slated at the outset that this descrip
tion applies to equipment which has been built up in 
the laboratory and model shop of the Eric on factory 
al Bceston, _ ollingham, and that it is designed to 
work with an existing oscillograph without sub
stantial modifications. It will be appreciated that 
many variations of the arrangement could be effected 
and that refinements could be added which would 
bring the apparatus into the category of prcc1s10n 
scientific instruments. For most purposes, however, 

1 P.0.E.E..j., Vol. 24, p. 206. 
t Engineering Supplement, Siemens Magazine, August, 

1031, "Hccent Helay Progress," E. A. Bryan; and 
" Experimental Investigation of Vibrations in Turbine 
Wheels and Blades," Pochobradsky, Jolley and Thompson, 
J!ng111eeri11g, Vol. CXXXII, No. 3,433, 1031. 

1" Vibration Studies with the Hapid Oscillograph," H. E. 
Jlill. Bell Laboratories Record, Vol. XVI, No. I, September, 
1037. 
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such elaboration is not necc sary and the equipment 
described has been limited to a minimum. 

The apparatus employed is similar to that used for 
the contour projection of screw threads, small piece 
parts, etc., and the principle of the application is 
that an image of a small section of the moving part 
is projected on to the face of the oscillograph 
cylindrical lens. The image appears as a patch of 
shade on an illuminated ground, and the movement 
of the part is caused lo modulate the band of light 
falling on the cylindrical lens. 
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INTERIOR OF OSCILLOGRAPH BOX 

F1e. 1.-DIAeR \MM.\Tll" :\RRAN(,"MENT OF TllE l'ROJ llCTION 

.\PPAR \T\'S 

Fig. 1 shows a diagrammatic representation of the 
projection apparatus, which differs but lilllc, optically, 
from the arrangement of the projection lantern as 
used in lecture theatres. The right-angle prisms 
A and B arc used merely to turn the beam through 
90°. Ordinary glass mirrors arc not suitable for this 
purpose owing to the production of multiple images. 
The function of the rotating prism is described later. 

The apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 2. It will be 
observed that the components arc arranged on a 

F1e. 2.-THE 0SCILLOeRAPH AND ASSOCIATED APPARATUS. 



simple form of optical bench. For the purpose of 
accommodating objects which differ widely as regards 
shape and size, the mountings have been designed to 
allow all the components to be moved vertically in 
guides, and, with the exception of the lamp and 
condensing lens, to be adjusted horizontally along the 
axis of the system. The light source is normally 
derived from a 200 watt projection lamp, and the 
position of this, with respect to the condensing lens, 
is capable of limited adjustment in order to cater for 
different lamps and for the purpose of modifying the 
character of the light beam if necessary. 

Three sizes of projection lens arc used, vi1,. f_ � in., 
l in. and 2 in. These arc interchangeable, and give a 
range of magnification from 20 to 120, approximately. 
The aperture of the lens is controlled in the usual 
manner by an iris diaphragm, and a focusing adjust
ment is also provided on the lens mounting. 

The original oscillograph time base, a 50 c.p.s. 
tuning fork shutter, has been pre erved, but this has 
been re-arranged somewhat in order to arcommodatc 
the additional equipment. 

The appearance of a screen placed over the shutter 
aperture, with the cylindrical lens removed, is shown 
in Fig. 3. The brightly illuminated strips A and B 
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arc from the beams of the oscillograph galvanometers, 
and the strip C from the tuning fork shutter. The 
areas of light and shade, D and E, are produced by 
the projection apparatus, D being the shadow of a 
section of a relay spring, the outline of which is 
shown dotted for explanatory purposes. It is 
essential that the image should be in sharp focus on 
this screen if good definition is to be obtained. It is 
also necessary to ensure that the edge of the image 
is straight, vertical, and that it moves in a direction 
at right-angles to the direction of motion of the 
recording paper. i\ further requirement is that the 
image should extend completely across the aperture 
of the cylindrical lens in a vertical direction. .\ 
typical record is shown in Fig. 4, which illustrate,, 
the motion of the lever spring on a trowgcr relay 
when operated at 20 i.p.s. 

It is, of course, not always po siblc to mount the 
object in such a manner that the motion of the part 
under consideration is horizontal, and in the correct 
sense. This difficulty is overcome by the uo;c of the 

------- · .J 
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rotating prism previously mentioned. This prism is 
capable of rotating in a plane at right angles to the 
optical axis. When mounted with the hypothcnusc 
face horizontal, either in the upper or lower positions, 
this prism will simply invert the beam. Rotation of 
the prism through 180° will, however, turn the image 
through 360°. It is thus possible to obtain the rorrect 
direction for the movement of the image, irrespective 
of the direction of the original motion, provided that 
this is in a plane at right-angles to the optical axis. 

A difficulty may arise where the motion of the part 
under observation is along an arc of a circle, if the 
object moves through an appreciable angle, as the 
edge of the image may be vertical in one position, 
but at the extremity of the movement will be inclined 
at an angle. This will, of course, result in the 
definition on the record becoming progressively worse 
as the image moves away from the vertical position. 
The effect is illustrated in Fig. 5, which also shows 
how the definition may be improved by reducing the 
vertical length of the image. This is accomplished by 
means of a slot of variable width, placed, for con
venience, just below prism A. 

Details of Design. 
The design of the optical system is mainly influenced 

by the following factors : 
(a) the range of magnification required ; 
(b) the overall length available for the optical 

system; 
(c) the class of apparatus to be studied ; and 
(d) the type of light source to be used. 

1 f " u " is the distance of the object from the 
projection lens, and " v " the distance from the lens 
to the image (i.e. the oscillograph shutter), then the 
magnification is given by v u. The maximum value 
of " v " is obviously limited by the length of the 
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optical system, and the magnification can be increased 
he:-·ond a certain point only by a reduction in the 
\'alue of" u," i.e. h\· reducing the focal length of the 
projection lens in accordance with the fundamental 
rdat ionship, 

I 
{ ,. u 

wltne f is t Ill' f()cal length of the projt'ct ion lens. In 
this conm'ction it should he remcmlwred that "\'" 
has a negati\'e sign for this particular arrangement. 
The fr;1ct ion of the total length of t ht' optical system 
a\';1ilahle for thl' distance (v ! u) is gowrncd 1;,. the 
maximum distance which must lw allowed between 
t Ill' corn kn sing ;111d project ion lenses. This is, of 
courst', detern1im·d by the size of the ohj1·ct. Having 
;1ssig1wd a minimum \'altw for (v : u) it is then a 
simplt' mat ll'r to c:1kulatc th1· foctl lengths required 
for the projection kns1·s nen·ssan· lo 1·m·cr the given 
range of ma,gnitication. 

The ideal light source, from the point of ,·iew of 
1·ftiri1·11ry, is the arc lamp, on account of the great 
hrilliann· and the c1mcentratecl form of the arc. (�ood 
results can he obtained, however, with a gasf11led 
projection lamp, provided that the t\·1w of lamp is 
chosen with due regard to the size of the projection 
lens a pert 111 c. Theureticall:--. the maximum illumina
tion is obtained with the image of the lamp filament 
prod111Td in the projection lens, as this means that 
;ill the light passed by the condensing lens is used for 
illuminating the hackground of the image. The 
foc;tl length of the comlensing lens is therefore 
go\'l·rned hv the neccssi t y for ensuring that the 
imag,· of the lamp filament in the project ion lens is 
not larg1·r than the aperture. Consideration will 
show that an increase in the wattage of tlw projection 
lamp will not nen·ssarily incn·ase t lw illumination, 
if this change in\'ol\'l·s using a lamp with a larger 
lilament. The impron·m1·11t can he effected only by 
using a lamp ha\'ing a filanwnt of higher intrinsic 
brilliance. 

The resul h obt aincd in practice ha\'e shown that 
the definition of the image is poor when the light 
beam is arranged as described abon', and that it is 
m·n·ssan· to dose the project ion kn� a pert urc con
siderably in order to obtain sharp focus. This is 
hdie\'ed to he due to the fact that the lenses in use 
:ire not achromatic combinations. The best rl'sults 
ha\'l' been obtained with the lamp tilanwnt placed at 
t Ill' foe a I distance from till' condensing lens. This 
procedure results in some loss of light, but, on the 
other hand. it pennits the use of :1 much larger 
projection lens aperture, and this com1w11sates to 
St>lll!' extent for the former disad\'antagL>. 

\\'it h an oscillograplt using string gah·;moml't ers, 
where the record is normally dark with a white trace, 
it is nen·ssary to shield a s�·ction of the record paper 
from the oscillograph light source in order to render 
the projection record distinguishable. \\'ith the 
l>uddell oscillograph, howenT, the intensity of the 
illumination may be controlled so that it is possible 
I o follow the trace of the oscillograph loops and time 
bast' over the dark area on the record. The whole 
width of the paper is thl'rdorc a\'ailable for the 
projection record, with the normal oscillogram 
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sll]Wrimposed upon this wi I hou t risk of confusion. 
This allows till' use of large amplitud1·s for illlth 
oscillogram and projection record, if rt'<]llired. 

l:'\amp!es 1'.f tlze .·I pp!icatio11 1'.f tlzc Jfrtlwd. 

l '11isdccturs. In the coursl' of some inn·stigations 
into the characteristics of an experiml'ntal unisdector, 
records were taken in order to dl'termint' the bd1a\·iour 
of the i11tcrrupt1·r spring. By Cl'l11L'llting a small 
" marker " made of duralumin foil on tu the edge of 
the spring the motion of th;1t particular point was 
recorded. This procedure is just itied where the mass 
of the marker is negligible in !'omparison with th;1t 
of the spring and if the construction of the marker is 
such that it will follow th1· motion of the spring 
faithfully. By taking sen·ral records with the 
marker placed at known inll'r\'als along the length 
of the spring, it was possible to plot t ht' displat'ements 
of the \·arious points as a function of time (Fig. 6). 
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The reference point was taken as the opening of the 
interrupter contact, an oscillograph loop being 
included in the magnet circuit for this purpose. The 
first set of curves, shown in Fig. 6, were then tran -
lated into the form illustrated in Fig. 7, from which 
the shape of the spring could be drawn, to an enlarged 
scale, at any particular instant in its operation. On 
records previouslv taken it was noted that the 
armature struck the core face at the instant that the 
interrupter conlacl opened, although the latter was 
gauged lo break with the armature !) mils. from the 
core face. The records of the spring motion explained 
this, showing lhal the time taken for the disturbance 
to travel down the spring lo the contact was com
parable with that taken by the armature to complete 
the last 9 mils. of the stroke. 

The positions in the stroke at which the interrupter 
contact opens and closes are, to a marked extent, 
responsible for the speed and running characteri ties 
of the switch. ll is clear from the foregoing that the 
gauging of the interrupter contact under static 
condit ions is nol the only factor to he considered. 

The mass, stiffness, and nominal pressure of the 
moving spring all have an important bearing. For 
example, a heavy spring with only a small nominal 
pressure will fly off the operating buffer when the 
armature rebounds from the core face. The re
closing of the magnet circuit thus occurs late in the 
return stroke and causes slow running. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the movement of the armature, 
pawl and detent of a uniselector. ll should be 
explained that for the pawl and detent lhe motion 
registered is the component along a projected radius 
of the ratchet wheel. Considering the armature 
motion, it will be noticed that the return stroke is 
arrested twice. The first check is caused by the 
pawl striking the ratchet tooth and taking the load 

//// - - -

FIG. 8.-UNISELECTOR CHARACTERISTICS. 

of the wiper system, whereas lhe second is due to the 
los of the restoring force provided by the interrupter 
spring. A further point of interest is that lhe re
starting of the magnet current has little effect on the 
Yelocity of the return stroke. The armature rebounds 
from the back stop and remains practically stationary 
for a hort period until the operating torque has 
increased sufficiently to produce a forward accelera
tion. 

The irregularities in lhe movement of the pawl, 
after dropping over the lip of the tooth, are caused 
by the changing of lhe point of contact between 
pawl and ratchet tooth. This is due to an incorrect 
pawl striking angle, which, as a result of the rubbing 
action produced, tends to increase wear on the ratchet 
teeth. 

2,000 Type Seleclor.-Difficulties have been experi
enced on the 2,000 type selector owing lo the presence 
of wiper vibration at the end of the vertical action. 
It has been found that there is a risk of wipers fouling 
the bank, on cutting in, unless a suitable pause is 
arranged after the vertical action, in order to allow 
time for the wiper vibration to die away appreciably. 
Fig. 9 shows a record of the vibration al the wiper 

F1G. 9.-\\'IPER \'IBRATl01' ON 2,000 TYPE SELECTOR. 

tip on a 2,000 type line finder. The maximum 
amplitude of the oscillation is approximately 00 mils., 
this being determined from a knowledge of the 
magnification used in taking lhe record. 

Contact Bounce, elc .-A particular case, where 
contact bounce produced a complete breakdown of 
the connection, occurred on early final selector 
circuits using a 50 + 50 ohm D relay with ballast 
resistor. The make-before-break contact in the 
private circuit was subject to severe bounce on the 
operation of the relay. It was thus possible to release 
the group selector switching relays when lhe called 
party flashed. 

The rapid armature movement resulting from 
heavy energisation was sufficient lo cause the make 
spring to fly off the lever spring when lhe armature 
struck the core face. This, and the en uing oscilla
tions of the springs, which had different mechanical 
characteristics, produced a series of breaks in the 
electrical circuit. 

A record of the ea e in question is shown in Fig. 10. 

FIG. 10.-CONTACT BOUNCE ON BALLAST D HELAY. 
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It is interesting to note that the first few cycles of the 
spring oscillations reveal a marked dissimilarity as 
between the make and lever springs, but that the two 
vibrations eventually fall into phase. 

errors. This type of apparatus, in particular, appears 
to behave in a somewhat irrational manner at times, 
and this may be attributed to the complex mechanical 
vibrations which occur. In this connection, therefore, 
a simple method of recording the various movements 
is particularly valuable. 

Tone Gmerating Relays and Ringing Vibrators.
It is perhaps not entirely untrue to say that, although 

Fig. 11 illustrates the movement of the reed and one 
output contact of a 25 c.p.s. ringing vibrator. The 
oscillograph loop records show the current in the drive 
coil and the characteristics of the output contacts 
when connected in a non-inductive circuit. 

'«<o---

Ott VII co..._ _.__... -- - -

Conclusion. 
It is appreciated that the description and details 

given in the foregoing arc by no means exhaustive. 
Thev should, however, serve as an introduction to 
wha

·
t is a most useful addition to oscillograph equip

ment. Although requiring a somewhat modified 
technique, the operation of the projection apparatus 
is nevertheless simple, and the method is, in the 
author's opinion, superior to other known systems 
for this class of work. 

Fie. 11. 2.3 c: P.s.IR1:-:ci:-1c \'IBRATOR!>. 
In conclusion, it is desired to express thanks to 

Messrs. Ericsson Telephones for the facilities afforded, 
and for permission to publish details of work carried 
out in the Circuit Laboratory at Beeston. The 
author also wishes to acknowledge the helpful 
co-operation of his colleagues in that department. 

the original design of a tone relay or ringing vibrator 
may be based on sound theory, its final form is 
usually evolved as a result of many trials and many 

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PLANT IN TllE UNITED KINGOO)l 

TELEPHONES AND \\"IHE )llLEACES. TILE PROPERTY OF, AND )LAINTAINEO BY, 
TllE POST OFFICE JN EACll ENGINEEIONG DISTRICT AS AT 3lsl )!ARCH, l!l38. 

O\'ERIJEAD WlHE )ll LEAOES UNDEHOllOUNO WIHE l!ILEAGES I Engineering Num�rof 
Telephone Spare$ Trlcphone• Telr�raph Trunk Junction F.•change• SpnN' District T1•lcgrnph Trunk Junction! Exchnngrt 

--- ------
1,12r.,396 324 1,096 2,002 55,436 

137,975 1,677 1,494 11,172 53,919 
163,079 2,020 10,920 25,745 103,628 
116,254 2,995 11,838 25,421 86,331! 
134.645 3,3 3 12,096 17,8i0 68,311 
151,098 1,852 6, 75 20,200 77,025 

70,351 l,139 6,246 16,608 56,064 
198,818 1,518 0,561 23,030 85,888 
2a ,o:;o 071 1,581 3,615 35,758 

99,146 739 2,170 5,088 36,111 
30,199 2,870 7,868 6,273 16,1!30 

282,807 4,718 15,397 22,99 93,259 
200,252 6,336 24,839 31,534 97,107 -----

3,026.079 30,572 111,9 1 211,646 H6a,674 - -

2,983,003 30,810 119,IW l,006,iH9 

• lnrlude• low gn1111r spnre wirr<, l.P. 40 lh. 

l 16 

5,448 Lond on 32,il8 
12,896 s. Eastern 6,03i 
J0,8M S. Western 19,531 
16,212 Eastern 7,472 
26,058 N. Mldl!U1d 9,218 
18,073 s. :Mldlnnd 10,335 
12,148 S. Wales 5,813 
20,809 N. Wales 12,137 

8,777 S. J..ancs. 9,853 
16,649 N. Western 5,996 

l,092 N. lre lnnd 1,386 
29,397 N.E. Hcglon 16,921 
25,020 Scot. llcglou 9,317 

203,529 Total s 146,734 ·1- - ---
Totals ns a t 

201,33i 31Dec.,1937 145,076 

: Wholly Junction Cables. 

297,4 4 
125,918 
135,934 
143,190 
207,232 
183,550 

77,882 
199,250 
118,594 1 
114,904 

11,626 
237,842 
213,090 

915,980 3,070,006 
21,al!O I :ioo,140 
12,�l>O 331,797 
16,598 231,502 
18,146 2i2,784 
29,816 3 6,822 
15,298 152, 162 
98,147 424,838 

105,289 667,103 
19,878 268,042 

7,i03 86,949 
67,453 i00,481 
26,620 507,435 -

2,067,096 _ l,355,004 7,19:";,IGO 

1,990,910 I 9,356,121 

Juncllou! Trunk 

364,292 79,300 
23,bOI 67,418 
16,7&7 66,SU 
16,280 75,314 
15,072 100,206 
30,788 65,546 

9,820 43,890 
41,456 124,044 
58,148 58,316 
16,384 77,378 

3,410 25,046 
38,210 131,174 
24,101 119,606 

657,521 1,034,082 

983,976 

t Includes all •!»IN' wlN's In lot'nl undrrground cables. 



Bristol Station Sorting Office 
Conveyors J. G. BEASTALL, B.Sc. (Eng.) 

A description is given of the conveyors installed in the Bristol Station Sorting Office and between the Sorting Office and 
Temple Meads G.W. Railway Station. 

I 11trod11clion. 

T

HE svstrm of com-cvors that has been 
install�d in the newl_\·-e-rected Bristol station 
sorting office to carrv the mail between the 

railway platforms of the (�rcat \\"estern Railwav 
Temple Meads station and the sorting oftice and to 
expedite the hanclling and sorting of mail within the 
oflice, is the largesl s,\"stcm of mechanisation put into 
a provincial office. It reduces not only the handling 
of mail at all stages from the time it is received bv 
van or train, hut the arrangement ensures that mall 
is sorted and despatched with the minimum loss of 
time, making earlier train connections and earlier 
dC'livcries possible. 

The new station sorting office is erected on a site 
adjoining Temple Meads station. Various methods of 
transporting the mail between the trains and the 
sorting positions in the office were examined. 
Originally, the possibility of having a bridge over the 
railway station extending to the sorting office and 
carrying a system of selecti,·e distributing conveyors 
was considered, but this was abandoned as it would 
have interfered with the sighting of the railwav 
company's signals and occupied too much railway 
platform space. The use of rlectric trucks and lifts 
was considered, hut after discussion with the Great 
\\"estern Railwav Co. it was decided to install 
com·evors in a si.1bwav which would he constructed 
underiwath the railw;iv station. The suhwav was 
constructed to the Dcp;trtment's requirements l)y the 
Creat \\'cstern Railway Co., from whom it is leased 
hy the Post Office, ;�ml the convey•or installation 

described in this article was accordingly designed hy 
the Post Office Engineering Department. The suhwav 
�·onvc,\"ors arc constructed so that h.\· pressing hnttmis 
Ill a control cabin situated on the sorting office loading 
platform, hags of mail can lw delivered on to anv 
selected railwav plat form. The rct urn com-evo1:s 
have been so arranged that mail can be dropped clown 
chutes from an.\· railwa\· platform and he immediate]\· 
carried to the sorting office. 

· 

The ground floor of the sorting ofllcc has been 
constructed as a garage, the first floor forming the 
sorting office, the floors a hove hei ng used for office 
accommodation. A loading platform forms an 
essential part of the schcnw and the sorting oflice 
con\T_\·ors have been so designed that the mail can be 
delivered either to a position from which it can he 
despatched h,\" the subway com·e>«irs to the railway 
station or by van from the loading platform. These 
positions arc referred to subsequently as the "rail" 
and "road" positions of the loading platform. All 
mail arri,·ing at this point hv road or suhwav con
n·vors is carried hv conv�·vors and risers and 
dciin·red to the appn)priate sc.ction on the first floor 
for dealing with that particular class of mail. The 
sorted mail is despatched to the loading platform 
either to the" road" or" rail" position, the selection 
being made ])\· switches within the sorting office. 

The operation of the convc\·ors is so intnlockecl 
that operation of the control JlUshcs and switches is 
rendered foolproof. and :m automatic svstem of 
signalling in the sorting oflicc, on the raifo·ay plat
forms and in the control cabin on the loading platform 
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has hecn clc,;igncd to provide other safeguards and to 
assi,;t the staff in handling the mail. 

Each group of con\'C'yors has been specially designed 
to deal with the particular class of mail which it is  
railed on to handle. This mav he either loose let tcrs, 
hundks of letters. packet,;, l<)osc parcels, lcttt'r bags 
or pa red bags. 

In the c\·ent of a breakdown of the conveyors, lifH 
scr\'ing the sorting office can be used. and emergency 
chut< s from the sorting office to the loading platform 
haw b<'Cll provided for use in the C\'Cllt of a failure of 
thr po\\'t•r supply . 

Thc installation was completed early in rn:38 and 
was formally opened in the presence of a large 
asS('lllhl�· by the Postmaster-General on May IOth. 

The la�·out of the sorting office, railway station, 
subway and conveyors is illust ratcd in Fig. 1. 

Const met io11al Dt'f<I ii s. 

As man\· ronstructional features arc common to all 
the rom·c\·ors, t hcsc arc now clcscribc<l before each 
rom·c·,·or ls clesrrihcd indi\·iduallv. 

Tia� conw,·ors rnnsist of artitic'iallv strctchrd solid 
wown rntton bclts running in sheet-Heel troughs 
which are hrarcd and suppurtcd hy angle iron. The 
uppn rd!-[cs of the troughs arc stiffened cithcr b,· 
fb11gi11g the plate or by ri\'eting angle iron to It 
t hroughnu t the lcngt h of the rom·cyor. The undcr

;;iclc of <'ach com·cyor is f ittcd with :i <Inst trap into 
which the du;;t is brushed from tlir hand hv a brush 
tixrd inside the container . 

Both the ca1-r\·i11g and return hrlts arc normal!\' 
supported on n'illers, but those of tltc con\'C'\'Ot:s 
\\'hie It run through thc garage undnnrat h t ltc l10<�r of 
thr sorting oflirc arc supported on steel platrs to 
r('(lun· t hr dt'pt h of the com·c�·or. This was ncccssa n· 

to g in· sutlicirnt o\·erhcad clearanc<' in the garage. 
\\'hl'n t ltc bands are supported on roller;;, t ho�c 
�upporting tlie top part of the hands ;ire spaced not 
llllll'l' than :l ft. apart, and tho;;e supporting thr lower 
pa rt of t hl' hand;; arc �pan d not more than !I ft. apart. 
\\'hcn•\'t•r mail is lo:idccl on to the band, or whcrc 
mail is discharged from 011c• rhutl' or ronn'\·or t11 
;111ot hl·r roll\T�·or, a pad of sorho-rnhhcr a bou·t I in. 
t hirk i;; lit t('d 111Hkrne;1t h t hl' hand to prc\'<'llt the 111ail 
i>l'ing damaged. 

Fi�. 2 shows a \'aria t ion of the normal roller 
cotblrttrtion ;1s usul 011 thl' lo;1ding pl<1tfor111 ron\-eym 
I\o. I A. The top l>rlt is 1101 supportl'd on rollcrs or 
steel plait' in thf• normal way as loosr parrds are 
htdl'd 011 to this <·om·t·yor t hroughon t its len gth , and 
tbmagc to p;ircds is prcn'ntcd by adopting the 
co11strurtion ;;l1ow11. Carr has been taken in the 
design and const rnrt ion of the com·c,·ors to ensure 
tha t 111ail is carried without damage ai1cl that it docs 
not gl't jammnl hl'twecn the guides and the band. 
Butt joints han· been made in the troughing wherc\'er 
possible and the troughs have bcc11 constructed so 
that thcrc arc no projections and cre\·ices inside 
t hrm. 

The rollers arc constructed of sterl cylinclers, 
turned on t he outside, and arc dcsi!-[nccl so that the 
hcarings can be 1-[rcasccl while the conveyors arc 
running. The main driving drums, cuuntcrshafts 
ancl gear spindles run on roller bearings, the idlers 
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and others heing tittccl \\'ith hall hearings. Acljustahle 
rollers arc fittecl at the ends of the hands to permit 
adjustment to the alignment of thc hands. The width 
and spccds of the belts, depth of the t roughs, and 
other relat ivc information is givcn in Table I. 

Each conveyor, except those with short bancls, is 
fitted with a weighted tension gear (Fig. 3) which 
maintains an c\·cn and adequate tension on the band 
ancl automatically takcs up any stretch. Con\'c�·ors 
with short bands arc fittrcl with screw tension gear 
so that the tension in the hand can be acljustcd I>\· 

FIG. 3.-AUTO�IAl'JC ') ENSIOS GEAJ<. 



TABLE I 

Length 
Width Speed Depth 

Total 
:llolor Hcduction Gear Conveyor , umber between 

or m of 
Length of 

11. l'. Details End 
Belt Ft. i\lin. Trough 

Belt 
Rollers (approx) 

rt. in. 
I, IB & IC } Inward parcel or 300 42 

IA parcel bag 52 36 

;A� 
Outward parcel or 135 42 

parcel bag 52 42 
3 Packets 120 24 

{ ' 
Inward subway 3 0 42 

ii Outward subway 3 0 42 
liA, 13, C. I) Outward �ubway 72 48 

6 Inward letter 105 36 
7 l Outward letter to 60 36 
7Aj "road" 14 36 
713 

t 
Outward letter to 100 36 

7C "rail " 34 42 
Bag Opening Table 27 12 
Stamping Table l 
Facing Table 2 10 

the operation or a hand-wheel which operates through 
bevel gears and moves each end of the roller through 
an equal distance, so that alignment of the band is 
not effected by adjustment of the tension. The 
conveyors and twin band risers are driven by slip-ring 
or squirrel-cage induction motors of the enclo eel 
ventilated type, those over t h.p. being connected to 
a three-phase :3(i5 volt supply. mailer motors arc 
connected to a single-phase 210 volt supply. The 
motor speeds do not exceed L,000 r.p.m. so that no 
undue noise is produced. The drive is transmitted 
either by vcc ropes if the centres are close or by flat 

Fie. 4.-DISCHARGE ON RAILWAY PLATFORM FROM Tw1N
BAND RISER. 

I 0 
I 0 
l 0 
200 
180 
180 
180 
I 0 
I 0 
I 0 
I 0 
200 
200 

30 
I 0 
30 

in. ft. 
36 700 7! ,'j Flat Belt and Chain 
36 110 2 Do. 
36 290 5 Do. 
36 110 2 Do. 
18 275 5 Vee Hope and Chain 
24 825 7! Do. 
24 825 7! Do. 
24 156 6 Do. 
24 220 7! Do 
36 150 3 Do 
24 35 3 Do 
24 225 7l Do 
36 80 Do 

65 Do 
20 Do. 
75 Do 

belts if the centres are more than about 6 ft. apart. 
\\'here second speed reduction are required these are 
obtained through countershafts and silent chain 
drives. The motors and driving gears of the con
veyors and twin-band risers are enclosed in wire mesh 
enclosures up to a height of 7 ft., and each driving 
belt or chain within the enclosure is separately 
guarded. On the railway platforms, loading plat
form and in the sorting office the twin-band risers are 
covered by wooden enclosures (Fig. 4), the sides and 
tops of which can be removed to give acce. s to the 
conveyors. To facilitate the examination and 
maintenance of the conveyors in the garage, inspection 
platforms, which can be reached by trap doors from 
the sorting office, have been suc;pended alongside each 
of these conveyors. The conveyors and driving gear 
of the conveyors in the garage arc totally enclosed so 
that fumes from the garage cannot reach the sorting 
office. 

�lail is loaded on to the conveyors through loading 
cabinets, one face of which is hinged along its top 
edge and is free to swing inwards to permit a bag to 
be inserted. Thi arrangement has the advantage 
that it prevents taff falling into the opening and also 
prevents draughts from entering the sorting office. 
The loading platform conveyor runs beneath a row of 
balanced trap doors through which the parcels are 
emptied from bags on to the conveyor. These 
balanced door have the advantage that they do not 
take up space on the loading platform when they are 
not being used. There are four letter and parcel bag 
twin-band risers, :\os. 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D, two letter bag 
twin-band ri ers, Kos. 6A, 7C, two parcel bag twin
band risers, 'os. lB, lC, and one packet twin-band 
riser, No. 3A, associated with the conveyors. The 
maximum angle at which twin-band risers will lift 
mail is 60° to the horizontal, but where space 
permitted the angle has been reduced to avoid any 
possibility of mail being damaged. The patent rights 
of these risers are held by Mes rs. ovcx, Ltd., who 
installed the plant described in this article. 

The construction of a twin-band riser is shown in 
Fig. 5. It consists essentially of a steel trough shaped 
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FIG. 5.-CONSTIWCTION OF T\\'IN-lbNll HISER. 

as shown in the diagram. :\long the bottom of the 
trough rnns a band which is lightly tensioned with a 
screw tension so that it can follow the shape of the 
trough. This hancl is driven from a drum and also 
by the short tol' hand. The toe band is tensioned by 
a screw tension devicl' and drivrn at a speed slightly 
higher than that of the belt it drives, which is tlnis 
induced to follow the shape of the trough. On the 
top of this band and moving at the same speccl is a 
band weighted at intervals throughout its 
length with steel rods fastened to the outside 
of the belt in pockets made of belting 
stitched to the hand. This belt is driven bv 

a hnormall y high speeds being thrown over t he con vcvor. 
The outward railway bag conveyor is arrange(! so 

that mail can be automaticallv transferred on to anv 
of the selectc<l twin-band risl-rs Kos. fi:\, fiB, fiC O"r 
fiD, delivering on to the railwav platforms. This is 
achieved b:v the arrangement of hinged flaps and 
scoops illustrated in Fig. 6. Each section of convevor 
rises to a height of about fi ft. :l in. at each transfer 
point and starts again at a height of about I ft. :l in. 
A steel flap chute having an inside width at the top 
of I r in. more than the com·cyor hand is hinged about 
its lower cml and normally rests in the pcsition shown 
in Fig. 6, so that Lags arc transferred down the chute 
on to the next section of the comTvor. \\'hen the 
bags are to be transferred to a twii1-hand riser the 
flap chute is lifted by a crank operated bv a � h.p. 
geared motor, into a vertical position and a scoop 
hinged about its lower end is lowered bv a similar 
arrangement into the position shown in i;ig. 6. An 
:\.C. brake is connected across one of the phases of 
each operating motor which holds the flap or scoop 
in the raised or lowered position. Spring buffers are 
provided to assist in registering the flaps and scoops 
ancl to take the shock as they arc linall_\' mo\Td into 
position 

I 11ward Parcel and HaK Com•cyor. 

A conveyor (".\o. Al) runs underneath the" road" 
loading platform as illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. 
Bags of parcels arc emptied on to this conveyor 
through the balanced trap doors, the positions of 
which arc shown on the key plan (Fig. 7). This 
conveyor delivers parcels on to the foot of the inward 
parcel twin-band riser Xo. I B, which feeds the parcels 
on to the inward parcel com·eyor running underneath 
the floor of the sorting office through which thev are 
finally raised bv twin-band riser No. IC. These 
conveyors and twin-band risers arc also used for 

POSITION OF fLAP CHUTE 
WHEN OPEN 

frictional contact with another belt autc;
maticallv tensioned and driven. The mail is 
dcliverccl on to the bottom band and carried 

POSITION OF fLAP CHUTE 
WHEN ClOSED. 

up the trough between that and the weighted 
band. To ensure that the mail is not 
damaged h_\· being caught between the bands 
and the sides of the trough, the twin-band 
risers arc made wider than the conveyors 
or chutes delivering on to them so that mail 
is carried in the centre of the trough. 

DESCHIPTIO:\ OF THE CO:\VEYOl{S 

S11b<tay Com't')'Ors. 

Steel chutl's have been fixed down which 
mail can be discharged from the railway 
platform on to the inward railway conveyor 
No. 4 as shown in Fig. 1. If the insides of 
the chutes arc maintainecl bright and smooth 
the bags fall gentlv on to the convevor. The 
far side of the coiwcyor has been 'extended 
upwards opposite the mouth of each 
chute to prevent any bags moving down at 
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FIG. 8 

carrying bags of mail, which arc loaded on to them 
through an opening near the mouth of the subway 
down a short steel chute. Twin-band riser No. 1 ' 

terminates with a short horizontal band from which 
parcels may be ploughed into basket on either side 
by hancl-opcratccl deflector plates (Fig. 9). When the 
conveyor is being used for bags, the hinged deflector 
plates are swung back to either side and the bags arc 
clischargecl off the encl of the band down a short 
steel chute on lo the sorting office floor. 

l11U'ard /.d/a Bag Com•eyor and T1ein-Ba11d Riser. 
Letter bags may be loaded on to the inward letter 

bag conveyor o fi which runs underneath the 
" road" loading- platform either down a short chute 
al the " rail "position or directly on to the band al the 
" road " posit ion (sec Fig. 7). The bags arc lifted by 
a twin-band riser and discharged on to the floor of the 
�orting office. The discharge roller is 4 ft. ()in. above 
floor Jc,·cl to avoid cou�estion at the discharge head 
of the l win-band riser. 

011/u:ard Parcel a11d Bag Com•eyor. 
The outward parcel and bag conveyor No. 2 runs 

underneath the floor of the sorting office (Fig. 7) and 
is equipped with four loading cabinets and chutes for 
loading the bags on to the conveyors. This conveyor 
discharges on to a short reversible conveyor running 
al right angles lo the line of conveyor o. 2 as shown 
in Fig. 10, so that by running this band in one 
direction bag can be delivered down a chute on to 
the loading platform at the "rail" position, or by 

F1C. 9.-DISCHARCI! HEAD 01' INWAR D PARCEL AND BAG 
CONVEYOR. 
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F1G. 10.-ELE\'.\TIO:-I AT J l':-ICTION OF CONVEYORS 
·os. 2 ANO 2A. 

running it in the opposite direction on to conveyor 
·o. 2A. Conveyor 10. 2A runs al a clear height of 

nearly seven feel above the loading platform and 
delivers the bags down a spiral chute on to the loading 
platform at the " road" position. 

Outu:ard Lei/er Bag Com•eyor. 
The outward letter bag conveyor o. 7 also runs 

underneath the floor of the sorting office (Fig. 7) and 
has four loading cabinets and chutes down which bags 
may be loaded on to the conveyor. onvcyor . o. 7 
discharges the bags on to a. short conveyor No. 7A 
which runs above the loading platform. Conveyor 

'o. 7A can deliver the bags either down a straight 
steel chute on to conveyor o. 7B or on to the loading 
platform at the " road " position. This is achieved 
by the arrangement shown in Fig. 11. When it is 
desired lo deliver the bags on lo the loading platform 
at the " road " position, the hinged chute is lowered 
until it rc·ts on the bottom chute (Fig. 12). The 
moveable chute is balanced by means of 
weights a illustrated, and is raised by the operation 
of a geared motor and crank. It is raised when the 
bags are to be delivered on lo conveyor o. 78 which 
runs underneath the loading platform and discharges 
the bags on to twin-band riser o. 7C, delivering 
the bags to the "rail" position. Conveyor 1o. 7B 
i fitted with a loading cabinet at the" road" position 
so that bags can be dropped on lo it for transference 
to the "rail" position. 

Packet Com•eyor. 
The packet com·cyor, the function of which is to 

l�T FLO 0 R 

FIG. 11.-CllUTE AT JUNCTION OF Co:-w"YORS 
No�. 7, 7A AND 7s. 



FIG. 12.-lllNGED CHUTE FOR OUTWARD LETTER BAG 
CONVEYOR. 

assist in the segregation of packet<; ancl letters, is 
suspended underneath the floor of the sorting office, 
and consists of two sections, 3 and 3A, as illustrated 
on the plan (Fig. 7). Packets from the three stamping 
tables and from the bag opening table are d�livered 
on to it down steel chutes. The second section runs 
at right angles to the first and delivers the packets 
on to a twin-band riser which rises through the floor 
of the sorting office and finally discharges the packets 
at a suitable height for delivery into baskets. 

Facing a11d lamping Table Conveyors. 
Three standard facing tables are fixed in the 

po itions illustrated in Fig. 7. On each table are 
erected conveyors, each of which consists of an 
endle s band arranged as shown in Fig. 13. The 
b::ntom b:ind carries faced letters towards one end 

FACING TABLE 

FIG. 13.-FACING AND STAMPING TABLE CONVEYORS. 

of the table at which a stamp-cancelling machine is 
situated. The letters arc lifted by hand from the 
bands on to the stamping machine . The top band 
carries packets towards the other end of the table and 
deliver them down a chute on to a stamping table. 
A conveyor runs underneath the stamping table on to 
which packets may be dropped down steel chutes, 
two of which arc fixed to each ide of the stamping 
tables. The stamping table conveyors deliver the 
stamped packets on to packet conveyor ro. 3 and arc 
driven from lhe packet conveyor motor through 
bevel gearing and a shaft running parallel to the first 
section of the conveyor, the final dive being trans
mitted by a silent chain. A common drive for these 
conveyors makes it impo sible for packets to be fed 
on to conveyor o. 3 while it is at rest, and electrical 
interlocking of the motor starters is not therefore 
required. 

Rag Ope11i11g Table Conveyor. 

The bag opening table conveyor is fitted with two 
conveyor bands separately ten ioned and driven. The 
top band carries bundles of letters to one end and 
discharges them down a chute on to a table. The 
b:>ttom band delivers packets either into baskets or 
down a chute on to the second section of packet 
conveyor o. 3. This is achieved by a hinged chute 
arranged as illustrated in Fig. 14. \\'hen the chute is 
raised the packets may be discharged into basket , 
and when it is lowered the packets arc deflected by 
the hinged chute clown the straight steel chute on to 
the packet conveyor 1 o. 3. 

N�3A:5----

FIG. 14.-ELEVATION 01' BAG OPENING TABLE CONVEYOR. 

METHOD OF CONTROL 

The control circuits for the motors, flap and chutc
operating gears, etc., arc operated from a 200 volt 
D.C. supply obtained from transformers and metal 
rectifiers connected across the 3-phase A.C. supply. 
Seven main rectifiers and transformers arc used, each 
of which supplies a controller or group of inter
connected controllers. 

A typical conveyor motor starter circuit is shown 
in Fig. 15. Stop and start buttons arc provided in 
the motor enclosures of all the conveyors and twin
band risers. Two sets of control buttons are used, 
" remote " and " local." ormally the selector 
switches SS arc in the remote control po ition, local 
control being provided only for test and maintenance 
purposes. 

Depression of the start button energises coil a 

which operates contactor A, causing the conveyor 
motor to be switched to the mains supply. At A4 
and A5 a rectifier is connected across one of the 
phases, the D.C. output energising the rheostat 
coil f which cuts out resistance in the rotor circuit. 
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Fie. 15.-TYPICAL CONVEYOR MOTOR STARTER CIRCUIT. 

Coil f has three contacts which provide a holding 
circuit for coil a, introduce an economy resistance in 
the rectifier circuit and light a green indicator lamp 
at the loading position to signal that bags may be 
loaded on to the conveyor. 

The depression of the stop button releases coil a, 
thereby causing the release of contactor A and coil f 
and the conveyor stops. 

The above principle is used throughout, though in 
most instances the control circuit is complicated by 
the same set of buttons having to control more than 
one conveyor or twin-band riser. Electrical inter
locks are then provided so that all bands are started 
and stopped simultaneously, or in the correct 
sequence, so that whatever may be the positions of 
any of the movable chutes, or in whatever direction 
the reversible band is running, it is impossible to 
feed mail on to a stationary conveyor or riser. 

The method of operation of the various subway 
chutes is illustrated in Fig. 16, which shows the circuit 
of flap and scoop chutes associated with a twin-band 
riser. When the riser start button is depressed its 
associated f coil (see Fig. 15) is energised and one of 
its contacts supplies D.C. to operate coil F, which 
controls the flap chute operating motor. The flap 
chute is raised and in its final vertical position the 

+ 
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Fie. 16.-METHOO OF OPERATING SUBWAY CHUTES. 

limit switch FLS is operated (as hown dotted). This 
breaks the supply to F holding the flap chute in the 
raised position, and energises S which starts the 
scoop chute operating motor, thus lowering the scoop 
chute. When the scoop chute is fully lowered the 
limit switch LS operates, the circuit to S is broken 
holding the scoop chute in position, and C is energised 
which starts the outward conveyor. 

Depression of a stop button de-energises C, releases 
R and therefore f. S is re-energised, returning the 
scoop chute to its original position, where the scoop 
limit switch SLS is re-operated and ·S de-energised. 
The operation of L re-operates F and the flap chute 
is similarly restored to its normal position. 

Signalling. 
A system of signalling is installed between the 

railway platform delivery and dispatch points and 
the loading platform control panel (Fig. 17). The 
circuits for the subway conveyors are illustrated in 
Fig. 18 and the sequence of operations when bags are 
being dispatched from the railway platform to the 
loading platform is described below. 

(a) The railway platform operator moves the 
switch to the " bags waiting " position, which 
illuminates a lamp corresponding to the railway 
platform on the control panel. 

F1c. 17.-CONTROL PANEL FOR SUBWAY CONVEYORS. 
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(b) The loading platform operator starts up the 
inward hag conveyor and moves the switch 
into the "hags may be dispatched" position 
which illuminates a corresponding signal on the 
railway platform. 

The circuit to these signals is completed 
through a contact on f so that the signal cannot 
he given unless nmveyor :\ o. 4 is running. 

(c) The railway platform operator loads the bags 
down a chute on to conveyor �o. 4, and finallv 
restores the "hags waiting " switch. 

· 

(d) The loading platform operator after a short 
interval which will ensure that all bags have 
reached the loading platform stops conveyor 
1\ 0, 4. 

\\'hen hags arc to he dispatched from the loading 
platform to the railway platform, the following 
sequence of operations is observed : 

(a ) The loading platform operator presses the 
" delivery commencing "push which illuminates 
a corresponding signal and operates a buzzer 
on the loading platform. At the same time he 

starts up the necessary twin-hand riser and 
outward hag conveyor as previously described. 

(b) The railway platform operator acknowledges the 
signal h�· closing the switch " ready to receive 
bags " which illuminates a control panel light. 

(c) On receipt of this signal the loacling platform 
operator loads hags on to the conveyor. 

(d) \\'hen the last hag has been placed on the 
conveyor the loading platform operator presses 
the " last hag " push which makes a circuit to 
II, and the time delay contact (T.D.C.) on this 
relay closes after a period which is set for each 
contact so that the last bag has time to reach 
the railway platform before the platform lamp 
and buzzer is operated. 

The platform lamp and buzzer continue to 
operate until the time delay contact (T.D.C.) 
opens. The delay is set so that a signal of 
about five seconds' duration is given in each 
instance. 

(c) The railway platform operator acknowledges 
receipt of the last hag by pressing the platform 
push labelled " last hag reccivccl." This 
energises If> and illuminates a lamp on the 
control panel through the sustaining contact. 

(f) The loading platform operator stops the out
ward hag conveyor. A contact on Al2 opens 
and the " last hag received " signal is thereby 
cancelled. 

(.l,r) The railway platform operator restores the 
" read\' to receive " bags switch before leaving 
the railway· platform. 

Co11cl11sim1. 

The use of convey·ors for collecting mail from the 
railway platform and of a selecti\·e conveyor for 
distributing thc mail from the sorting ofllce to anv 
selected platform, as descrihcd in this article, is ai1 
innovation in l'ost Oflicc practice, thc usual procedure 
being to can-�· the mail hy electric trucks. 

By a cl opting the subway com·c\·or system, which 
has been described, time is saved in the transference 
of mail between the sorting office and the railwa�· 
platforms, the handling of mail on the loading plat
form is expedited, and the use uf electric trucks and 
drivers is eliminated which mav effect a considerable 
saving where a large amount o( mail is being handled. 
On the other hand, it is necessary to have the point 
of dispatch and delivery on the railway platform 
staffed when mail is being delivered to, or dispatched 
from, any platform. 
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A Stabilised Repeater 
Application to Trunk 

and Its 
Circuits L. E. RYALL, 

R. E. JONES, 
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A stabilised repeater with a ·· break in " facility is described. Examples of its application to trunk circuits are given, with 
particular reference to 2-wire zero loss circuits. 

J 11trod11ctio11. 

Z

ERO loss trunk circuits arc a dcsirablt' feature 
of am· national or international network because 
of the simplicitv with which such circuits can 

he put in tandem without incn'asing the o\·l'fall loss 
on the final connection. The altcrnati\"e to zero loss 
trunk circuits is either pad switching or cord-rcpcatt'r 
,.,witching, both of which, in manual systems at least, 
an' expl·nsi\"l' and offer maintenance. and operating 
difticult ies of which the zero loss s\·stem is free. 

In 1-;·t·ncr;tl, 4-wirc \"oice and nnllti-frequency carrier 
circuits can he upgraded at small cost and at zero 
loss ha\"l' an adequak stahilit:" margin. It is not 
possible to establish stablt' zero loss 2-wirc circuits, on 
acroun t of the considera hie impedance irregularities 
that mav he present. On such circuits, the desired 
loss can he obtained at small expense by the installa
tion of a stabilised repeater, enabling the circuits to 
he opt'rated in precisely the same manner as other 
zero loss trunks. The design of such a repeater and 
factors atkcting the application to the trunk network 
are discussed in this article. 

The 1�:tJi'Ct of a Stabilised Rcpcaft'r on Circuit s·tability. 
The introduction of a voice-operated stabilised 

repeater into a 2-wire circuit ensures that the two 
parts of the circuit separated by this repeater become 
independent circuits in ,;o far as stability is concerned. 
Thus a zero loss circuit which contail1s a stabilised 
repeater having a gain in each direction of 20 db. can 
he considered to be equivalent, from a stability aspect, 
to the two separate circuits having a total loss together 
of 20 db., and each circuit is terminated at one end 
with the input impedance of the stabilised repeater 
which is nominallv UOO ohms. Hence it becomes a 
relatively easy pr;)blem to con\"ert a 2-wire circuit 
having six or even seven repeaters to a low loss 
circuit when a single stabilised repeater is introduced. 
This repeater is preferably inserted near the centre 
of the circuit to provide the best operating conditions 
of the two links. The amplification at the stabilised 
repeater can he made relatively large so that better 
stability margins are available at the other repeaters, 
and for this reason the circuit equalisation is main!:'; 
carried out at the stabilised repeater. Thus for cable 
circuits it should lw capable of providing gains up to 
rn db. with facilities for providing equalisation of up 
to 10 decibels. The maximum gain that can be used is 
generally limited by crosstalk considerations. \\'hen 
applied to aerial 2-wire circuits the equalisation facili
ties arc unnecessary. 

The Principle of the Stabilised Repeater. 
The circuit can be divided into two parts, first the 

two-way speech amplifiers or repeaters, each incor
porating a voice-operated switch ; and secondly the 
switching amplifier portion from which arc derived 
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the signals to control the voice-operated switches 
associated with both the speech amplifiers and the 
switching amplifiers. The simplified block schematic 
diagram is shown in Fig. 1. 

The T 'oice Switching 0 pc ration. 

The type of voice-operated switching system em
ployed is similar to that which has been described in 
this Journal for use with a loudspeaking telcphone1 
and, in a simplified form, in the P.O. Echo Suppressor 
::\o. 52. Four voice-operated switches arc provided 
consisting of rectifier attenuation networks, two being 
included in the main speech paths and two in the 
switching signal paths. The attenuations of the 
networks are varied bv a common control current 
(D.C.) derived from a ·bridge circuit (Fig. 2), which 
includes the anode-cathode impedances of two 
amplifier val\"es in the bridge arms. 

.\rectifier attenuation network is introduced into a 
signal transmission circuit so that the attenuation of 
the circuit, due to the introduction of the network, 

Fit;. 2 D:rnl\".\TIO:S oF Co:s·rn.01. Ct0RRE:--1Ts F1<0�1 B1u1H;E 

'.\'ET\\'OJ<K. 

1 P.O.E.l:".J., Vol. 2!l, p. (i. 
2 P.O.E.E.j., Vol. 30, p. urn .  



<:an he changed from less than I db. to over 40 and 
flO dh. when a control current changes by OJ> and 
2.0 mA respective]\·. Thus when the network has a 
high attenuation, It effectiwlv interrupts the circuit 
in the same manner as a switch. 
Thi' /)cri;•ation of the f)ircct Control Current. 

The rnntrol ct11Tent is derived from a valve bridge 
<:ircuit. shown in Fig. 2. The four rectifier attenuation 
networks I to 4 have low attenuations to speech 
signals when their control currents flow in the direc
t ion of t he enclosed arrowheads, and large attenuations 
when t hesc currents reverse in direct ion. The anode 
impedances of the valves !I, 10 and the resistors ;i, fi 
form the four arms of a bridge of which the power 
supph· is the anode battery. In the quiescent state 
the points i, 8, arc given equal potentials by adjusting 
the value of the resistor fi. The resistors 21, 22, 2:l 
provide stead:i; biasing currents to the attenuation 
networks in the directions shown bv the dotted 
arrows so that the networks I and 4 1;ormallv have 
low attenuations and networks 2 and :J ha\;e high 
attenuations. 

It is seen that a change in control current is obtained 
when the anode impedance of either of the valves !I, 
HI is changed. It will also he ohsef\'ed that if the 
impedances of both vah·es alter due to changes 
in the supply voltages no change in the control current 
11ccurs. 

The speech signal that is required to control the 
operation of the at t cnua t ion net works or swi tchcs is 
rectified, and this rectified \·oltage is applied to the 
grid of the valve !l or 10 to reduce its normal negative 
�rid hi as potential. 

SPEEUI S1<;1'AL :\�Il'LIFIERS 12, 1:i, 20, 24 
S\\'ITCHI1';(; SIGNAi. :\�Il'LIFIERS lti, \J, Ii, 10 
:\TTE1'l!ATION ::\ET\\'ORKS I, 2, :i. 4 
BREAK-I1' l'ATII )8 

ANTI-ECHO BREAK-I1' PATH Hl 
Low-PASS FII.TERs 14 

FIG. 3.-ScllE�IATIC DIAGRAM. 

D 

The complete arrangement is shown in the block 
schematic given in Fig. 3, and is symmetrical for 
both directions. The speech path in the direction 
U to D consists of the 4-wirc termination 11, an 
amplifier stage 12 with gain and frequency equalisa
tion adjustment, a variable rectifier attenuation 
network 2 acting as a switch, a second amplifier 
stage 13, together with a low-pass filter 14 and a 
4-wire termination Li. The switching signal is derived 
from the output of the amplifier 12, and after 
additional amplification at I (j passes through a rectifier 
attenuation network I and a final amplifier stage !I. 
The amplifier valve in this stage, together with the 
,·alve in the complernentar:i; amplifier JO form the 
D.C. valve bridge from which the control current is 
derived. 

In the quiescent state the rectifier network 2 
and the complementary network :l ha\·c·a large loss, 
and networks l and 4 arc of low loss. The U to I> 
signal passes via the amplifiers 12, ](i and !l to cause a 
change in the "control" current through the 
rectifier networks in such a wav that networks I and 
2 become (or remain) of low attenuation so that the 
signal can pass via the 4-wirc t crm inat ion I ;j to the 
line. At the same time the loss of networks :land 4 
becomes (or remains) large so that no out-of-balance 
signal from across the 4-wirc termination can cause 
reverse operation of the s:i.·stem in the D-l' direct ion. 
The operation in the D-l' direction is obtained in a 
similar manner. 

The Ha11gm•cr or Restoring Time. 

Suitable condensers are associated with the rectified 
grid bias voltage so that the S)'stcm remains operated 
during slight pauses between words. The hangover 
time is approximately 0.;i sees., except when a 
signal is incoming from the reverse direction, when 
this time may he reduced as described in the suc
ceeding paragraph. 

The Rrcak-i11 and A 11ti-t'Clw Brt•ak-i11 Featurt'S. 

A path is provided so that, when the system is 
operated in one direction, as described almv�>, speech 
in the opposite direction can" break in," ancl cause ;t 

reversal of the switches. This is shown in Fig. 3, 
where speech from the I> line, after passing through 
amplifier Ii, is rectified in path 18 and the resultant 
D.C. is used to discharge the condenser associated 
with the grid bias circuit of the valve 10. The control 
current is restored to normal and signals can now 
pass through rectifier attenuation network 4 to reverse 
the direction of the switches in the manner described 
above. 

Means must he provided, however, to prevent echo 
signals from" breaking in "and causing false operation 
of the system. This is achieved by a signal in path I !l, 
derived from the amplifier !I which, after rectification, 
biases the rectifier in path 18 so that it is inoperative 
for echo signals which occur after an echo time of less 
than, say, If>() millisecs. The biasing voltage fluctuates 
with the speech in the U to D ·direction and so, 
although the switches remain operated during these 
fluctuations, speech in the D to C direction can 
" break in" and obtain control of the switches. This 



arrangement has been described in detail in a previous 
article in this J ournaJ.3 

If satisfactory operation is to be obtained with the 
wide range of signal intensities- that exist in a trunk 
circuit, saturation of the " break-in " and " anti-echo 
break-in " signals must not readily occur. Saturation 
or limiting of the " break-in " signal due to amplifier 
overloading will reduce the break-in efficiency against 
a loud signal, whereas saturation of the anti-echo 
break-in signal may result in echo break-in, causing 
interrupted transmission, with loud signals. The 
switching system described enables satisfactory 
operation to be obtained with the range of signal 
amplitudes that are experienced. 

The Stabilised Repeater Equipment. 

The equipment (see Fig. 4) is mounted on 19-inch 
single-sided panels as follows :

(a) A repeater panel 8! ins. wide, 
(b) A switching amplifier panel, lOt ins. wide, 
(c) An anode retard and alarm relay panel, 

5l inches wide of conventional design, per 
4 stabilised repeaters. 

(d) A filament resistor panel 3t inches wide per 
4 stabilised repeaters. 

If the equipment is used in a 2-wire circuit, two 
combined 4-wire termination and low pass filter 
panels (3t inches wide) arc also required. 

Fie. 4.-STAB1L1sEo REPEATER EQUIPMENT. 

Circuit Details. 

The circuit diagram of the repeater panel is shown 
in Fig. 5. As far as is possible it is similar to the 
P.O. repeater type 25A both in components and 
characteristics. It is provided with rectifier attenua
tion networks between the two amplifying stages. 

The input to the switching amplifier is derived from 
the output of the l st stage valve, and since the signal 
level at this point requires to be independent of the 
repeater gain, the repeater gain control is provided 
entirely in the repeater input circuit. The switching 

a P.O.£.£.]., Vol. 29, p. 6. 
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F1e. 5.-CIRCUIT OF REPEATER PANEL. 

amplifier can then be maintained at a -10 db. level, 
and 1 db. taps on the 2nd stage input enable the output 
of the repeater to be adjusted and maintained at a 
+ 10 db. level to ± 0.5 db. 

The Switching Amplifier. 

The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 6. The input 
is connected to the repeater panel via U links so that 
the switching amplifier can be tested independently 
from the repeater. 

After an initial stage of amplification V5 (or V8) 
part of the signal passes through an attenuation 
network NI (or 4) to the control bridge valves V6 
(or V9). Pcntode valves are used to obtain large 
control current changes when using only 130 V anode 
battery. The actual anode voltage of the valve is 
about 70 V, due to the voltage drop in the anode 
resistance, with a quiescent current of 10 mA, so that 
the valve has a long life without its characteristics 
changing. The output from the valve V6 provides the 
signal to be rectified to cause a change in the grid 
voltage of the complementary valve V9. Voltage 
doubler rectification is used and the time constant 
of the associated condenser discharge circuit is 
500 millisecs. The rectified signal is passed through a 
resistance-capacitance filter to reduce the amplitude 
of the A.C. signal that is applied to the grid of the 
valve. The anti-echo break-in signal is also obtained 
from the output of the valve V6, but in this instance 
the time constant of the associated condenser dis
charge circuit is only 100 millisecs. so that the rectified 
voltage fluctuates with the speech signals. 

A portion of the output of V5 (or V8) also provides 
the break-in signal, which is amplified by V7 (or 
VlO) to obtain adequate power. The sensitivity of the 
break-in signal is adjusted by means of taps on the 
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output transformer, and it is this sensitivity that 
determines the amount of repeater stabilisation or 
increasccl repeater gain on'r arnl ahon• that which 
would normallv produce instabilitv if no voice
operated switching s\·stem were used. If the maximum 
break-in sensiti,·it\· is 11secl the complementary anti
ccho hrcak-in signal fai ls to prevent echo break-in 
when the <'Cho signal exceeds the main signal b)· };) db., 
and a reduction of the lm·ak-in facility in :J dh. steps 
enables the repeater stahili,.;ation to he incn•ased 
corrcsponclingly. 

The C 011trol Current Brid;.;1'. 
A resistor of 2 ,OOO ohms is in series with the anode 

circuit of valve \'\I and the bridge is initially balanced 
by adjusting the corresponding resistor in �cries with 
the anode of \'Ii. The normal anode current is 
approximately JO mA, which i,.; increased up to :m mA 
when the bridge i,.; unbalanced hy a rectified signal 
applied to the grid of one of the valves. 

C om•crsion of tlzc Ncpcatcr to a 11011-s1«itclzi11{!, form. 
This conversion is readil\· acl1ieved by changing the 

quiescent control currents through the rectifier 
networks in the speech paths so that they arc of low 
loss. A resistor is connected between the junction 
of these networks and earth to provide this current. 
At the same time the input circuits of the switching 
amplifiers arc disconnected, the changes being made 
by U links. 

Performa11cc Characteristics of the R.cp1·atcr '.llld 
Su·itchi11;; ..! 111plijicr. 
(a) The Repeater l'a11cl: 
\\'ith the voice-operated switches in the transmit

ting condition the repeater has characteristics similar 
to those of the l'.O. repeater 2;):\. It has a maximum 
gain of :w dh. with a uniform frequency response from 

200 to 3,000 c.p.s. The gain is adjustable in steps of 
I dh. and the gain-frequency equalisers are incor
porated to compensate for the increased attenuation 
<;_! the higher audio frequencies of coil-loaded cables. 

_.(b) S1eitcl1i11r.; A mplijicr : 
Su·itchi11g scnsiti1·ity. The gain of the 1 st stage of 

the repeater is normally adjusted so that the inpnt 
level to the switching amplifier is 10 db. referred 
to a zero level point. The voice-operated switches 
in the main signal path arc operated with a change of 
control current of 1.0 mA. The signal input (referred 
to a zero level point) to produce this current change 
is shown in Fig. 7. \\'hen normal kn•! speech signals 
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arc passing the control current is approximately 
H.O milliamps. :\leans for reducing the sensitivity 
arc provided, although this sensitivitv has prove(! 
quite satisfactory in practice. The speccl of operation 
of the switch is approximatel)· 4 millisccs for loud 
signals, and increases as the signal level decreases. 
\Vith an input Jen·! of - -lO dh. referred to 1 m\V at 
a zero level point the operating time is approximately 
10 millisecs. Although it is possible to obtain faster 
operating times hy increasing the power of the main 
operating signal this would lll'lTSsitatc a correspond
ingly larger power in the break-in and anti-echo 
break-in signals. This is not desirable as it reduces 
the effectiveness of the break-in arrangement which is 
so esscnt ial to the successful operation of the repeater 
in practice. 

Break-in Operation. It is diHicult to obtain a true 
measure of the effectiveness of the break-in circuit 
with a simple quantitative test as the tluctuating 
nature of the speech influences the break-in efliciency. 
However, comparative stead�· tone tests can be 
made which indicate whether the break-in circuit 
will operate satisfactorily under working conditions. 
The amplifier is held operated in one direction with 
an 800 c.p.s. signal such that the control current 
change is :to m:\ and a signal is applied to the 
complementary amplifier to reverse the operation of 
the switch. The minimum !en·! of this signal is an 
indication of the break-in etticicncy. 

12!) 
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The normal n'pC'atcr maintenance is applicable 
to the equipment, together with a periodic check of 
the anode currents of the two bridge valves and the 
control current balance. Although it is considered 
desirable that the latter test should be carried out 
month!:\', tests over a period of eighteen months on 
tivc stabilised repeaters have shown a variation of 
control current balance of less than 0.2 mA. The 
ha lance should be readjusted if the reading is more 
than t 0.2 mA. 

:\ three-monthlv test of the 800 c.p.s. switching 
sensitivity should abo be made. 

I 'ali•t's and Hattery S11pp!frs. 
The repeater panel contains the usual valves for 

l'.0. repeater No. 2;iA, i.e. 2- \'T �o. 80 and 2-VT 
�o. 78 \'alves. 

Six valvC's arc used in the switching amplifier, i.e. 
2--VT No. 78 (µ 7, Z = ;i,[iOO ohms), 2 -VT !lO 
(or ML 4) (11 - 12, Z 2,8UO ohms) and 2 - valves 
VT l l:i (or AC PEN). These last four valves arc 
indirectlv heated. 

The t(ital anode current, in the quiescent state is 
70 mA (I :m V anode supply), and this increases 
slightly when speech is transmitted. The filament or 
heater supply is I .a amps (21 volt supply). 

..lpp!icatio11 of Stahi/is,·d N.1·pcatcrs to Trz111!� Cirrnits. 
Stabilised repeaters can be applied to trunk circuits, 

both 2-wirC' and 4-wire, aerial line and underground 
cable, where adequate margin of stability' is either 
not attainable or not maintainable under normal 
circumstances. Examples of the application to 
underground cable circuits and to m-erhead lines arc 
gi \'en Ja !er. 

There are a number of considerations to he borne in 
mind regarding the application of stabilised repeaters 
to trunk lines. These arc set out as follows:- -

(1) In trunk line networks where large groups 
cannot k· justified, the use of stabilised 2-wire 
repeaters ma',' prove to he the most economical 
ml'! hod of providing zt·ro loss circnits. The cost 
(initial and annual) of the stabilised repl'ater can be 
l'stimated by comparison with rl'peatl'r t'quipment of 
likl' construction. In high!\· devdoped trunk networks 
surh as in this countr\', the use of 4-wire carrier 
s\·stt•ms is consi<lered to be mon· desirable. 

· (2) In special cases, the utilisation of existing 
plant ma�· prove to be of considerable importance. 
The London-Cuernscv circuit described later is an 
exampll' of this. Ti1e application of the stabilised 
rqwatl'r enables such plant to he utilised when the 
impro\·t·d standards of transmission woulcl ot herwisc 
ha\'<' rendered the plant obsolete. 

(:�) There arc arguments against the USC' of such 
equipment, the most important of these bl'ing that 
the equipment is \·oice-oprratr<I and therefore subject 
to false operation under abnormal conditions where 
comnwrcial speech could still he transmitted. This 
can occur, for instance, under conditions of high 
noise lt•\·el. Hence, although a stabilised circuit ma'.' 
normall�· have the performance of a 4-wire circuit, 
it lacks the simplicity of operation and case of main
tenance. It mav be stated however, that the only 

fault to occur on five stabilised repeaters during 
two vcars was clue to failure of a resistance roil. 

(4) It can be stated as a general principle to be 
followed in circuit design that the number of voice
operated switches should he kept to a minimum and 
possibly it should be stated that their use should on!�· 
be adopted on grounds of necessi t '.' rat hl'r than of 
economic advantage. 

(:i) The performance of a stabilised cirrnit using 
existing line plant would he inferior to that of a 
4-wire circuit of equal length with regard to crosstalk 
and babble. The actual magnitudes may of course be 
satisfactory in both circuits. When planning new 
circuits, to obtain an equal performance, it follows 
that stabilised circuits would require higher line cross
talk attenuation values. 

(U) The action of the stabilised repeater being 
"positive," that i-; to say, there is normall�; a high 
attenuation in <tt least one direct ion of tr;msmission 
until the switch is operated, such systems as Tdex 
cannot be accommodated since l millisecond of 
distortion causes signal mutilation. Such systems 
could only be operated by using a " pilot pulse " 
transmitted before each train of signals to seize the 
switch and thus eliminate the distortion introduced 
during the operating period. 

A pp!ication to Aerial '2-u:ire Cirrnits . 

Long distance aerial 2-wire rcpeatercd circuits 
arc often used where traffic is small and onlv one or 
two circuits are required. Considerable difficult',' is 
t•ncounterc<I in maintaining such circuits of low 
overall loss owing to the linr impedance variations 
that arc encountered due to weather conditions. The 
stabilisrd repeater would enable satisfactory circuits 
to be maintained under these conditions. 

F.rnmp/t's of A pp!irntio11 to l 'i1d1·rJ!.ro1111d Ca/1/t' Cirrnits 
I. l ·pgradi11g of 2-icirc Cirrnils. 

In setting up 2-wire circuits, the factor \\'hich 
limits the overall loss to which such circuits can be 
controlled is, almost always, the margin of stabilit\' 
attainable. In this countIT, the margin of sLtbilitv 
required with the terminafs in the open-circuit crn;
dition is 2 db., that is to sav, that it should Ill' possibll· 
to increase the gain of an�· rcpe;ttl'r in the circuit h\· 
at least 2 db. in both directions si11111lt<1m·ous]\· ;llJd 
not rt'ach instahilitv or" howling." On cl'rtain �-wirl' 
circuits between 1:ondon and Leeds, the lo;tding of 
which was 177 107 mH at 1. l:W mile spacing on 
40 lb. conductors, the best u\'erall loss dl'termi1wd h\· 
the abo\·e stahilit\· requirement was ;-,_;i db. Th«· 
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overall-loss, frequ<>nc:-; characteristic of such a circuit 
is shown in Fig. 8, Curve :\. In order to upgrade a 
circuit of t his type to an overall loss of 0 db. (to enable 
it to conform to the zero loss switching requirements 
between Zone Centres) it was decided to accomplish 
this by the installation of stabilised repeaters at 
Derby. Not only was it possible to attain the required 
overall loss of O dh. with adequate margin of stabilit:-· 
at the normal 2-wire repeaters hut, whereas before 
stability requirements prevented any appreciable 
correction of frcquenc:-· distortion, this was made 
possible with the installation of the stabilised 
repeaters. This, for case of comparison, is shown in 
Fig. 8, Curve B. Since the greater part of the frequency 
correct ion is done at the stabilised repeater and hence 
to a certain degree in advance of the actual frequency 
distortion, abnormally high output levels occur at 
the stabilised repeater. This is not effective in 
causing an)' overloading since the energy in speech of 
such frequencies is corresponding!\· small. It is 
necessarv to test, however, at a level of - JO db. 
insteacl �if the normal testing level of l m\\'. The 
margins of stahilit.\· at the normal 2-wirc repeaters 
on the old and final set-up arc given in the following 
table :---

Fenn v Stratford 
Leed� 

Orir;i11a/ Cirrnit Final Cirrnit 
2.0 clb. 4.5 db. 
2.0 db. 4.5 clh. 

Four stabilised 2-wirc circuits of this type have been 
established between London and Leeds. Thcv have 
been in operation since Jui:--. rn:l4, and compare 
favourably as regards faults with 4-wire circuits in 
the same group. 

Tests have abo been carried out with these circuits 
arranged in tandem, up to the maximum available 
of four. The switching was found to be satisfactorv 
and in fact, apart from considerations of lock-ot!t 
(which is a possible cause of failure due to there being 
four voice-operated switches in tandem) actual 
switching is not di fferent from that for one switch. 
The impairment due to loss of signal during the 
switching operation(" initial dipping") is not notice
able. The tinal circuit so obtained was not a satis
fact orv c0111wct ion, the t Ypc of loading cmplo:-;cd 
!wing 11nsuitahle for circuits of 800 miles. From 
considerations of stahilit\· and Yoicc switching, 
hm\·eYcr, fo11r . circuits of this type might, under 
s11itahle conditions, he operatccl in tandem. The 
danger of lock -011t referred to abo\T is not real and 
ea uses negligible repl'l it ions 1111 t il the time separation 
hetWl'en the two most distant Yoice switches exceeds 
200-2iiO milliseconds. In the example quoted the 
maximum time separation was t>O milliseconds. 

2. !.011do11-(;11cr11sc\' .Yo. 1 Circuit. 
This example of tiie llSl' of a stabilised repeater is 

interesting, since without it, it would not he possible 
to obtain a comniercial circuit at all from the cable 
plant available. :\n earlier article in this Journal4 
has described the circuit bet wecn London and 
(;uernsey as originally- established with an early- ty-pc 
of stabilised repeater. It is suflicient to recall here 
that the circuit is of 4-wire underground cable con
struction between London and Dartmouth, at which 

'P.O.E.E.j., Vol. :!5, p. :!iti. 

point a single-core submarine cable connection is 
obtained to Guernsev worked single wire to earth. 
The attenuation of the submarine cable is :l2 db. at 
800 c.p.s. rising to as much as f>i dh. at 2,000 c.p.s. 
The submarine cable having been constructed and 
maintained as a telegraph cable with regard to im
impedance irregularities, the balances obtainable at 
the ends of the submarine cable arc considerably less 
than the attenuation. In order to obtain a reaso.nablc 
overall loss, it is conscqucntl:-· necessary to operate the 
4-wirc circuit between London and Dartmouth at a 
gain which would normallv render the circuit unstable. 
To counteract this, a stabilised repeater is emplo\·cd 
at Taunton, an intermediate point in the 4-wire 
portion of the circuit. The amount of equalisation of 
the overall loss characteristic that can he obtained is. 
of course, dependent on the stabilisation obtained 
from the stabilised repeater. :\s much correction of 
frequency distortion, t hcrcfore, has been obtained 
as possible while still maintaining proper switching of 
the stabiliser. The amount of stabilisation finally 
effectccl (as measured hy the excess of reflected over 
forward operating len·b at the stabilised repeater) 
rises to as much as Li db. at frequencies bctw<.'e n 

HiOO and 2,000 c.p .s. 
The overall loss-frequency charact<.'ristic of the 

circuit as finally established is shown in Fig. 9. 
The main respects in which the present circuit is 

improved on the original ar<.' (a) in the provision of the 
break-in facility referred to in this article, (b) the 
use of a more sensitive voice-switch since break-in 
ena blcs the swi t eh to he seized against noise opera! ion. 
and (r) in the o\·crall loss-frcq11cncy characteristic 
tinall\· obtained. 

In .order to enable \".F. telegraph operation to be 
carried out between London and (�ucrnsc'• during 
eml'rgency telegraph conditions, a switch has been 
pro,·idnl 011 the stabilised repeater which renders tlw 
switching ampli fiers inoperatin' and holds the attl'll\la
tion networks of zero loss in hoth dinTtions of trans
mission. The 4-wi re t l'rmina t ion being n·mm·cd at 
London, thl' stabilisation requirenwnts no longer l'xisL 
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The London-Birmingham 
Cable 

Coaxial 
System A. H. MUMFORD, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.1.E.E. 

Part IV.-Test Results and Commercial Operation 
The author completes this series of articles with particulars of the test results achieved. Although the installation of 
supervisory and repeater stand by equipment is not yet completed, the first forty circuits are already in commercial operation. 

I 11trod11ctio11. 

H 
;\\'I!\<_� completed the installation of the 
apparatus panels that were essential for the 
transmission of a complete super-group, it was 

decided to make an immediate test of the simultaneous 
operation of 40 circuits. Thus the gains of the various 
modulators and amplifiers were adjusted approxi
mate!:--· to their correct values and no attempt was 
made to equalise the characteristics of irnlividual 
circuits, the overall loss of each circuit being left at 
about :l <lb. This article describes this first test of a 
complete super-group and the work that was carried 
out before staging a demonstration some weeks later 
when the initial troubles, which arc inevitable in a 
new svstem, ha(l been remedied and the individual 
circuits equalised. 
The First Test <if a Super-Group. 

This test was held on l\larch 11 th and was arranged 
in the following manner. Thirty-five of the circuits 
were connected at each end to telephones adjacent 
to the terminal equipment, the five remaining circuits 
being connecte<l to telephones located in situations 
relatively free from room noise. Separate tests showed 
that for the normal talker the telephones delivered 
on the average an output of approximately 8 db. 
below IC!'. P. Since the telephones were connected 
directlv to the 2-wire sides of the ll\·brid transformers 
termin.ating the coaxial circuits, it. is to be expected 
that the power delivered by these telephones during 
the test was approximately (i db. above the average 
value that would be encountered under traffic comli
tions. The thirt\·-five circuits first mentioned were 
loaded hv conversations between female switchboard 
operators and the remaining five were rescn·cd for 
the use of persons especially concerned with the test. 

Bridh·, the results of the test were as follows : 

(a) The articulation on the circuits was considere(l 
to be good and there was a complete absence of echo 
as such ; it is certain that an appreciable echo must 
have been present, hut owing to the high velocity 
circuits employed it appeared merely as side tone 
and could not be detected. 

(b) A slight amount of crosstalk was observed 
which, it was suspected, would have been intelligible 
if its level had been higher. There was, however, no 
trace of babble when the operators were conversing 
normally or when all the operators at one end were 
talking very loudly. 

(c) A certain amount of noise was present having 
the characteristics of A.C. power interference and D.C. 
generator noise combined. 

(d) The operators, except one at London and 
another at Birmingham, expressed the opinion that 
the circuits were better than the trunk circuits on 
which they were normally employed. 
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Jfodzjicatio11s .Hade as a Result of this Test. 

Subsequent to the preliminary test the work of 
preparing the coaxial equipment for traffic was 
resumed. :\t the same time an investigation into the 
sources of noise and crosstalk observed during the 
demonstration was made with the following results. 

The crosstalk was found to he occurring in the audio
frequency hay wiring and was overcome by earthing 
one side of each of the pairs concerned. 

Further, it was found that the noise was intrrnlucc<l 
into the svstem at the two terminal stations. l'�trt 
of the noise was clue to direct magnetic induction 
into the channel recc'ive amplifiers from the power 
equipment on the carrier supply and rl'peater bays, 
and this was overcome by substituting sheet-metal 
covers for the expanded metal guards protecting the 
power transformers and chokes mounted on t hesc 
bavs. 

'rhe remainder of the noise observed during the test 
was due to the fact that at London, and to a minor 
extent at Birmingham, there is a considerable ripple 
voltage between the "rack" and "silent" earths, 
affecting both the modulating and carrier-generating 
equipment. The trouble was overcome by using 
appropriate earths at various key points in the 
equipment. Thus it was necessary to insulate the 
cases of transformers from the panel in certain parts 
of the equipment ; it was subsequently discovered 
that this practice is normally followed at Faraday 
Building, London, but not at Telephone House, 
Birmingham, presumably due to the ripple voltages 
prevalent at Faraday Building being greater. 

The coaxial channels were then equalised with the 
result that the overall transmission lay, with a few 
exceptions, between the limits of ± · l <lb. of the 
value at l ,500 c.p.s., for frequencies ranging from 
250 to 3, JOO c.p.s. ; the characteristics of the channels 
which came outside these limits will be improved at 
a later date. 

Interference. 
A day or two previous to the main demonstration 

it was found that a I ,OOO c.p.s. tone of comparatively 
low level, more than 50 db. below reference level, 
was present on one of the circuits during the trans
missions of the London National broadcasting 
station, working frequency 1, 14!) kc. p.s. A preliminary 
investigation indicates that the high frequency 
carrier wave of this station is probably being picked 
up at one or more of the intermediate repeater 
stations and demodulated at the terminal stations 
along with the wanted signals. \\'hile the point is 
being thoroughly investigated, narrow hand elimina
tion filters will be used to remove the unwanted 
signal from this particular circuit. 



('/iararloislics r'.f /Ji,· Fq11ij>111<'11! and .'-:\·slc111. 
('/1<11111<'1 Filters.· Tlw cl1annel filtl'r,; incorpor;1ted 

in tll<' tl'rminal cq11ipllll'nt incluck q11artz cn·stal 
n·son;itors in addition to incl11<·tor,.; ancl c;qi;witors. 
The cl1;1r;icl\'ristics 11f thl' m·t\\'r1rk ;ire such th;it it is 
1wn·ssary to rnanuLwt1m· tlw incli\·idu;il elements to 
n·lati\Tl\· clost' lirnits, ancl tlw adju-;tnwnt of a 
compkt<' tiltn is a proccs-; calling for consi<krahle 
precision although it h;1s not hc·t·n found difficult to 
train junior staff to ca1T\' out the' adjustment. As 
\·:1ri;1t i<>lh in tt·rn1wrat 11n· must ;1ltcr the values of 
th<' filtn t·knwnts '<• so11w exlt·nt it \\'as considered 
pos-;ihk th;tt tlw Jll'rforn1;i11<T of tll<' tilters in Sl'ITice 
might pr<•\.<' '" lw ;1ffl'cl\'cl 11i;1l\'rially ll\· changes in 
;1mhicnt 1<·1n11t•r;1t1trl'. In an invc-;tigation of the 
point, tll<' insl'rtion lo;-,s cl1ar;1ctcristic of C<'rtain 
channel filters \\·;is 1nc·as1m·<l. \\'hile the tempc·r:tturl' 
of the filter \1·;is \'ariecl o\·t·r a range of IH° C., ;in 
adequ;1tc time inteITal being allo\\'ed during the test 
to al lo\\' t lie complete lilter to at t;1in the extreme 
limits of temperature. The results showecl that, at 
least over the range of tcmpcrat urc onT \\'hich 
nwasurcnwnt s \\'ere made, tempera! 11rc h.td little 
effect on t lie performance of t hcse tilters. There was 
no appreciabk change in the freqtH'ncies at which 
peak attenuation occurs, but in the pass band there 
was a slight increase in the aH·rage attenuation with 
increase of temperature and ;t tcndenc�· for small 
irregularities of attenuation to increase. The increase 
in attenuation is prohahh· due to a small rise in the 
power fact or of the induct ors and the increase in 
magnitude of the small irregularities is no doubt due 
to very small changes in the effective reactance of th e 
elements comprising the filter. It was satisfactory to 
o bserve that the behaviour of the filters was substan
tially cyclic. A temperature range of IH° C. is 
considerablv in excess of that likeh· to be encountered 
in practice ·and it is confidently ;;nticipated that the 
variations of temperature occurring under working 
conditions will have a negligible effect on the perform
ance of the channel filters. 

In view of the fact that the crystal plates are 
supported in their holders soleh· by two pairs of 
contacts pressing on opposite sides along the nodal 
plane of the plate, it was thought possible that the 
perform; mce of the lilters might be acln·rscly affected 
by vibration. The effec t of \·ibration was checked to 
s<�nw extent b�· transport ing a number of filters, 
fairly carefully packed in strong wooden cases, over 
a distance of 2:m miles in a commercia l 2-ton van, 
the characteristics of the tilters being measured 
before and after the journe�·. The modifications 
which occurred in the characteristics were so small 
;is to be of negligible importance ; they were in fact 
of the same order of magnitude as the \·ariations in 
performance among a num ber of tilte rs of the same 
type immediately after they han� been adjusted ; 
thus vibration should have a negligible effect if the 
filters arc handled with reasonable care. 

It is preferable to give the limih, within which lie 
the characteristics of all the units comprised in a 
c ertain part of any system, rather than the charac
teristics of a few selected isolated samples, the latter 
method merely showing the degree of perfection 
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at tainecl in an\· particular characteristic without 
gi\·i ng a 1n- indic:1 t ion as to how close!\' the remainder 
oft he units approach this sample. The former method 
h:ts been adoptecl here and the limits presented in the 
form of an envelope , within which the actual 
characteristic of any particular unit is contained , the 
reference point being clearly specified. For instance, 
Fig. 46 shows the enve lope of the frequency.loss 
characteristics of two sets of 22 channel filters, 20 
working ancl two spare in each set, used in connection 
with the {i()-o;) and 95-100 kc. p. s. channels in either 
the first modulation or the final demodulation 
process ; the losses lwing measured with respect to 
the loss at the frequency I ,OOO c.p.s. below the carrier 
frequenc y. 

c.p.o.ll!LOW CARRIER FREQUENCY 

1'1<:. 47.-E:-.vELOl'E OF FRE<.!l.E:"CY, l.oss Cll.\H.\CTEHISTICS 

<>F CllA1':>;EI. FIL1EHS I:" FIHST �l'l'EH-Gl<Ol'I'. 

Fig. 47 is the enwlopc of the frcquency1loss 
characteristics of all the channel filters made for this 
first super-group, irrcspectiYe of the carrier frequency, 
the frequency·;'loss c11r\'l'S of each indi\·idual filter 
being made to coincide at a p oint I ,OOO c.p.s. below 
the actual carrier frequency of that particular channel. 
It demonstrates the closeness to which the various 
sets of channel filters, usecl in the group combination, 
have been designed, as well as the constancy of 
reproducti on of characteristics during manufacture 
and adjustment. It will also be seen that the spread 
of the envelope docs not exceed 2 ·2 db. at any 
frequency between 400 and 3,000 c.p.5. below the 
actual carrier frequencies. 
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TRANSMISSION FROM LONDON TO BIRMINGHAM. 
---------- TRANSMISSION FROM BIRMINGHAM TD LONDON. 

F!1;. 48. -0\" ER .\ I.I. (;_\!:>;. l'RE<!l'E:-.:cy CHARACTERISTIC OF THE COAXIAL LD!E AND REPE.-\TERS (.\PRII. :!:lrd, I \l:ISi. 

n Tltt J:'y11alist'd Li11e.- -The overall characteristics of 
the coaxial lines, repeaters and associated equalisers 
between London and Birmingham arc shown in 
Fig. 48, although it must not be inferred that this 
represents the ultimate characteristic since, as 
explained earlier, the experimental work is still 
continuing. It will be seen that the overall charac
teristic over the frequency band 0·5 to �-1 :\Ic.p.s. 
lies within ± 3 db. of the value at the miclband 
frequency ; the variation over the band occupied by 
the first super-group imposed on the system being 
l ·5 db. Somt' variation of the characteristic must 
be expected due to the effect of temperature changes 
and a possible lack Pf perfect compensation by the 
temperature compensation equalisers; the present 
data is far too meagre to dio;,.uss the point further. 

Overall Gai11/Freq11ency Characteristics of the 
.4 udio Cha1111els .---Envelopes of the transmission 
characteristics, 2-wire-2-wire, of the London to 
Birmingham channels separated into the five groups 
forming the super-group arc shown in Fig. 49 ; the 
envelopes of the return channels are very similar to 
those illustratl'd. It will he seen that a high degree 
of uniformity in design and adjustment of the \'arious 
parts of the svstems has already been achie\'ed, and 
yet an improvement, both in the degree of uniformit�· 
and width of frequency response for a reduced 
channel separation, is ;dread�· e11\"isagL•(l. 

Fig. 50 shows the characteristic of the complete 
super-group of London -Birmingham channels, 2-
wire- -2-wirc. previously considered in Fig. 49 on a 
group basis, measured with respect to (a) 800, (b) 
I ,OOO, (c) 1.500 c.p.s. The specified limits were 
expressed relative to the gain at 800 c.p.s. and an 
inspection of Fig. 50 (a) will show that the channels 
comply with the specilication. As a matter of some 
interest, the anticipated transmission characteristic, 
first disclosed over a year ago, has been super
imposed on the envelope. For the 800 c.p.s. reference 
point, the anticipated curve has proved to be the 
mean of the envelope. 
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The ,"\;[ ain Demonstration. 

The main demonstration was given on April llth, 
193 , and was carried out on the same general lines 
as those of the previous test ; the circuits being 
adjusted to have a transmission loss of approximately 
l db. The circuits were quiet, the articulation good, 
crosstalk and babble completely absent. Certain 
-Observers staled they experienced a feeling of 
confidence in the stability of the circuits in speaking 
over them which they felt was lacking when using the 
normal low loss trunk circuits. This is no doubt due 
to a subconscious reaction against the changing 
conditions of a normal circuit brought about by the 
operation of the echo suppressors. As has already 
been pointed out for a coaxial circuit the echo merges 
completely with the side tone and echo suppressors 
are not used. 

Towards the end of the demonstration seven 
circuits were connected in series to form a single 
circuit some 800 miles long ; thus the speech in each 
channel went through 42 modulation processes and 
in effect some 133 high frequency repeaters, using 
532 valves. The performance of this circuit was 
good although slightly inferior to that of the single
length London-Birmingham circuit. There was still 

FIG. 51.-TERM!NAL REPEATER STATION, LONDON. 

no noticeable echo, the transmission time between the 
two ends of the complete circuit still being less than 
5 milliseconds. The degradation on performance was 
obviously due to the six intervening points at which 

FIG. 52.-CARRIER GENERATING EQUIPMENT, LONDON. 
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limiting, modulation and demodulation occurred, the 
majorit:-· of which would not normal!\· be present in 
;t C<llllllHTcial circuit of that length. 

( 'ommacial 0 pcration. 

In ;1cconlancc with a previous agrecmen t the 
circuits were handed on·r fur part-time traffic (wcek
da\'s, \1.:lO a.m. ---!. :m p.m.) on the da\· following the 
main demonstration, i.e. April l�th, I !l:�H. The 
circuits are at present working traflic \'l'n· successfnll\· 
on this hasis without the snpcn·isur:-· and repeater 
st: mdb\· equipment which is now being installed and 
;1djusted ; thus an apprcci;tbk risk of breakdown 
must lw faced h:-· the Traflic Group utilising the 
circuits. The commercial operation is, hm,·c\·er, 
most \·aluahk, since it enablC's data to be accurnu
Ltted under the actual conditions of operation at an 
earh· stage of the installation, forming an i11dispe11-
s;tl1k c hcc k upon the pre\·ious calculations. It is 
anticipated that the adj ustment of the outstanding 
equipment will be completed within the next few 
months. 

Figs. 51 and 52 show portions of the completed 
equipment installed in the London Terminal Repeater 
Station. 

Mobile Post Office No. 2 

As an appreciable number of the demands during 
l!l:n for the first :\Iohilc Post Office1 rnuld not he met 
owing to prior bookings, it was decided to build a 
second \'chicle and this was completed in April last. 
It was formall�· inaugurated by the Lord '.\Iayor of 
Leeds, at Leeds, on 13th of that month. 

This nhicle is similar to the first but the under
mentioned improvements, which suggested themsel\'es 
after experience in service of the first, were incor
porated :-

(a) An aperture above the pigeon hole in each 
service window, to facilitate conversations 
bl't ween public and counter staff. 

(u) A notice plate above the posting box on the 
offside, to indicate to the public " Office hours" 
and " timrs of collections." 

(c) A folding step under the door leading to the 
office compartment. 

(d) :\lore accommodation for counter clerks bv 
reducing width of each counter b\' :l ins . 

· 

(c) Counter tops of matt finish bak�·lite. (It was 
found that the highly polished surface of the 
counters in the first vehicle soon became 
disfigured by scratches) . Fronts of drawers 
also faced with this material. 

(j) Hinged flap in rear nearside office window 
through which telegrams are handed from 
counter staff to messengers. 

(g) Drawer for filing telegrams. 

1P.O.l:'.E.j., Vol. 2!1, p. 208. 
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A rk11011'/t'd[!.mc11ts. 

In conclusion, it is desired to thank :\lessrs. 
Standard Telephones & Cahks, Ltd., the contractors 
responsible for ma nu fact uring most of the eq nipment, 
for their rea<h· assistance in nLlll\' mat krs. ;rnd ;tlso 
the autl101-'s ;.olleagues who 11a\·;. ;t ss istnl 1wt 011 )\· 
in the preparation of this serit's of ; 1r t idt 's h11t ;tlso 
in the dt'\Tlopnwnt, design and adjt1stllH'Itt of tltc 
cquiplllcnt. Ob,·ioush·, there an· 111;t11 y \\'ho ha ,.e 
C'ontrilmtcd Illatcriall\' to the clt•\·dopnwnt de scrilll'd 
hut who cannot he Illent ioned indi,·id11;tlh'. Tlte 
;1uthor would, ho\\'l'\'l'r, like to 111<·11tion ;u1-cl thank 
imli\'iduall� · the 1rndeus, :\kssrs. I<. F. J. J;1n·is. ('_ F. 
Booth , H. Staneshv and H .. :\_ Brockhank. around 
whom the team rc�ponsihk for this work has lwen 
built. The remainder of the team know ;rnd can rest 
assnrC'd that their efforts are \·alncd a11<l appreciated 
an cl will perhaps accept t Ii is public ex pressinn of 
thanks as an acknowledgnwn t of their efforts. 

Finally, the team desire to record their apprecia
tion of the encouragement and advice recei\'ed from 
the Engineer-in-Chief, Sir George Lee, his deputy, 
Col. Angwin, and '.\Ir. A. J. Gill, under whose 
immediate direction this work has been carried out. 

(lz) To pro\'ide for telegraphic tratlic ht'>'OIHI the 
capacity of onC' teleprinter an auxiliary unit 
for a second teleprinter was installed. This 
necessitated the supply of batteries of ;JO Ah 
capacity instead of :lo Ah. (Onlv one teleprinter , 
however, is carried on the vehicle ; the second, 
when required, is supplied locally) . 

(i) Extractor fan in battery compartment and 
another in office compartment. 

In addition, the items mentionpd below, which were 
added to :'llobile Post Office Xo. I subsequent!\', were 
incorporated in the second vehicle :- -

(a) l\Ietal rectifier for the charging of l>atteries 
when mains current is available. This addition 
was made to save wear and tear of the engine 
and the special d:-·namo on the tractor, which 
formall» were the only means of charging the 
hatteriLs. 

(b) Second clock. 
(c) Two auto-feed boxts for telegraph forms with 

fittings for attaching to brackets o\'cr public 
counter. 

(d) The original call office circuits in the first 
vehicle worked on a post-payment basis in all 
areas. This system had certain disadvantages 
and the circuits were altered to pro\'ide for 
prepayment as well as post-payment working. 

The trailer and tractor bodies of the second vehicle 
were built by Messrs. T. Harrington, Ltd., Old 
Shoreham Road, Hove, Brighton. -W. G. D. & C. F. l\I. 



Somerset House P.A.B.X. R. C. HAWARD 

A description of a new Prh'ate Automatic Branch Exchange installed at the Headquarters of the Board of Inland Revenue, 
Somerset House, London. 

!11trnd11cti1111. 

T

l.IE inncasr 
.
in taxation during re�ent :'>rars 

h:1s resulted 111 a constant expansion of the 
"t;1ff of the Inland ReYenue Department. and 

for some time pa'-t the accommodation at Somerset 
House h:1s lwrn l'Xhausted and a Ltrge numlwr of the 
staff has had to he h011sed in oftices in the surrounding 
nl'ighhomhood (at York House. Yicton· House, 
Princes l louse and lfrd Lion House in l{ed Li;m Street). 

The t1·kphone needs of this scattered staff were 
]lrt'Yioush· met h\· three pri\·ate manual branch 
('Xchangcs. Tht' main one at Somerset House 
consisted of fi\·e �o. !I positions accommodating 3.J. 
excli;1ng1· lines. Ii tie linl's and :-1:3.J. exten,;ions; iO 
of the extensions wne in parallel. :\ three-po,;ition 
�o. f) ho:1rd to which were conm'cted 17 exchange 
li1ws. 7 tic lines and 270 l'Xte11sio11s scrn·d York 
I I ouse. Yict or_\" Hmi,;e and Prince,; House. The 

10: ;)0 
n•c 1uiremc11ts of Lion House were met h_,. a 

(j() 
hoard with three exchange lines, one tic line and ;3:1 
t'X tensions. 

l{econb showed that the traflic 011 the Somerset 
House hoard greatly exceeded the maximum load for 
fi\·e positions, and as it was not possible to extend this 
hoard 011 ;1ccou11t of the limit of accommodation 
haYing been reached , the question of adequate and 
better serYice became acute. 

From the foregoing it will he realised that the 
telephone serYice of the different offices was both 
inadequate and uneconomical, and when the oppor
tunity came to centralise the staffs of three of these 
offices in ;t block of Bush House the problem of inter
communication demanded careful attention. 

The ad\·antages and disadyantages of manual and 
automatic working were di•;cussed and it was decided 
that an automatic s:;stem with direct dialling to the 
puhlic exch;111ge would meet the requirements, and 
three sclwnws were prepared for consideration ; the 
one descrilwd below was finally approYed as being the 
most t•conomical and likcl\· to render the most 
d1icicnt st·n·ice. Brit'f]\· the ·scheme was to ha Ye one 
main installation at · Somerset House with one 
common n11111hcri11g scheme for all the establishments. 

:\n ordn was affording]\· placed with :\Icssrs. 
Standard Tl'kphones c\: Cables, Ltd. The spccitica
tio11 calkrl for British Post O tlicc standard racks and 
appara tu-;. Cerf ain Ill'\\' circuits were deYclopcd by 
the contractor. in c1mjunction \\'ith the l'ost Otlice 
Engi1weri11g Dcpartm( ·nt. to meet the particular 
requircnwnts of the installation, and these circuits 
gin· Licilitic,.; in accordance with recognised principles 
of l 'ost ()flict• practice. 

Till' nc\\" l'.:\.B.X . . which is comparable with a 
.11011-clirector exchan.�t'. w;is opt·ned for sen·ice on 
.\pril �nd. ;1nd has equipment for I, JOO extension 
lines initial]\· and J ,;)00 ultimately. 
.Str«ct C11hli11g. 

Owi•1g to the congestion in the :-;treet cables in the 
localit\· the f'Xtt·rnal engi neers had some difliculty Ill 

routing the large number of external extensions to 
Bush House, and to add to their troubles the Inland 
l{evem1e Department found it necess:!IT to yacatc 
York House and move the staff to Tunistilc House. 
This necessitated drawing in 1,J:m yards of :mo pair 
G�-lb. cable between Turnstile House and a point 
out side Somerset House. 

A cco1111110datio11. 

The accommodation for the exchangt' ofiercd hv the 
Inland Jfryenue Department was satisfactory 

.
from 

the point of Yiew of space, but on examination the 
floor was found to he too weak to earn· the dead 
weight which would he placed upon it, cspeci;dlv :is 
owing to the nature of the ceiling and its height from 
the floor the cable n111wavs could not he supportl'd 
from the ceiling. The Office of \\.orks tlwrefore undc·r
took to strengthen the floor and at the same time to 
erect partitions to divide the manual room from tlw 
apparatus room and the entrance. This prm·ed to be 
rather a long- job as steel girders had to be built over 
the old arches and \'aults below the room and the 
interYening space filled in with concrete. A new 
floor of 2�-inch maple boards was then laid 011 the 
concrete. 

The depth below thr floor level and the top of the 
arches being less than one foot in places , a cable 
trench was not possible, and the external cables had 
to be tail-ended in the low vaults under the apparatus 
room which arc also used ;is storing places for records 
by the Inland Rc\·enuc Department. For the same 
reason the main distribution frame had also to be 
dealt with in a special way, lwing stood on the 
concrete and the footings filled in in a manner similar 
to that usually employed for intermediate distribution 
frame:;. 

.Y 11111 h<'l'i llf!. ."iclze 1111'. 

The numbering schrme is a mixl'd 3- and 4-digit 
one. the range lieing 200-i!l!I and 8,000-8,4!)!1 initial!\· 
and 200-i!l!l and 8,000-8,!l!I!) ultima tely. Fig. 1 shcm;s 
the trunking. Dirl'ct acn•ss to the Tempk Bar puhlic 
exchange for Inca! call,.; is obtained from kn•] !I 
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but trunk and toll rails are obtained \'ia the l'.A.B.X. 
manual board, for which 0 is dialled. 

Blocks of numbers ha\'e been assigned to the three 
est;1blishments, each block co\ ·ering the initial 
requirements with a margin of spares sufficient for 
the li\'c-\·car period . These blocks arc:- - Somerset 
House. �00-l!l!l ; Bnsh !louse. S,llOO-S,�.rn ; Turnst ilc 
House. S,�;->0-S,4!1!1. 

l.11\'0/tl. 
i;ig. 2 shows tlw la\·out of the exchange, ;ind 

;dt hongh ('\'t'r\. ad\'a1 1t:1ge has been taken of the 
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ample lloor spare pro\'idell there is plenty of room 
for gro\\'th bc:vond the estimated ultimate of l ,f>OO 
extensions if the necessity should arise. 

Frames allil Racks. 
The main distribution frame has JO verticals with 

capacity for 200 circuits per wrtical, and two 1,000 
pair rabies arc terminated on the line side. One of 
the cables ser\'cs the \'arious buildings within the 
precincts of Somerset House, which arc all block
wircd. The other cable connects with the street cable 
system in \\'ellington Street and collects the exchange 
lines, tie lines ancl external extensions from Bush 
House and Turnstile House. 

The racks arc all 10 ft. (i in. high of the Post Office 
standard type1, and rack lighting and lacldcrs2 are 
pro\'icled at tlte usual rate of proYision. 

Test ill{!. .·I rra11{!.C11Zt'11fs. 
To facilitate the work of the maintenance staff a 

test rack similar to that proYided for exchanges up to 

I P.0.1'.I:' .f., \'ol. :!:!, p. !J. 
2 P.0.F.I:' J., \'ol. 25, p. 2:l. 

1:38 

900 lines has been installed, and all line and instru
ment tests, including dial speed tests, can be made 
without the assistance of the main exchange. Fault 
and routine tests of the selectors arc carried out with 
a manual tester (Tester i\o. (i4, Diagram :\T I S8ii) . 

Alarm ..Irra11gc111c11ts. 

:\ normal 11011-dircctor exchange alarm s\'stem, 
prO\·idiIJg the usual failure alarms is installed ;1.nd the 
alarm, tone and graduated howler equipments arc 
fitted 011 a standard alarm equipment rack. Th(• time 
pulses for operating the alarms arc 1iro\·ided liy ;t 

rcgula t ion master clock, Clock :\ o. :w . 

.1la11111tl Uoard. 

The manual boanl consisting of li\'e positions of the 
auto-manual type3, has four posit ions each equipp('(l 
with If> cord circuits and one trunk-offering cord, 
which arc ckscrilied later. Four positions are 
suflicient to meet the traffic needs for some time, hut 
as the estimated twcnty -y·ear requirements arc 011!\· 
Ji\'e positions , and in \'iew of a possible sudden 
increase in the inrnming tratlic, it was considered 
acl\'isahlc to install ti\·e positions at the outset. 

The circuits accommodated in the face panel are 
the incoming and hothway exchange lines, "O " 
lc\'cl circuits, manual extensions arnl the ex( (·nsion 
multiple. The 1iro,·isio11 of the automatic extension 
multiple facilitates the rapid co111wctio11 of incoming 
calls from the public exchange, these calls heing the 
hulk of the traflic handled b�· the operators. As a 
further aid to rapid conm•ction of incoming trattic 
and also to permit of team working, the incoming and 
hothwa\' exchange lines, tic lines and "0" lc\'d 
circuits . ha\'e two appearances. 

The manual extensions are pro\'idcd for use as 
cmcrgenc\· circuits and for extensions where dialling 
facilities for main exchange calls are not to he gi\'en ; 
only 20 of this class of circuit ha\'e been lit tcd. 

Circuit I )escriptio11. 

In the necessarily brief circuit descriptions gi\'en 
below only the more special features arc brought out 
as being of interest to the general reader. 

For the automatic extension a standard uniselector 
circuit without metering is usecl, but it is slightly 
modified to provide for access from the manual 
boarcl. The method of engaging the line on incoming 
anrl outgoing calls is illustrated in Fig. 3. It will hP 
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seen that relay K has two windings which arc joined 
in series to give the standard I ,:mo ohm resistance in 
scriC's with IHI for switching on auto calls. The 
common point of thC' two windings is connected to 
the hush of the m11Itipk jack, thC' 800 ohm winding 
only being thC'n in seril's with I>'.\I. \\'hen the plug is 
insertC'd into the jack, relay K operates from earth, 
rl'la�· D or E (Fig. 6) (Y contact preYioush· operatC'd), 
relay K, D'.\I to hattC'r\". The free condition of thl' 
line: battery potential ·on the hush of the jack, is 
replaced h:·: C'arth potential. and whC'n an operator 
testing for cngagl·d applies the tip of the calling plug 
(Fig. 6) to the lrnsh. a circuit is established Yia X.t., 
coil of rdt\' B, E:J, KS5, to charge the condenser 
Yia one winding of retard er (Fig. 7). CT acts 
as an induction coil and a surge of c111TC'nt is induced in 
thl' other winding which is acros,; the rccei\·cr and 
the usual click is hl'arcl l1y thl' operator. 

Should the exll'nsion he engaged on an cxten,;ion 
call earth from the final selector Yia the pri\·atc wiper 
is holding relay h: (Fig. 3) operated and the hush of 
the jack has earth potential Yia the ;-J1l0 ohm winding 
of K. 

In the c\'cnt of an incoming call w]l('n the line is 
engaged Yia the manual hoard, the common point of 
the two coib of reb\· K heing at approximately earth 
potential, the final selector te,;ting on the I' wirC' 
will encounter a f>iO ohm earth. 

The tlJrP(' l'Xchangl' line circuits, i.e. I C, O·G and 
B \\'. arc ge1wrall:" similar in design. The circuit of 
the B \Y exchange linl' (Fig. 4) is given as being 

Fic;. 4.�B \\' Exc11A:o;c;E l.1;.;E Crnn·n. 

representatin· of the three, the chid difference 
het\\'('('Jl th(' I C and B \\' cirrnit hcing the outgoing 
mu! t iplc a ppeara IH'l' of t ))(' la t t ('r. The circuit provides 
for ;111cillary working with L1111p ,;ign;dling, op('rator 
recall, follow-on call trap (which pre\·ents a call, that 
arrin·s before the operator has cll'ar('d down, ringing 
the extension still left C<>IllH't·ted), through-clialling 
and engaged test. It will he SlTn that the circuit is 
quit(' a simple one, hut it is thought that an explana
tion of the " follow-on call trap" feature may he of 
interest. On the termination of a call, rela\· Z 
rckase,; and at ZI release,; relay ZZ, which discomiccts 
the extension from the exch;rnge at ZZ� and ZZ3. 
Tll(' rda:.- set is 110w frl'e to accept another call, 
although the plug is still in the answering jack, and 
,;hould oil(' arrive. reLl\· . .\C will he operated during 
tllC' ringing period and at :\C I disconnect the full 
earth lighting thr� -;uµcn·isory trn10-; in the cord 

circuit (Fig. 6). Flashing on the supervisor:--· lamps 
is thus suhstitutC'cl for the normal calling signal, and 
the ringing is prcYcntC'd from calling the extension. 

The O/C exchange line circuit has no connection 
to the manual board hut is connected to Jen'! !I of the 
I st sdectors and proYides for dialling direct from the 
extension instrument to the main exchange. :\s 
incoming calb arc not rPceiYed 011 this circuit, relay 
:\C and its circuit ,;J10wn in Fig. 4 is not included, hut 
an additional guard rl'la>·· ZZU., is prm·icled to ensure 
that the chain of switches in the main exchange 
system i,; cleared down before the circuit is frl'l'd for 
;t suh,;cquC'nt call. Fig. 5 shows the holding and 
guarding circuit. 

zz 

The " 0 " k•\·cl circuit prnYides for loop calling, 
ringing tonl' fcpcJ-hack. lamp signalling and ,;dl'ctor 
hold, and calls for 110 special mrnt ion. The same 
remark can abu he ;1pplicd to the manual extension 
and tic-line circuits which arc similar except that the 
latter circuit is arranged for generator calling. 

The facilitie,; prm·idecl h\· the cord cirrnit arc 
divided feed on extension to extension calls. through 
clearing, in di ,·idual lamp su pl·n·ision on ex tcn,;ion to 
extension calls, and on extension to exchangl' calls 
supen·ision from the switch-hook onh-. hoth super
visor>· lamps lighting on the tl'rmination of thl' call. 

Through conditions exist unt ii the speaking kl'\' i,; 
thrown and also on exchange to l'xtension calk Fig. 6 

FIG. 6.- CoRil CIHCUIT. 

show,; thC' 11101·(' important features of the cord circuit 
which will be hricfh· de,;crilwd in common with ;1 
call I 'C from the m<tin exchangl' to an extension. 

The operator inserts the answering plug in the jack 
of the calling line and throws the speaking kl·\· KS(;i). 
Relay Y operates from C'arth at Dli and in turn operatl's 

13!1 



re.lay. X at YG and provides a holding loop via the 
wmdmgs of relay A. Referring to Fig. 4 it will be 
seen that battery will not be returned from the bush 
of the jack to operate relay D. Relay Y is now held 
by earth at B2. On ascertaining the caller's demand 
the operator inserts the calling plug into the jack of 
the rcqui:cd c�tcnsi?n and restores key K . Relay E 
operates m scnes with the 800 ohm winding of relay 
K (Fig. �), and E5. closes and completes a path for 
the calling supervisory lamp to light from earth 
at Y5. Tl�c operation of th.c ring key applies ringing, 
and on bemg restored feedmg battery and earth are 
applied via the windings of relay B from E2 and E3. 
Relay B operates when the' extension answers and 
disconnects the supervisory lamp at B3 and al ·o the 
holding circuit of relay Y at B2. 

On the termination of a call, relay Z (Fig. 4) 
releases, and at ZL short-circuits the 2 OOO ohm 
resistance and full earth is fed via the 

'
sleeve to 

operate both supervisory lamps. 
The opcrator·s circuit shown in Fig. 7 follows the 

latest practirc for the prevention of acoustic shocks 
by the addition of two metal rectifiers bridged across 
the receivers and pro,·ides a balanced engaged test. 

Fie. 7.-0PERATOR's C1Rcu1T. 
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Trunk offering is arranged by the provision of a 
separate trunk offering cord, with sleeve supervision, 
on each position. 

Power Pla11t. 

A OOO ampere hour, 50 volt, parallel battery float 
power plant is installed, and follows the general 
principles described in a paper read before the 
fnslilulion of Post Office Electrical Engineers on 
October Oth, 1034.4 

Two 25-ccll, 300 ampere-hour capacity batteries arc 
joined in parallel and arc arranged in two rows of two 
tiers with their po itivc and negative terminals at the 
con:imon centre where they arc teed together and the 
n!a111 conductors taken away lo the distribution points. 
!·our two-cell counter E.i\l.F. batteries of the nickel
iron type, i?incd in series with a tap off the negative 
of each pair arc connected to contactors by which 
they can be inserted into circuit as required for 
voltage regulation. 

Fig. 8 is a view of the battery room and the arrange
ment of th� cells �nd spacious layout can be clearly 
seen. An mtcrcstmg feature of the battery room is 
its unusual loftiness, being uniform with the remainder 

•I l'.O.E.E. Prmted Paper, "No. 156, p. 15. 
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Fie. 8. BATTERY ROOM. 

of the exchange 16 feet high. The floor is laid with 
l�rge :ed tiles, the intersections being filled in with 
b1tumtn?us compou!1d. This t rcatment prevents 
percolation of the acid to the structure of the building 
and. gives a very pleasing appearance to the room. 

Fig. 9 sh�ws. the l?encrator, control and ringer panels, 
and the pnnc1pal items of equipment are indicated . 
The three mercury contact relay switches and the 
contactors are enclosed with glass-fronted covers and 
are thus protected against dust and interference. 

Two �.C. motor g�neralor sets supply the current 
for floa�mg the mam battery. The input of the 
motors is 200 V, 1 4·35 amps., and the output of the 
genera�ors is 59 67 V, 40 30 amps., and the rated 
speed 1s l ,4GO r.p.m. landard ringing current and 
to.ncs arc supplied by two ringing dynamotors fitted 
with automatic change-over and mounted al the rear 
of the ringing panel. 
. This typ� of power plant has only recently been 
mlrocluced mto Post Office exchanges and this is the 
first P.A.B.X. at which it is installed. 

The Cha11ge-01•er. 

The changc-oYcr from the old manual boards to the 
new system was made during the week-end this time 
bein� t�c time 1�1ost suitable a , except

' 
for night 

serv1�e Imes, sen·1ce ceases at 1.30 p.m. on aturday. 
Pnor to the change-over elate all the new lines had 

been teed to the old ones at a convenient point and 
tested to the instruments and then wedged out on the 
main frame. 

Immediately work ceased and the old boards were 



offici,tlly free, the old exchange lines and extensions 
on night service were pegged up on the old boards 
and the wedges removed on the main frame. After 
they had all been tested O.K. they were plugged up 
on the new board for night service. 

Engineering staffs waiting in the old switchrooms 
then proceeded to peg up the old boards and remove 
the fuses. �On receiving the all-clear the officers in the 

each number a it wa · tested . The work was carried 
on over the week-end and by!) a.m. on Monday morn
ing all lines were reported tested and all lees cut away. 

ome idea of the ta k which the staff had lo perform 
may be gathered when it is remembered that omerset 
Hou e it elf covers a wide area and the instruments 
are distributed over thi area in hundreds of offices 
and in offices in six other buildings in the <>urrounding 

FIG. 9.-Gt�:SERATOR, CONTROL AND RINGER PANELS. 

apparatus room withdrew the wedges and immediately 
began testing. By 3 p.m. all lines had been cut over 
and a condenser test made. Three faults were 
reported, one of which was found O.K. on re-test. 

The external staff next began the task of cutting 
away the tees while a staff detailed for the purpose 
checked each instrument and made a call to the test 
clerk who tested the speed of the dial and ticked off 

neighbourhood ; 9 5 direct extensions with 1 3 
parallel in trumenls had to be tested. 

- o real congestion was reported, and by mid-day 
the Inland Revenue Department staff appeared to 
have accustomed itself to the new system. 

The manual board is staffed by male operator,, 
supplied by the Post Office as was also the practice on 
the old boards. 
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A 54-Way Duct Route New 
• 

1n 
Central London G. B. W. HARRISON, B.Sc., A.M.l.E.E., 

and A. MILLER, A.M.l.E.E. 
A description is given of the difficulties encountered in providing a new heavy duct route in busy West End thoroughfares, 

and also of the special measures taken to anticipate and overcome difficulties both above and below ground. 

l 11/rud11clio11. 

O

XFORD Stret't is th<' principal dirt'ct h ighway 
h\· which one Illa\· lt·a\"t· the ("it\" of London 
fi1r t hl' west Cllt11;trT ;1 11d . nat nr:all.\· l'nongh, 

nnd<'r its snrfac<' ;ire tlw main trnnk cables for that 
part of England. :\long the salllt' rout<' go ;i much 
largt'r rrnmher of junction cablt's st·rTing t'Xd1angt's 
in tht· London 1wtwork. The original rot1tl- was laid 
in this thoroughfare in lflOO. J\en•nt}\· the llt'Cl'SSit\' 
;1 rost• for providing further circnit s  to tht' we,.;t <;f 
England . for which tht' forl'cast growth is high. 
:\It hough the 11s1· of I � -circuit carri<'r working for 
t hest· !1t'W circuits redun·s the underground duct 
requirt'ments considerably, there is no longer any 
room in Oxford Stret'l and a Ill'W route had to be 
project eel. 

One \Tf\' natur;d obj ection to a new underground 
route through Oxford Street is the dislocation of 
t railic along such an important busines,.; thorough
fare. Such dislocation would inlwrenth· be severe 
because of the likely depth demanded for the ducts 
b\' the presence of existing underground plant. 
1 >epth is the result of seeking a straight horizontal 
ronte for th<' track without the expensr of moving 
other undt"rtakers' plant, or of adopting frequent 
changes of position. fur example, from side to side 
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of the road. L"nfortunately, depth involves a great 
quantity of excavated material and a slow rate of 
progress, both of which are like!�- causes for public 
complaint. A partial solution to the problem of 
littering the road is to make a tunnel for the duct
work with a minimum number of shafts. There is 
then less soil to excavate and more undisturbed road 
on which to stack stores, plant and material. 

Even with the advantages of tunnelling, the known 
presence of Post Office and other undertakl'rs' plant 
precluded any attempt at an Oxford Street route. 
It was therefore decided to deviate from the dirrct 
route to one along \\'igmore Street , Seymour Street, 
Edgware Road and Hyde Park (Fig . 1). The first two 
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of these roads, one the continuation of the other, are 
some 200 yards north of and paral lel to Oxford Street. 
:\long at least half the length of these two thorough
fares it was hoped that t11111wlling wonld not prove 
necc,;s;tf\'. 

Choic,· r:l Opo1 Trnzch ll"ork or T111111el. 
Thne are n·;1son� other than the foregoing that 

ma\· justif�· tunndling when laving plant even at 
sl1allow depth. It ma\· not ht· pcrmi,.;sible when 
crossing a busy tlwroughfare to disturb the road 
sur face or other undertakers' plant or .-c-Ilars may 
virtu;d ly prohibit direct acct'ss to the ground. The 
prob lem is 11s11alh· sl'I t led b�; rnst. Tlw savings 
effected by tunnelling include a propurt ion of the 
cost of reinstatement, sonwtimes of the cost of carting 
away the spoil, if the police cannot permit it to 
rrmain on site, and greater independence from inter
ruption of work by ach·erse weather conditions. 

l"nfortunateh-, the debit side of the cost statement 
is rather prominent. Tunnelling is not a navvy 's 
but a miner's work, and it is, at its best, a slow job 
because of the cramped conditions for work and 
handling material. \\'orst of all, it i,.; obviously 
difficult to supervise. It is the miner's job to work in 
these restrictecl spaces and make the tunnel safe with 
props and timbering. Collapse of the tunnel or 

J 
'· 

movement of surrounding soil can never be risked 
because of the danger to life and to buildings in the 
\'icinit\·. .\II timbering of the tunnel is a source of 
extra �-xprnse both directly and indirectly. In most 
instances the timbering must be abarnluned £11 sit11. 
For a ( i ·ft. tunnel at the present time it may be worth 
50s. per y·ard run of tunnel. In addition, the timbering 
juts out and hays thus formed in the side of the 
tunnel have to be filled with best quality concrete.1 

It is also necessar v to leave some headroom in the 
tunnel so that the tipper rows of ducts may he laid. 
This applies particularly in octagonal ductwork. 

11'0 r.· E.}., \"ol. :lu, p. !J4. 



After the nest of ducts is completed an empty space 
on top of them, some l 8 in. in height, remains. This 
also has to be filled in with concrete to avoid sub
sidence when, in due course, the timber tunnel roof 
rots. For this purpose the concrete quality need not 
be the best, and it is possible that in some sandy 
soils the excavated material might comprise one of 
the concrete ingredients. 

It is hardly necessary to emphasise the disadvantage 
of deep manholes with which deep duct routes are 
naturally associated. Pumping water from them is 
difficult and will demand a special high lift pump if 
the depth is much in excess of 30 ft. The ventilation 
of deep manholes is, of course, a serious problem, and 
to provide for this special ventilating pipes may be 
led up to small dummy jointing boxes in the footpath. 
Two pipes are taken from near the floor level of the 
manhole and a current of air can thus be set up by 
opening the footway boxes or using a blower if neces
sary. The additional cost of such ventilating pipes 
is small if carried out with the main work. 

water gave indications of sewage pollution, presu
mably due to leaks in old brickwork sewers along 
the course of the stream. 

Spare ducts existed at shallow depths from Lang
ham Place to the City and were sufficient for a few 
years ahead. The new route from Langham Place 
westwards had to be laid at a depth ranging from 
20 to 32 feet measured to the floor of the track. A 
special manhole was, therefore, necessary al Langham 
Place to allow for tracks at different levels. This 
manhole is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The main obstruction to a shallow depth in 
Wigmore Street was a pedestrian subway crossing the 
road and joining two business premises. This sub
way completely blocked the subsoil for a depth of 
1 ft., leaving only a space of 4 ft. between its roof 
and the road level; this space was largely taken up 
by other plant. Cellars from adjoining premises 
projected into the street !or varying distances ; some 
extended only to the kerb, others projected well into 
the carriageway. Sewer inlets were generally taken 

The oil e11cou11tered in lVigmore and 
Seymour Streets. �·.:·�.:---:..··.:·:_ .. · ... �::.· . _._ . . � . . ·
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An emphatic objection to ducts at 
abnormal depths is the likelihood of 
encountering natural water. This involves 
working under difficulties, continual 
pumping, and possibly the extra expense 
of rapid hardening cement. In addition, 
the duct route will most probably be 
waterlogged because, in general, octagonal 
ductwork does not seem to be watertight. 
There is also an indirect danger from 
pumping due to the disturbance of the 
subsoil in the vicinity and consequent 
risk of subsidence. 

Previous experience is probably the 
best guide in these matters. Other 
undertakers, e.g. gas or drainage, may 
be willing to give helpful information 
on the matter based on their own 
experience. In London, there are a 
number of quite well-known streams 
that have gradually been built over but 
are still encountered when excavating.2 
In the area concerned the one likely to 
be encountered was the Tybourne, 
which formerly crossed Oxford Street 
near Bond Street station and at one time 
caused the engineers building the Central 
London Railway a considerable amount 
of trouble. This stream was duly found in 
Wigmore Street near Marylebone Lane 
where it passes on its way from Hamp
stead Heath to the Thames. 

Its presence was recognised by a 
change in the excavated soil from loose 
loamy sand lo shingle and then to wet 
grey clay. Analysis of samples of this 

•Information on this subject maybe found in 
an interesting book, " Springs, Streams, and 
5pas of London," by Foord, published by T. 
Fisher Unwin. 
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FIG. 2 -;\[A:-lllOLE AT LANGHAM PLACE. 
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from t hl' tloor kn' I of t l ll 'Sl' cd J;i rs l'n t l'ri ng I he Sl'\\'l'r a I 
a dqitl1 llf, say, J.i ft. :\ ckar track w;1s tll('rdore 
illlpllssihk at a lll()(krate dqith. Thl' averagl' depth 
of the St'Wl'r to the inn·rt was I !l ft., and it was 
t'sscnti:il to a\·oid we:tkening the latnal support to 
thl' Sl'Wl'r by l'XC:t\':tting ;1! its side. Th!' ultimate 
un1rst' chosl'n was ,.;light]\· below sewer lc\'l'l. The line 
of >'t'Wt·r inll'ts ;d,.;o jll'l'\'t;ll!l'd :t gradual rise lrom one 
kn·! to :lllot l ll'r whl'n l'! lll<li t ions were llHJl'l' f;l\·oura bk. 

. .\s :t const'qtH'llCe of tl)('sl' obstructions, it w:ts 
lll'<Tss;t n· I o t unnd a kngt h of /;IO \'anb frolll 
Langh:11i1 !'lac!' to Duk!' Stn:l'I. \\'orking.shafts Wl're 
cxca\';11t·d at intl'n·als of about :m ft. and headings 
driwn from tlll'sl' shafts. The size of tumwl was 
ti ft. I in. in hl·ight b\· :i ft. 10 ill. in width, acrnm
rnodatillg a block of ·octagonal ducts -! ft. :l in. in 
hl'ight h\· :! ft. 11 in. in width. including till' rn1HTl'll' 
s\1ITot11Hl : !l-in. h\· -!-in. sidl' and hl'ad tr!'es Wl're 
Usl'd, pbntl'd on !l-in. Ii\· :l-in. tloor timlwrs. Thl' 
working space to be lillt'<I with coIHTete altn thl' top 
tier of ducts was laid was thus I ft. 10 in .. less hl•ad 
trl'l'S and poling hoards. Thl' turnwl height was 
sligli t ]\· i nneased where lunger headings were 
rn·n·ssary as when crossillg helll'ath the sewer. 

.·lrr<111t:e111,·ut uf tlz,· ll'ork 

\\'ork \\'as con;mt·nced frolll Lmgham l'bce e;1rh· 
ill '.'.:on·mhn last. Two gangs \n·re l'mployt>d ii1 
\\'ign1on' Strl'et Sl'paratl'd b\· a distance of about 
;)00 �·;mk It was intellded al that stage that each 
would pronTd al :t rate of about ;)0 yanls per week 
alld compll'l e an appreciabk port ion in time to a\'oid 
sniotb dis! u rbance to Christ mas shopping and t radc. 
I lo\ \·l'\ 't r. this was not to l t', and it was m·cessan· to 
dost' dowll earlv in l>t·n·rnber. 

. 

Till' stn·l't w:1s rl'opt'nl'd short!�· aftl'r <'hristm;1s 
and, ;1t thl' tillll' of going to pn·,.;s, tl1t' work is nearly 
co111pktnl. incl udillg tl 1 l ' st•ctions in I lyde !'ark ;ind 
Kt·llsingt<111 C;mkns . . .\ Jll'ri()(I of Sl'\Tn lllontlis has 
tilth ht·t·n t;1kt·n fllr ;1 total kngth of two lllihs. So 
for ;:s thl' dt'l'J> tr;1t·k was <'()JJ<TrIH'd the r;ttl' of 
prngn ss \\·as :ilH>Ut :!O yards pl'r \\'l'l'k for l':1d1 g;tng. 

( ·1iu11gcs ('./ /.,·;·d. 

:\bout halfway ;dong thl' route from Langhan1 Place 
to Edgware l{oad an opportunity arose to dl'creaSl' 
t hl' dl'j>I h of t hl' duct Ii nl'. This wa� ;1ffordnl bv a 
di111in11tion in thl' ohstrnctions l'ncountered, largl'l\· 
dul' to till' smalln undl'r-road cellars of pri\ ·ate houst;s 
C<>mparnl l\ith th()Sl' of sl1ops. The north sidt' of till' 
ro;td l1a d so Lir hl'l'll usl'd for the nl'W track, hut it 
\LI� 11ow ohstrnrlt'd h\" a block of E.L. cabks 
!llt';hmi11g ti ft. in widt 1; a11d 11 ft. in dqit h. whicl1 
madt· dirl'l'I worki11g shafts or m;1nhole shafts 
impos,..il>l<'. Hdorl' I he duct rnutl' could lll' allowl'd 
to rist· it w;1s tirst lll'l'l'SSaIT to cross the road at a 
dl']>t h of :lo ft. This was sut'ticil'nl l>· dl'l'P to cll'ar t hl' 
bottom l>f tlll' sl'\rl'I', thl' saft't\' of which demandl'd 
;1 cro,..sing ;1s nl'ar as pos,.;ihle ·at right angles to its 
length. :\ltl1ough h-ssening the ch;mn· of disturbing 
t Ill' St'\\'t'r, t II(' cost of an additional manl1ole is 
inc11rn·d in a right-angkd crossing. :\s a 1·heck that 
thl' Sl'Wl'r was not crackl'd b\· till' work of tlll' l'o,.;t 
Oftin· contr;1l'tur, et'llll'nt rings Wl're made round its 
insidl' hy the local authority. Before work was 

l-l·I 

started the Sl'Wer was walked through h\· ;1 l'ost 
Oflicl' rl'presentativl' to nott• its gl'Ilt'r:d �·ondition 
and the soundness of the tdl-tal1·,.;. 

:\t thl' next manhole aftl'r thl' road no,;sing the 
ch;mgl' in duct rnutl' dl'plh was l'lfectl'd. I ll're thl' 
cables come into the manhole at :!!I ft. lll'low thl' road 
surface and lean· at a dl'pth of I:? ft. Ii in. Thl'st· 
dl'pths anti otlil'rs quotl'd are to thl' bottom of the 
excavation. The genl'ral rl'quir!'lllents for this man
hole \\TH' :-

(I) Safl'ly for the staff using it. 
(:?) Com·enil'IH'l' for handling cthks. 
(:l) C<>ll\Tni!'we for jointing rahks. 
(4) That, if possible, till' joints slil>uld not IH' 

11ormally s11hnwrged if watl'r \\'t'rt' present. 
Two forms were prnposl'd for till' 111anhok and 

,;c;de m(){kls 11Lt<k of l'ach, with thl' rl'sUlt th;1t tlH· 
design shown in Fig. 3 was adllpl\'11. Tl1t' :illl·rnativl' 
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C<>llsidnl'd h;1d a slopl'd floor comprisl'd of a Sl'rit•s of 
l'<!llal stl'ps (IS-in. risl' and go), the cables rising 
di;1gonall.1· anoss till' kngth of thl' hole. This iel<-a 
was rejected principal!\· hl'cause of ! Ill' ditlirnlt>· of 
rl';1ching till' <·ahll',.; for jllinting ptll'jlOSl'S. The• man
hole l'I11plo1Td i,; c11nst r11ctecl of rl'inforcecl CO!l<Tl't<' 
throu,l('hout with :lllgle irons sd in the co11tTl'tl' in tlll' 
eh-qi "sh:dt " for c;1hk support. :\n angle iron is 
pbel'd on till' \\·;i]] ]e,·l'l with thl' upper floor to form a 

kdgL' for a tl'mporan· plat form. ( ;u;1rd rail,; han· 
hel'll prm·idl'd to a\·oid t lit• risk of accident. 

The mutt• co11tint1t·d ;1t a depth of about to ft. 
until nl'ar Edgw;1n· l{oad, \\·herl' it was again IH't'('"
sary to drop to a dl'pl h of :?o ft. to ems,; Eclgw;u·1· 
l<oad. :\s till' mutt' will latl'r he continul'd north
wards in Edgw;trt' Ro:1d t Ill' !ll;lllhole at this point i,.. 
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triangular in shape on the lines of those shown by 
::\Ir. Baldwin in an article in this JouR:-IAL of October, 
1932.3 The route westwards was maintained at 20 ft. 
as a further deep crossing was involved at Bayswater 
Road by Tyburn Gate. Entering Hyde Park a 
further special manhole was necessary as routes were 
again at two depths. Here a benching was provided 
for cable bearers at the deep level (Fig. 4). The route 
then took a gradual rise and continued through Hyde 
Park and Kensington Gardens at normal depth. 

Co-operation of the Public. 
Before opening up roads like Wigmore Street and 

eymour Street something more than a wayleave is 

necessary. Even when every care is taken in heaping 
the soil and stores, it is, unfortunately, necessary to 
restrict access to many of the premises on route (see 
Fig. 5). The police were largely instrumental in 
securing the goodwill of the public. After full 
discussions between the Post Office, the local 
authorities and the police, an officer vi itcd many of 
the frontagers to ask their forbearance at the 
inevitable incon\'cnience that must arise. 

Each time it became necessary to divert traffic or 
make one-way streets the police authorities were 
unsparing in their efforts and willingness to meet the 
requirements of local residents and of the Post Office. 
There is no doubt that the co-operation of the public 
contributed largely to the case and rapidity with which 
the work was carried through. In return, as already 
mentioned, the Post Office gave a practical proof of 

3 P.O.E..E.J .. Vol. 25, p. 225. Fie. 6.-;\[ETHOD OF TEMPORARILY CLOSING AN EXCAVATION 

their appreciation by closing' down the 
work in Wigmore Street for a month at 
Christmas in order that traffic and 
business should not be dislocated during 
this important season. The closing 
down of works of this nature constitutes 
a problem by itself. There were, for 
example, manholes in course of con
struction and 30-ft. tunnelling shafts 
which were sufficient to block half the 
road even if work on them was stopped. 
Excavations that could not be filled in 
soon enough were decked over after 
special timbering had been installed to 
avoid collapse of the excavation wall 
due, for example, to traffic vibration. 
The method adopted to provide a safe 
bridge over a deep excavation can be 
seen from Fig. 6. The traffic catered 
for was typical of inner London main 
thoroughfare traffic, buses constituting 
a considerable proportion of the heavy 

Fie. 5.-WicMORE STREET DuR1Nc 0PERAT10Ns. vehicles. Some deflection of the surface 
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wliill' :1 lJll,.; pa,.;,.;ed wa,; noticeabl<· and, in thi,.; 
con11t·ction. care h;1d to hl' <'Xercised to reduce 
the rnmhling noise to a minimum to avoid night 
di,.;turbance to resident,; in thl' ll<'ighbourhood. On 
afftlllll t of the ea II for gr!' at ea n· in timbering and of 
till' rnmhling which is difticult to avoid on account of 
till' (\IVit\". it i,.; dl'sirable to till in cxc;n·ations during 
;1 temp"ran· n·ssation of work unless t!w ex1w1i,;e 
prm·es too gn�a t. I 11 ;u1 \" CbL', a dose watch must be 
kl'pt 1>11 t1·mporar:\· work. 

The times of working arc largely in t1uenced b\· 
consideration for the public. Shift work and short 
rn:Ld openings 1111i,;t be arranged in the proximity of 
shops in onkr to rnmpktl' quickh-. but night work 
is not <ksir:1hle in n·sid1·11tial qu;u·tcrs. \\'hcrl' it was 
po,.;sihk to work :Lt shallow depth arnl thl' rate of 
prngn·s,.; was rapid, one isolated cellar obstructed tlic 
mutt'. Till' Post Oflice w:Ls ,.;1w1·1·,.;,.;ful in purchasing 
the l'lld of it which permitted progre,.;s of the duct 

Speaking Clock 
Ti111t· ,.;!'rvicc, which ha,.; bel'n in u,.;e in London 

,;inn· I \1:m. w;i,; l'Xtt·nded to Edinburgh on April 20th, 
!\lanrlll',.;tt·r on :\pril 24th and CLtsgow on :\la_\· l l th, 
I n;�s. Tht·,.;1· ,.;!'rvice,.; arl' giVl'll from the ,.;peaking 
dock in London, t ht• ,.;pl't·ch record being tra1i,.;mit ted 
O\'l'r a trunk lirn· which is teed into an exchimge 
in each of the aho\'l' town,.;. .\t thc ,.;e L'xchangc,.; 

;unpli1in,.; :111<! rda\· ,.;l't,.; have lwl'n provided b_\· the 
Jkpartment tu allow connection to tlw local network. 

Thl' numlwr of c;tlb to the London ,.;pcakin� clock 
h:L,.; lwt·n maint;Lined, till' an·rage o\·cr thl' three 
month,.; cnckd Janu:tr_\· 2\lth, l\l:lS, being ;;:�H,000 
week!_\'. Th!' :L\Tr:1gl' on·r the three month,.; 1·1Hlnl 
_l;mu:tn · ::ot Ii, rn:n, wa,.; �so,ooo m·t·kly. Tl1t' peak 
tr:dfo- \\·a,.; reaclwd 011 :\rmi,.;tice J)a\". 1\1:�7. when 
the c:tlb ct >IllllTted to the clock durln .� the pniod 
IO a.111. to I I a.m. were six times greater than for thl' 
,.;:111w 1wriod on a normal clay, or :l.7 timl's the normal 
day hu,.;_\· hour tranic. 

· 

Routiner to Test the Insulation 
of Junction Cables 

:\ routiner c;1pable of making rnutiner te,.;t,.; of the 
in"ubt ion re,;ist:rnn· of pilot p;tir,.; in up to �00 cables 

route without :i furtlwr chang!' in l!'\'l'L ,\g:1i11, in thi� 
instance, the co-opt•r;1 t ion of tlw puhli1· wa,.; 1·ssenti;tl; 
thi,.; was re:ulih· appn·ci:1tl'd :111d gi\'t'll. 

Retrosp,·d. 

In retro,.;pect an impn·,,,:ion i,.; ldt of t It!' IH'ct".;,.;it \' 
for laying the maximum inLtgi11:1lil1· ,.;i1.1· of duct ro11t1· 
when a disturbance of thi,.; nature is decided upon. 
Other und<'rtakns wilh morc mech:micalh· t1exihk 
plant than our own will prnhahh· ,,till h(tve roo!ll 
further to 1·mplo\· span· 11 nd< ·r t·lw roadway. .-\ n 
additional mute in this direction would call for n·t·11 
greater depth , with costs, incom·enience to tlH· 
puhlic and ditliculty of maintc>nance increa,,1·d 
many fold. 

F<�r junction and trunk line,.; carrier working may 
t•n·ntualh· gin• a s:ilution to the duct congestion 
prnhh·m {11 innl'r London. 

of \·ario11s lenph,.; h:h lJLTll b11il t and is now 1111<kr
goi11g trial in Holborn Exchangl', London. 011 
compktion of a prolongcd trial, the routiner will be 
re-wired in permanent form and put into rq.;-ular 
serYicc. It can he arranged to tl',.;t the whole group 
of cables once and then ston, or to test continuou,.;h· 
o\'er the whole group. The i·o11ti11cr stop,; on :t fault\· 
circuit and the thual al:trm,.; are gi\'l'Il. 

Mains Frequency Error Recorder 

In view of the pos,.;iliility of using ,.;y11chrn11011s 
motor,.; operating 011 the :>o c.p.s. frequency controlled 
,.;upply mains for driving multi-frcquencv generators 
:u1d teleprinters, etc. , a mains frequency error recorder 
ha,; been de\'eloped from the readings of which statis
ticLI data of the mains error can be obtained. Thc 
in,.;trument, which wa,.; l'Xhibill'd at the Physical 
Society's Exh ibition in January, w:lH, operate,.; by 
,.;electing the I ,OOO c. p.s. harmonic of the frequency 
,.;upply and using it to lwtcrod_\'Ill' :1 standard I ,OOO 
c.p.,.;. oscillation obtained from a \'alve maintained 
tuning fork. The number of beats in periods of 10 
second,; i,.; countl'd on a uniselector and n ·corded on :1 
group of ,.;ub�criber,.; type meter,.;. 



The First London-Birmingham Cable 
An historical survey is given of the first London-Birmingham cable, which hBI been in senice for 40 yean and i1 the olde.t 

main underground cable in the world. 

I 11trod11ctio11. 

I
T is an interesting coincidence that, while the 
latest type of telephone cable- -the coaxial--is 
being put into servic·.· between London and 

Birmingham, the oldest main underground cable 
in the world (London-Birmingham No. I) has 
been reconditioned for carrier telephone working. 

As the cable was laid in I 8fl8 it was difficult to 
obtain detailed information, but fortunaklv Mr. 
F. Tremain who, with another distinguished pioneer 
of telephony, the late Mr. A. \V . .'.\[artin, was concerned 
with this cable, has filled in some of the gaps 
in the records and the writer is indebted to him 
for much of th<' information 111 this brief historical 
note. 

Details of tht!- Cable. 

An article in " The Electrician " of January 2ith, 
l 8Hfl, gives a description of the cable, which was made 
by the British Insulated \Vire Co., of Prescot, Liver
pool. According to the article :--"The cable employed 
at first was a iu-wire cable, the separate wires being 
laid up in fours, but, after the first 20 or 30 miles had 
been laid, a 76-wire cable with wires laid up in 
pairs was employed in preference. The remainder 
of the cable may, therefore, be described as 
follows : 

"Copper conductors, Hi mils. diameter, \vcighing 
150 lbs. per mile, arc used. Each conductor is 
insulated with a longitudinal wrapping of paper, and 
laid up in pairs, there being a strip of paper dividing 
the two wires of each pair. The 
' lay' in twisting the pairs is 12 
in. The pairs arc arranged in 
layers of 1, 6, 12 and l9 to make 
up the complete 38-pair cable, 
and bet wccn each layer and 
between the last layer and the 
lead ,;hl'athing is a lapping of 
paper tape. It is a noteworthy 
feature that no cotton is employed 
in the c1 ble, in fact, no insula
tion of any sort except dry paper 
and air. 

" After the cable has been 
thoroughly dried it is lead
covercd, the lead sheathing 
having a thickness of rno mils., 
and thl' diameter over all is 
slightly over 2! in. The whole 
.of the cable is of the British 
Insulated \\'ire Co.'s manufac
ture. l "nder the specification 
the capacity must be less than 
O·Ou5 microfarads per mile, and 
the insulation resistance above 
10,000 megohms per mile ; but, 
as a matter of fact, the insula-

-�)le� 
t5DL8 CONDUCTOR 

PAJR UNIT 

tests on laid and jointed cahle having given 28,000 
megohms per mile. Such a high insulation 
resistance is not by any means exceptional 
for paper insulated telephone cables, but that it 
should have been maintained on a length of several 
miles of cahle reflects great credit on the manner the 
jointing has been carried out. 

"Three-inch ca;;t-iron socket pipes carry the cable. 
Thc;;c arc laid in H-ft. lengths, and jointed with lead 
in the usual wav. The cable being in 152-yard 
lengths, of which 

·
one yard is left over at each encl for 

jointing and slack, a discontinuity in the pipe 
-! ft. 2 in. long is left at the encl of each 150-yard 
section of the route. This is afterwards bridged by 
a cast-iron sleeve, as will be cxplaine<l. The pipes 
arc laid at a depth of 2 ft. under the footways and 
2 ft. {)in. under the roadways, with a wire for drawing 
in the pulling rope. In the

.
event of a breakage in the 

wire, or a similar mishap, sweeps' rods are used to 
thread the pipe." 

The choice of star quad, which had been patented, 
together with suitable quaclding machinery, by 
Felten and Guillaume in l 8H21, seems to have been 
influenced by the example of the guttapcrcha quad 
cables formerly used for telegraphs and telephones, 
and of the twisted square formation then in general 
use on aerial lines. The star quad proved unsatis
factory, however, in respect of crosstalk (then called 
overhearing), and was laid only between Cricklewood 

1 Pat. 7029.192. 
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;md Ecldlesborough, ahout �S milt's. Thenn· to 
Birmingham the cable is m;tdt· up of t \\'innecl pairs, 
the formation being l 1 t): \� · I!! pair,; ,  l'Xcept for a 
short length of l ;-li · 1:� i.lS rn·;tr Ll'ighton Buzzard. 
From London (G.P.O.) to Crickll'\\'ood the 
I +ti ·l� �·l!l form;ttion is usl'd. E\·idt·ntl\· this 
,t·t·tion. ;1hlllll 7 milt-,;, \\';h Ltid ;tftl'r till' c;il>Jii1,t; l1;1d 
passt•d L<'igh t on Buzzard. 

The dt'laib of both qtnd and t \\'in t\'jws are shown 
in Fig. 1. 

The same by of tl in. \\'as used ft>r t•;tch quad and 
till' paper is of the s;lllll' light hro\\'11 colrn1r through 

out. In thl' t\\'in Sl't'tion abo till' p;tper is of the same 
colour, and t li e Lt\· is 1 � in. for ;di p;tirs. 

Early Ba/an, iJZg Experiments. 

:\s soon as the firo;t part of t lit• c al>le \\·a s hid ,;ome 

important c x rwrinwnts , \\'ltid1 ;111tit·ip;ill'd modern 
et hie b;t h n\'i ng. \\'erl' hl'gun. It was n·;t!isl'd t h.1 t 
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capacitance unb;t!ances \\'ere the cause of the over
hl'aring, which w;1-; worst between pairs in the samr 
quad. :\ftt·r nt1111t>rous rapacitance measurements a 

scht·nw of cross conm'l't ion, at the test pillars which 
Wl'rl' insert('d t'\'t•n· four miles or so, was worked out. 
This sd11·111,· \1·;i, pract it·ail\· what is 1ww known as 
"s.1·stt·m;iti" j oi 11t ing." The noss-cmrnections were 
tilt' ,_;tntt· ;1t t·;icl1 test pilbr and a diagr;un is given 
in Fig. 2. 

c\pp:1n·11tly till' !'f<1'S - co111wl'tiun sdtl'llH' was 

stI L 'l't'Ssful in n·dncing tlw nusstalk hl'lween p;tirs Ill 
the s;1mc qn;ul. Tl11· nosst;tlk lwtW\'t'n pairs in 
diffen·nt quads \\·as ,;at is fact ll!T, and (an·urding to 
mt•;tsnremt•11ts l!l;1c1" \\'l1t·11 t ll\'  cable w;1s ovcrh:nded) 
aiH>llt till' ,_;llllt' as that lll't\\'c't'lt adj an·nt p;1irs in tl1c 
twin sc·ction. 'J\ ·pit·al lignn·s ;1rl', for ;L tin .. mile length, 
80 di>. het11·1·t·n adj acl'nl t\\'in p;1irs ;1nd 0;) db. hetwel'n 
pairs in thl' s;1m1· qnad. 

In JU()l and rno� son!(• of the earliest luading 
expl'riments 1n·n· m;ick on this c;tbk between 
Birmingham and Leamington. Qnoting from '.\lr. 
Trcmain' s notes: 

" The manufacture and laying of the B irmingham 

cable provided opportunities for many interesting 
obsen·ations. In the factory I thiuk the most 
interesting were those which indicated insulation 
resistance to be a factor in the capacitance of a paper
insulatl'd cable, as it was found necessary to keep the 
insulation per mile ahove 5,000 megohms, if the 
lowest possible capacitance results were to be obtained 
in a given case. 

" '.\kasurements were made on the cable completed 
between London and Birmingham at the end of 1899 
and the beginning of WOO, the· entire cable being 
equipped with telegraphic and telephonic apparatus 
with a view to ascertaining how far the former inter
fered with the latter. :\lr. Gavey (Engineer-in-Chief) 
personally observed the results of these experiments 
at Lea mington, and it was realised that the cable, 
although providing fair telephonic communication for 
experts between London and Lcamington, could not 
be used for greater lengths than 50 miles for public 
purposes. In order, however, to render it useful for 
such circuits, and in consequence of the interference 
of neighbouring telegraphic circuits with each other, 
the loop s\·stem of telegraph working was devised, 
and proved efiective. 

" In the winter of this year (1900-1) I suggested the 
use of distribution cables in stock at '.\It. Pleasant for 
loading experiments, the coils used in the first instance 
being orcl inarv kkpho1w induction coils,2 and 
subsequently similar hobbins wouml with two pairs 
of twisted wire so that the\' could bl' conm·ctnl in 
series or parallel to re(luce t l;e rl'sistance and vary the 
inductance. The coils themseh·es were also grouped 
in this wav in series and in parallel for the same 
purpose. The caLil's werl' in quarter-mile lengths, 
and sufficient was a\'ailable to provide circuits varying 
in length from 2 to 40 miles. Inductance varying 
from 10 to 40 millihenrys being thus made available 
with re,.;istances of l ! to 24 ohms, according to the 
disposition and number of the coils used at each 
point , switches were provided for connecting these 

•Inductance c� about 70 mH. 



inductances in and out of the circuit, in which thev 
were placed at !. !. I, It and 2-mile points. Th.e 
coils were also tried with and without iron, and the 
conclusion arrived at that iron was to be avoided if 
possible , the presence of iron increasing the volume 
at the expense of the articulation. 

"The improvement in articulation and ,·olume 
by the use of inductances was very noticeable. for 
it was made clear that the treatment would have to 
be closer than fi-mile points if good results were to 
be obtained, but that 2-mile points would probabl�· 
be satisfactory'. It was therefore arranged to experi
ment with the cable itself by erecting add itional 
test pillars near Leamington. By this means access 
was obtainable to the cable at approximately 2-mile 
points. Good commercial speech was obtained 
through 140 miles, with the dose spacing, and, with 
coils at ;)-mile points, a marked improvement on the 
untreated cable. It was therefore decided to fit 
inductances in a pair of wires in the test pillars between 
London ancl Birmingham. The result, however, was 
rather disappointing, as the telephonic transmission 
was not so good as had been expected, and it was 
found on measuring the circuit that this was 
attributable to the fitting of the coils in iron boxes. 
which had very greatly increased the self induct ion 
of the circuit, and no doubt also introduced los:;es 
due to cdrh· currents. 

The c-abie was at first used for telegraphs and 
telephones, \Vheatstone loop cirrnits being worked 
interspersed with telephon es. Loading coils were not 
applied commercially because of the difficulties of 
obtaining coils suitable for permanent installation. 
The total attenuation at 800 c.p.s. was about 30 dh., 
and was regarded as too much even in those clays ; 
but the cable was used for trunk circuits between 
London and Fenny Stratford where it was connected 
to aerial lines. There must have been some invidious 
comparison, however, with the excellent volume and 
quality of speech over the heavy aerial trunk lines 
which then connected London and most of the big 
towns. 

Perhaps this cable was somewhat before its time. 
If it had been loaded, it might have become the main 
telephone link betwe<'n London and Birmingham, 
but at that time telephony was still regarded as 
secondary in importance to t<>legraphy, especially for 
long distances, and after the loading experiments 
described above were completed the whole cable was 
taken into use for telegraphs. 

The Reconditioning 

In 1920 the test pillars were cut out, only three 
testing points being left where the cable was led in at 
Fenny Stratford, \\'eeclon and Leamington. It 
continued in use as a telegraph cable until 1934, 
when all long-distance telegraph circuits were con
verted to voice-frequency working . The whole cable 
was then handed over to the N.esearch Branch to 

J 

investigate the possibilities of appl\'ing modem 
technique and making economic use of the cable in 
sit11. It was impracticable to pull the cable out and 
so realise its very considerable scrap value, because 
in many places the pipes were full of chalk and other 
sedimentary' deposits. :\f ter some preliminary cross
talk measurements and the temporary use of a few 
pairs as 2-wire repeater circuits to meet the sudden 
demand for trunks when the shilling night rate was 
introduced, it was decided to straighten out the cable 
at the old test pillar points, where it had been jointed 
through without regard to telephone requirements. 
and to balance in 8-mile sections bv means of :\ ;rnd 
B crosses at the centre points. \Vhen this had Lt·en 
clone for a few sections it appeared that the cross
talk would be reasonably good and that the cable 
could be divided into two groups for 4-wire working 
at audio frequency, with repeaters at London. 
Fenny Stratford and Birmingham. 

The whole cable was reconditioned in this wa\', 
and the cros,;talk proved to be ,·cry satisfactory f;ir 
audio frequencies. �inl'tecn 4-wire circuits arc now 
working between London and Birmingham. ..\t 
carrier frequencies up to Hi kc.p.s. (the range neces
sary for the I 14 carrier system) near-end crosstalk 
was not good enough for 4-wire carrier working on 
the two groups, even with repeaters at Leaming t on 
to divide the long sect ion between Fenny Stratford 
and Birmingham. Far-end cro,;stalk. however, could 
be balanced bv means of small c-ondensers at the 
end of each re1;cater section. 

It would be possible, though hardly economic, to 
obtain about iO Lonclon�Birmingham circuits by a 

modification of the l · j 4 carrier Sy'Stem, working the 
voice and the first carrier band in one direction on a 

pair and the third and fourth carrier bands in th<> 
opposite direction on the same p;1ir. This mdhocl 
would, howe\·er, involn· speci ally designed tilters. 
ancl impedance networks. 

By dividing the cable into two groups , each p;1ir 
in the first group c-arrying the voice channel, first and 
second carrier channels, and each pair in the second 
group the voice channel, third and fourth carrier 
channels, it is possible to obtain ;)i cirrnits on thl: 
38 pairs without special tilters, etc. 

As regards the constructional features of the cable. 
the excellent state of preservation in which it was 
found during the re-conditioning process is a tribute 
both to the contractors who laid the pipes and the 
manufacturers of the cable itself. Except where 
water had penetrated through the joints and deposited 
chalk, etc., in the pipes, the lead was either clean or 

covered with a thin layer of iron rust and there was 
no sign of corrosion. In the section along the Holy
head Road the pipe has become deeply buried in somt> 

places owing to road reconstruction, but this is 
rather an advantage from the maintenance point of 
view, as it is very unlikely to he damag<>d. 

A. C. T. 



Notes and Comments 
Board of Editors 

Readers will be interested to learn that Mr. P. J. 
Hidd, after an absence of three years, has returned to 
the Board of Editors as Chairman, to fill the vacancy 
arising from the retirement of Mr. Anson. Other new
comers to the Board are J\lr. C. \V. Brown and 
Mr. A. H. Mumford, who succeeds Mr. A. J. Gill. 
The list of members of the Board as nmv constituted 
is given on page 166. 

Birthday Honours List 

We offer our congratulations to all members of the 
Post Office staff menlione<l in the Birthday Honours 
List. We arc pleased to note that the following 
members of the Engineering Department have been 
honoured :-Mr. F. G. C. Baldwin, Chief Regional 
Engineer, North Eastern Region, who becomes an 
O.B.E., and Mr. C. ]. Connelley, killed Workman 
Class I, Northern Ireland, who receives the Medal of 
the Order. 

We also offer our congratulations to Mr. H. P. 

Brown, upon whom a knighthood has been conferred. 
Sir Harry, who is the Director-General of the 

Australian Post Office, used to be a Sectional Engineer 
in the City and an Assistant Staff Engineer in the 
Telephone Section of the Engineer-in-Chief's Office. 

Mr. Frank Gill, O.B.E., Hon.M.l.E.E. 

Mr. F. Gill's many friends will be pleased to learn 
that the Council of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers have elected him an Honorary Member of 
the Institution. The award is made to " a person who 
is distinguished by his work in electrical science or 
engineering," and the present number of Honorary 
Members is 14.' Mr. Gill, who was the last Chief 
Engineer of the National Telephone Company prior 
to the " Transfer," is now a Vice-President of the 
International Standard Electric Corporation, and is 
associated with other companies in the I.T. and T. 
<>vstem. 
Erratum 

The McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., has drawn 
attention to an error in the price of one of their books 
reviewed in the April issue of the Journal. The 
book is "Measurements in Radio Engineering," by 
F. E. Terman, and the price should read 24/-. 

Retirement of Mr. B. 0. Anson, O.B.E., M.l.E.E. 
:\lr. B. 0. Anson, Assistant Engineer-in-Chief, left the 

Department on the 3oth June, 1938, after a total of 
42 years' service. His departure leaves a gap in many 
phases of Post Office life which cannot easily be filled. 

IM 

He entered the Post Office in 1896 as a Sorting Clerk 
and Telegraphist, holding this post for seven years. 
He was then transferred to the Engineering Department 
and after five years in a clerical capacity he received a 
technical appointment. After maintenance duties in 
Leeds and London, he was transferred to the Engineer
in-Chief's Office in 1911. In this position, not only was he 
responsible for the whole of telephone exchange main
tenance, but he also played a large part in the introduction 
of automatic telephony into this country. Since that time, 
in spite of growing responsibilities, he has always been 
closely associated with this phase of our work and 
has had a continuous and determining influence on its 
development. 

He became an Executive Engineer in 1920 and then 
rapidly rose to Assistant Staff Engineer (1925), Staff 
Engineer (1931) and Assistant Engineer-in-Chief (1934). 

Apart from his work on automatic telephony in 
general, Mr. Anson will be especially remembered as 
chiefly responsible for the establishment of the Training 
School and the Circuit Laboratory. Not only did he play 
a leading part in the planning and equipment of these 
well-known organisations but he was their combined 
head for a number of years. 

Mr. Anson was also very largely responsible for the 
development of automatic telephony in rural areas, 
the first milestone of which was the opening of Haynes 
U.A.X. Jo. 5 in February, 1929. Though the U.A.X. 
No. 5 is being superseded by a later type with a wider 
range of usefulness, there have been over 1,000 brought 
into service and the equipment has adequately served 
its purpose of providing a reliable telephone service in 
many a small and remote district. 

In quite another direction Mr. Anson was largely con
concerned with the negotiations with telephone manu
facturers of successive agreements for the purchase of 
exchange equipment. 



During his long career l\lr. Anson has visited America 
(1919), llolland (1923), Le Havre (19.z6), Shanghai (1929), 
Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and India (1929), Paris 
(1932), Holland and Belgium (1932), and Germany (1932) 
He has, as will be expected, served on numerous com
mittees covering a wide variety of subjects, including 
technical, organisation and control, nomenclature, 
education, \Vhitley procedure, and promotion. 

I le was perhaps the chief inspirer of the very successfu 1 
Telecommunication Conventions held at Swanwick in 
1935 and 1937. 

Of special interest to the readers of the JoURl'AL will 
be l\Ir. Anson's work for the Institution of Post Office 
Electrical Engineers and for the Journal of the Institu
tion. He has had long experience on the Council of the 
Institution and of many of its Committees, and has been 
a member of the Board of Editors for 16 years and 
Chairman of the Board continuously from 1926 to his 
retirement. At the time he took over the Chairmanship 
the circulation of the JOURNAL was just over 2,000, and 
its growth from that time has been continuous until 
the figure is now over 16,000. 

Great as has been the influence of Mr. Anson's activities 
for the Department and for the Institution he will be 
loni:: remembered, in addition, for outstanding qualihc" 

of personality. The energy and foresight which he 
displayed to a remarkable degree had in them such a 
quality of infection that all of those who had the 
privilege of working for him became imbued with the 
same spirit in a greater or less degree. An assiduous 
worker himself he had the knack of inspiring the 
confidence of his staff so that he was assured, at all times, 
of their willing and loyal help. He gave every encourage
ment to the younger members of his staff to use their 
initiative and to undertake responsibility. In spite of his 
many occupations he always found time for the social 
side of the Department and the staff found that many 
of their activities in sport and in art owed considerably 
to his interest and encouragement. l\la.ny of his colleagues 
have profited to no small degree by his wide experience 
of the Department and sound personal judgement which 
have been freely placed at their disposal. 

These notes of his career cannot close without a brief 
reference to Mrs. Anson who, like himself, is a native of 
Yorkshire. He will agree that in his career he has always 
had the great support and encouragement that a happy 
married life can give. Their many friends in this country 
and abroad will wish them many years of happy 
retirement. 

G.F.O. 

A. J. Gill, B.Sc., M.l.E.E., M.lnst.R.E. 
l\Ir. A. ] . Gill, who has just been appointed Assbtant 

Engineer-in-Chief in succession to �lr. R. 0. Anson, 
gained early engineering experience in Yarrow Ship
building Yard and at the British Thomson-Houston 
Works at Rugby. Entering the P.O. Engineering 
Department as Assista.nt Engineer by open competitive 
examination in 1913, l\lr. Gill was attached to the 
Radio Section, in �larch, 1925 was appointed Executive 
Engineer in charge of the radio experimental section 
at Dollis Hill, became Assistant Staff Engineer in Decem
ber, 1929, and in !December, 193.z, succeeded Colonel 
Angwin as Staff Engineer of the Radio Branch. During 
his term of office in that capacity, Mr. Gill has been 
responsible for the direction of many new developments 
which have considerably enhanced the prestige of the 
Department. 

Mr. Gill has;made several valuable contributions to 
scientific journals and has been honoured this year by 
being elected Chairman of the Wireless Section of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers. lle has served on 
many Committees, including the C.C.I.R., C.C.I.F. 
and that of the Department of Scientific and Industrial 
Research. He is an ardent motorist, with a penchant for 
high-power cars, and a keen amateur cinematographer. 

:\1r. Gill has shown himself to be endowed with the 
rare qualities of an unusually fertile mind which produces 
a continuous flow of new ideas, and a fixed belief that 
difficulties are only made to be surmounted. 

His promotion to Assistant Engineer-in-Chief has 
brought keen satisfaction not only to his Engineering 
colleagues but also to his many friends in other branches 
of the Service, who will wish him, with confidence, every 
success in his new sphere of activities. J. A. G. 
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J. Morgan, A.R.C.Sc., A.M.l.E.E. 
:\Jr. J. ;\forgan, who became Superintending Engineer, 

South Western District on July 1st, received his tech· 
nical education at the Imperial College of Science, and 
the City and Guilds College. 

In April, 1913, l\fr. Morgan entered the Department's 
service by open competition as Assistant Engineer and 
was assigned to the Lines Section. Two years later he 
was transferred to the South \Vestern District, Exeter 

ection. He served in France as a Commissioned Officer, 
R.E. Signals, from 1916, and on demobilisation returned 
to his old Section and remained there until 1925. In 
that year the conversion of the exchanges in the Torquay 
area to automatic working was carried out successfully 
under his control, the first conversion of its kind in the 
. outh-\\'est of England. 

On completion of this work he was transferred to the 
Lines Section at Headquarters, where he was engaged in 
the design and layout of multi-office areas. 

On promotion in December, 1929, he returned to 
Exeter to take charge of the Section. Tn l\fay, 1934. he 
was appointed Assistant Superintending Engineer, 
Scotland \Vest District, and became Regional Engineer 
on the formation of the Scottish Region in February, 
1936. He returned a little later to the South \Vestern 
District as Assistant Superintending Engineer. 

l\Ir. l\Ioq�an's progress in the Department has been 
earned as an able, conscientious, yet unobtrusive worker, 
and his clear thinking and sound judgment will stand 
him in good stead in his capacity as Superintending 
Engineer. His impartiality and honest dealing has 
earned for him the respect and good wishes of the staff 
in the District with which his long experience has 
enabled him to become familiar. \V. F. B. 

A. H. Mumford, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.l.E.E. 
l\[r. A. H. ]\[um ford, who follows Mr. Gill as Head o[ 

the Radio Branch, entered the Post Office service by 
open competition in 1924 upon completion of his studies 
at East London College, where he had obtained his B.Sc. 
in Engineering with first class honours. 

l\Tr. Mumford has spent the whole of his official career 
in the Radio Branch, where his particular aptitude for 
experimental work was quickly recognised and led in 
1925 to his location at the Radio Laboratories at Dallis 
Hill. Here his energy and genius have played a major 
part in all the development work associated with short 
and ultra-short wave telephony and more recently with 
the development of the equipment for multiple-circuit 
working over coaxial cables and with television. 

In 1927 l\lr. l\Iumford visited Canada and U.S.A. in 
connection with the Transatlantic Telephony Service, 
and in 1934-35 took part in conferences held at Berlin 
dealing with the question of interference to broadcasting. 

Mr. Mumford is a member of various committees of 
the Electrical Research Association and of the Radio 
Research Board, and has recently completed a term of 
office as a member of the Wireless Section Committee of 
the Institution of Electrical Engineers. He is well known 
as a contributor to the JOU RN AL and was recently 
awarded the Senior Silver l\Iedal of the I.P.O.E.E. 

l\lr. l\lumford has always taken an active interest in 
the welfare of his assistants and has done much to 
establish a healthy team spirit in the large staff under 
his control. The good wishes of all who have had the 
pleasure of associating with Mr. Mumford will go with 
him in his new sphere of responsibility. 

F.E.K 
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Retirement of Mr. P. T. Wood, M.l.E.E. 
�lr. P. T. Wood, Superintending Engineer of the 

South \Vestern District, retired from the Service on 
June 3oth. He entered the service of the Xational 
Telephone Company in 1894 and became Assistant 
Electrician of the City District in 1903 after a short period 
of service with the United R1,·er Plate Telephone 
Company in Buenos .\ires. He was promoted to the 
position of Assistant �Ietropolitan Electrician in 1907, 
and at the " Transfer," became Sectional Engineer of the 
nt·wly formed Centre Internal Section. In 1924 l\Ir. 
\\'ood was transferred to the Equipment Section of the 
Engineer-in-Chief's Office as Assistant Starr Engineer 
and effected the initial organisation of the Standards 
Group responsible for standardisation of exchange 
circuits and apparatus. 

ln 1931 l\1r. Wood was appointee\ Superintending 
Engineer of the South \Vestern Dist.ncl. The ensuing 
seven years were years of exceptional expansion of 
plant and of the District staff, and a!Torcled ample 
scope for engineering control and, particularly, for 
i\lr. \Vood's well-known interest in all matters relating 
lo the sta!T. lJis courtesy and kindliness of manner 
made him approachable by all ranks, and these qualities 
arc acknowledged and greatly appreciated throughout 
the South Western District. 

�Ir. \Vood served as a member of the Committee of 
the Institution of Electrical Engineer:; (Western Centre) 
1935/38. He is at present Chairman of the Bristol, 
\\'est District, Boy Scouts Association and a member 
of the Bristol Choral Society. 

In his earlier years l\Ir. \Vood was noted for his long 
dbtance walks and, happily, he retains a vigour without 
which he could not. hope to complete the strenuous 
tasks he has undertaken at the delightful country home 
to which he will retire. His many friends wish him a 
most successful issue to his labours as a landscape 
gardener, and hope that he may share with l\lrs. \Vood 
many years of health and happiness. P. J. R. 

Retirement of Mr. T. Cornfoot, M.l.E.E. 
l\lr. Thomas Cornfoot, the Superintending Engineer 

of the South Midland District, retireJ on April 3oth, 
1938. A product of George Heriots School, Edinburgh, 
he joined the service of the late National Telephone 
Company as a telephone fitter in 1897. Some years after 
he was sent to Glasgow to assist on what was known as 
the " Glasgow re-construction," a work undertaken as a 
result of public agitation against the telephone service 
in that city. Returning to Edinburgh in 1903 he was 
promoted Switchroom Manager. During 1907 he was 
engaged on the original inventory of Edinburgh which 
served as a try-out scheme for the general inventory of 
the country undertaken prior to the transfer to the 
Pos� Office of the National Company's plant. In 

September, 1907, he was appointed Electrician at 
Edinburgh, and in this capacity afterwards served in 
Birmingham (1910) and Liverpool (19n). When the 
transfer took place he was made Executive Engineer at 
Liverpool. Promoted Assistant Superintending Engineer 
at Croydon in 1929 and transferred to North Ireland as 
Acting Superintending Engineer the same year, he 
returned from Ireland to take charge of the South 
:\Cidland District in 1932. 

Mr. Cornfoot's genial personality has made him many 
friends both within and without the Post Office. Ilc 
has always taken a keen and kindly interest in all 
matters affecting the staff and his cheerful presence will 
be missed at the numerous staff gatherings which he 
never failed to support and where his witty after-dinner 
speeches were greatly appreciated. He enjoys a round 
of golf and we trust that with the continuance of his 
present good health he will be able to spend his leisure 
pleasantly and profitably. F. P. 
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The Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers 
H.ECE�T ADDITIO:\S TO THE INSTI1TTI01\ 

LIBH.\lff 
;Vert' Books. 

.Magnetism an1l Ekctricit\·. - .\. E. E. :\!cKenzi!'. 
(1q38, Brit.) 

. 

13h5 l\l i croscope : Theory and l'ractic!'. -C. Beck. 
(1q38, Brit.) 

1366 

1 j/ I 

1372 

1373 

1374 

1375 

EYolution of l'll\·sics.- :\. Einstein and L. Infield. 
(1q38, Brit.) . 

Course of l'ur!' ;\[athematics. C. II. Hanly. 
(11i38, Brit.) 

Electric Illumination: An Account of th e 
Principles , :\ pplications aml I )cvelopment of 
Electric Lighting.--\\". T. O'dea. (1<J37, Brit.) 

Dare You Speak in l'ulilic ?--A. Duxbury. 
(1q38, Brit.) 

Direct and Alternating Current Potentiometer 
Measurements.-D. C. (;aJI. (1938, Brit.) 

Technical l\!athematics.-
Vol. I. The Equation, the Formula and the 

Graph.- H. l\I. Kcal and C. ]. Leonard. 
(1938, Amer.) 

\"ol. I I. Geometric Proof and Use of the Natural 
Functions.--I-1. 1\1. Kcal and C. ]. Leonard. 
(1938, Amer.) 

Yo!. III. Trigonometry, Applied Problems 
and the Slide Rulc.-H. 1\1. h"cal and C. J. 
Leonard. (1938, Amer.) 

Fundamentals of H.adio.-F. E. Terman. (1938, 
Amer.) 

Physics for Technical Students in Colleges and 
Universities.-\\'. B. Anderson. (1937, Amer.) 

Local Centre Notes 
London Centre 

During the 1937-38 session the London Centre held 
fourteen meetings. Thl'y were : 

Ordi11ar1· .\leeti11gs -
1937. 
October 5th. I>. \\'. Glover, :\I.Sc., A.l.C.--

..  Chemistry and Communications." 
'.'lovcmbcr 9th. - - 1\1. l�. Holmes, ·3.Sc.(Eng.), 

A.:\l.I.E.E. --"The \\'ork and Functions of the 
Efficiency Engineer." 

llecembcr r4th. -\V. E. Chinn, :\.:\l.I.E.E., and H. 0. 
Ellis, A.:\1.1.E.E.-" Impulsing Aspects of :\uto
matisation.'' 

l<)j8. 
January 11th. -.f. J. Edwards, B.Sc.(Eng.). A.C.G.I., 

I>.I.C., :\.:\1.1.E.E.-" Equipment and :\Iaterials for 
External \\'mks : ,\ Few Heccnt l>evelopmcnts." 

l"eliruary .'ith, 1q38.-- J. F. Doust and \\'. J. Sulston, 
:\I.Sc., :\.lnst.P.--" Properties and Testing of 
Dielectrics." 

:\larch 8th. C. A. K l 'earet' , :\I.Sc., .\.C.C.l ., D.T.C. 
" Some H!'cent 
Apparatus.'' 

Developments m Subscriber�· 

:\lav roth. --G. J. S. Little, B.Sc., 
· : Tweh·e-Circuit Carrin Systems." 
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:\.:\1.1.E.E. 

137t1 Electron Uptics in Tele\'ision with Theory ;rnd 
Application of Television Cathode-Ray Tubcs.-
I. G. :\Ialoff and D.\\'. Epstein. (1938, Amer.) 

137i Automobile E lectrical Hqiairs Inclucling Testing 
Data Essential to Efficient l{epair Scrvice.
E. :\!her. (1q38, Brit.) 

1378 The Xew l\lanagement.-lf. T. Hildagc, T. (; 
:\Tarple and F. L. l\leyenbcrg. ( 1<138, Brit., 

137<1 :\Iaterials and Structures : .\ Text Book for 
Engineering Students.--

·voI. I. Elasticity and Strength of Materials. 
E. H. Salmon. (l<J_ll, Brit.) 

1381 Electricity and :\lagn!'tism.-·H. (�.Lambert and 
P. E. Andrews. (1<138, Brit.) 

1382 Copper Pipe-Line Sen· ices in Building : . .\ 
Practical Hand book. -Co pper I )cvclopment 
Association. (1938, Brit.) 

138_> Elementary :\!athcmatics for Electrical Engineer�. 
-Sir Ambrose Fleming. (1938, Brit.) 

1384 Elements of Statistical l\Iethod.-A. E. \Vaugh. 
(1 938, Amer.) 

New Editions. 
799 Electrical Technology : A Textbook for 1\ational 

Certificate, City and Guilds, I.E.E., B.Sc.(Eng.1. 
-H. Cotton. (1938, Brit.) 

82 I J. an cl P. Transformer Book : A Practica I 
Technology of the Power Transformer.-S. A 
Stigant and H. :\I. Lacey. (1937, Brit.1 

914 Principles of Radio.--K. Henney. (1938, Amer.1 
979 Photoelectric Cell A pplica.tions : A Practical 

Book Describing the Uses of Photoelectric 
Cells in Television, Talking Pictures, Electrical 
Alarms, Counting Devices, etc.-H. C. \\'alker 
and T. :\I. C. Lance (1938, Brit.) 

Informal Jl.leetings 
1937. 

October 2oth.-- :\. C. Timmis, B.Sc., A.1\1.1.E.J·: 
\'ice-Chairman's Address-'' Hl'scarch.'' 

'.'lm·ember 23nl.--H. \\'. Palmer, A.l\1.1.E.E.--" Thi· 
Selection of \\'orkmen for P.O. Hccruitment 11r 

Promotion.'' 
1938 . 

January 25th. -S. Thompson .. Tones: l';1�t. 
Present and Future." 

February z2nd. - R T. Robinson, A.l\l.I.E.E .. 
A.l\1.lnst.T.·-" Hecent De\'clopmcnts of Engineer
ing Transport and the Trend of Engineering J.\lotnr 
Transport Costs." 

:\larch 22nd.--\\'. T. \\'ooding - ":\laintcnance Prob
lems in :\uto. Exchanges and thl'ir Reactions on the 
Sen·ice." 

:\pril 5th. :\rthur Duxbury " Public Speaking f"r 
Engineers." 

:\pril 26th.--\\". E. II. Kennedy - "Engineering 
Instructions and :\!lied l'nblications." 

The Chairman and \'ice-Chairman fur the session \\"<'rt' 

:\[r. l{. G. de \ \'anlt, :\l.I.E.E., and Ca.pt. A. C. Timmis. 
B.Sc., A.l\l. l.E.E., an1l their conduct of the onlinan· and 
infom1al meetings respectively was much appreciated. 

:\lost of the meetings were well attended, the num lll'r 
present aYeraging 260 at ordinary meetings and 170 at 



informal meetings, but the star turns were undoubtedly 
:\Ir. Little's lecture on May roth, which filled the I.E.E. 
Lecture Theatre (about 400 present) and Mr. Duxbury's 
lecture on April 5th which produced an attendance 
n<'arly as large. Mr. Little very helpfully produced his 
paper at very short notice when it was found necessary 
to change the programme. :\Ir. Duxbury's lecture 
represented a departure from usual practice and resulted 
from a suggestion made by :\fr. E. S. Byng of Standard 
Telephones & Cables, Ltd. Several members asked 
that Mr. Duxbury's lecture should be printed, but that 
was not possible as a book incorporating much of his 
material was at the time in course of production. The 
book has since been published. A copy can be borro\\Td 
from the Institution library. 

The session's visits were commenced bv clearing off 
outstanding visits to the works of the Gramophone Co. 
at Hayes. Then followed visits of about 050 members 
to the headquarters of the L.C.C. Fire Brigade to inspect 
the fire alarm equipment and sec an impressive demon
stration of fire fighting. After Christmas followed visits 
to the battery works of Messrs. Pritchett & Gold ancl 
E.P.S. C,a., and to the lamp works of the General Electric 
Co. at Hammersmith. Both visits were made in sections 
to accommodate all those members who wished to take 
pa1t. \Vith the membership of the London Centre 
approaching I, 700 it is rarely possible to find an 
organisation which can admit at one time all those 
members who are interested. H. E. B. 

North Wales Centre 

The sixth meeting of the 19_)7-1938 Session wa.s held 
at 2.30 p.m. at the usual Shrewsbury rendez\'Cms, 
Morris's Ballroom, Pride Hill, on Thursday, March roth, 
1938. 

The Chairman, l\[r. H. Faulkner, presided over a 
gathering of 132 members and visitors to hear :\Ir. C. L. 
Topham, Chief Inspector, Stoke-on-Trent, give a paper 
entitled " Practical Transmission Measurements." The 
paper was well illustrated with a large number of slicks 
showing apparatus and circuits, together with typical 
tests, while the actual apparatus mentioned was on view 
at the meeting. Of particular interest were the father 
and mother of the present noise generator which were 
loaned from the Dollis Hill Research Laboratory. The 
Chairman, in opening the discussion, said that a very 
clear and simple paper had been heard and the author 
was to be congratulated. Faraday once said that 
nothing was known about anything until it could be 
measured and the paper had given a simple account of 
how Telephone Transmission was measured. \Vith the 
issue of noise generators to maintenance men and the 
equipment of test desks ·with the necessary measmring 
instruments now taking place, it was hoped that the 
staff would co-operate to bring the District to the fore
front with regard to the quality of its transmission. 
Many members took the opportunity to discuss the 
paper and the meeting finally terminated at 5.15 p.m. 
with a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Topham, seconded 
in the usual manner by the assembly. 

The seventh and final meeting of the session took 
place at the works of the General Electric Co., Ltd., at 
Stoke, Coventry, on April 7th, 1938. 

;\lcmbers from all over the �orth \Vales District 
converged on Birmingham to that familiar landmark, 
Telephone House, from which, at 1. 15 p.m., four stream
lined coaches bore 120 members to Coventry. 

:\rriving at 2.15 p.m. the party was met by tlw 
General Manager of the Telephone \Vorks, l\Ir. H. l'. 
\Velis, and other rcpn·scntatin·s of the Company, and 
conductccl to the magnificent ballroom of the :\lagnct 

Club, with its fountains, modern concealed lighting 
scheme, theatre stage and cinema. 

In welcoming the Chairman and members of tlw 
i\orth \Vales Centre of the I.P.O.E.E., :\[r. \Velis saicl 
that the Company was always glacl to sec its customers. 
particularly representatives of its biggest customer, tlw 
Post Office Engineering Department. He then intro
ducccl ;\lr. :\Ialcolm, Production Manager of tlw 
Company's Telephone Apparatus \Yorks, who gave an 
interesting talk on" Telephone Apparatus ;\[anufacture." 

\Vith the a.id of a large plan of the works he illuc:tratecl 
how the various shops and processes were arranged so 

that the raw material came in at one end and the finished 
apparatus passed out at the other. The manufacturing 
stages of various articles of telephone apparatus wcn· 
easily seen by means of boards bearing samples of tlw 
article as it passed each stage of manufacture. 

Among the statistics given were those that the 
condenser shop turns out i., 100,000 condensers per year, 
and that one of the best girl operatives cngagecl on 
multiple-bank wiring of automatic apparatus solders 
2,400 tags per hour, an item which an Executive 
Engineer member of the party later triccl to verify in 
actual practice with his watch. An improvement in the 
Performance Ra.ting for Terminations is shortly expected 
in the-Section. 

At the conclusion of this excellent talk the ma.in party 
was split up into small groups of ten to a guicle ancl 
conducted round the factory to sec in practice what had 
been explained to them. 

Two hours later, tirecl but still interested, the groups 
rejoined at the :\lagnet Club to enjoy a delightful tea, 
after which any questions arising out of ·what had been 
seen were answered by ;\[r. i\lalcolm. 

The Chairman of the �orth \Vales Centre, :\Jr. H. 
Faulkner, proposed a hearty vote of thanks to the 
General Electric Company, :\Ir. \Velis ancl Mr. :\Ialcolm, 
for the excellent afternoon that hacl been spent, a vote 
that was heartily seconded by all in the approved manner 
and to which Mr. Malcolm responded on behalf of the 
Company. 

The party finally left the \Yorks at 5.30 p.m. for 
Birmingham and their homes as far away as Bangor. 

As the demand to go to this meeting was larger than 
usual it was necessary to limit the party to 1 .zo, and a 
second party of 120 visited the \Vorks on April 28th, 
1938. 

This concluclcd the activities of the Centre for the 
session 1937-38, the membership having increased during 
the year from 255 to 355, or by 40 per cent. 

S. T. S. 
Scottish Centres 

The Scottish I .P.O.E.E. prizes awarded by tlw 
Co-orclinating Committee of the Scottish Region for 
\Yorkmcn's Classes in Telephony, Telegraphy and 
Transmission at Eclinhurgh, Glasgow and Abcrclc<'11, 
ha\·e been won by the following students : 

Edinburgh. 
Telegraphy and Telephony I 
Telephonv I I 

(;/asgotl'. 
-

Telephony 1 
Tcl<'phony II 
Transmission T • •  

Aberdeen. 
Telephony I 

Telegraphy l 

(�. B. �cwton 
H. Cooper 

.\. :\IcPhail 
\V. P. Sancleman 
\V. P. Sanclcman 

l{. G. :\lacaulay 
{J. Skene 

· · D. S. �. Peters 
Congratulations arc olfcrccl to the successful students 

ancl it is hopecl their success will encourage further stuclv 
am! act as an incentive to others. 
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Junior Section Notes 
Bradford Centre 

I >,·,pit" till' t"" 111;1in "'"t;1clt·,, L<'. Lit<' tl11tit·s ;u1d 
t'\t'11i11g ,·\;he;<"'· \\ 'hich ha\ t' J'l't'\'t•ntt'tl many 11w111bt'rs 
lr"lll attt·11tl111.c: mt·di11gs, t !1t· llr;1<lf"n\. Ct•ntrl' is 
1!"11rishi11.g, ;u1d till' kt·t·11nt·,s 1>1 thl' staff t'\'illl'l'tl in the 
;1cti\·iti1·, "f tlw St·ction tl11n11.t.: till' past St's,io11 has ht'<'ll 
\Tr\' <·nc"urag111g. Tlw m<·mlll'rship 11"''. t"l" tlw (>o 
111ark, and ;1t kast h;Llf "f this t<>tal is th11alh- prl'sl'lll at 
llH\t.'t in�...;. 

I )n _1;11111.1\'\' .:7th a \'"11th-i11-Trai11i11g 011tlmed his 
in1pn·"i"11, anti "pini<>lh in ;rn 11n11s11;Ll type of pap<'f on 
"\ly E'<pt·ri1·11t·t·s ;" a \'tJ11th-in-Training." This \\'as 
f1·llm'·"t1 \>\·a kl'l'll t!isc11ssio11 011 th<· training atil>nktl to 
\'llllths in ·.C:<'llt'ral a11d tlw tlin·dio11 in \\'luch impro\'t'
i1wnt c1111lt! IH' l'lft'c1"d. Tlw I >q1;trtnwnt's s\·llalllls for 
tlw tL1ini11c: "f \'tJllths \\'as a\ily l''<pbinl'd b\· ;1 lllt'llllll'r 
1>1 th(' s,·11i11r StTti"11 \\ h" \\ as pr"sent. 

111 \It'\\ "f thl' t't111\·l'rsio11 of tlH' Bradford C.B. 
L"d1ang1· t" a11ttJ111atic \\·llrking in I<>.jO, it is p;1rtic11Ltrly 
c:r.ttif\·i11:: t•> 1111tt· till' t·\·idt•11t·•· ,,f till' kt·t·11 in!l'rl'st 
;lhpla\·,·d !1\· tht· 'tall in ;t11t"11L1tic systt'llh. '\<> less 
th;111 i) 111<·11t!H'h ;tt!t'lltkd at tht· Thornt"n l' . . \.X.7 011 
h·l1r11an· ;rd. \\'hl'rt' tll'Illt>Jlstr.1ti"ns a11d practit·;t! 
�·,pla1Lli11111:-- t)f thl' wc1rkin.� ()f ...;uch an t'\:chan_!.!;(' \\·t·n· 
;1ll1mkd \i,· tlir<'t' "f l>\11' nwmlll'rs. Thanks l<> thl' l'll<>rts 
"' tilt'"' 111t·ml)('rC'. l'\'(T\'IH1tl\' J'l'l'Sl'llt g;ti1wd St>Illl' 
i1i-..i.�lit Illt(I tiH' i11tricacil's (Jf lincfindcr \\·orking. 

I >t!ll'r llHTti11,g, h;L\T i1H'l11dt'd a ns1t to the Shipll'\· 
1· l\.1 " ""'·ha11,g,· f"r pradical t''<)'LlllatillllS of Straight
f,,1·,,ard J1111cti"11 \\·llrki11g, and th" <kliYl'I'\' "f papers 011 
,11ch \ ;1r.l<'d s11i>J<Th ;" \\';l\·ll';t\·, .. , and c;1a'<ial Cahles. 

Tht· pap<'!' "ll Clla'<ial Cabll's tkli\'l'recl hy two 
11ll'mlwr, "' tlw Scni"r S\'cti"n t'\ !lkcd ,grl'at interest at 
;1 \\dl-attt·1Hlt·d 11H'l'ti11g hl'ld "II h·bru;tn· Ltth, and the 
l>r"ad pri11ciplt-s of c;trrit·r \u1rki11g and tlH'ir applications 
(t> a pai1· "f c"1Hlucturs in th<' form of a central cm1ductor 
anti a co;t'<ial tube \\'l'l'l' full\· appreciated by man\· of 
tht· ml'ml>ers for thl' fip;t timl'. The most significant 
points to mall\' "f those \ll"L'SL'nt were the freetlom from 
i11tl'rfrrence which was gained by the use of such a pair 
'>! co11Lluctors. thl' ckn·lopme11t of modern amplifiers for 
handling a \'l'r\. widt· frcqm'11c�· range, and the fact that 
t lw l'!>a'<i;tl ca\lk f"n11l'd a combination of a telephone 
cable, a kll'\·isio11 cahk and a l""'·er cahll' . .  \n interesting 
d1sn1ssi!ll1 f"llm\'l·d and man\· qu<'ril's \\'l'I'<' raised for the 
attenti!lll t>f the lecturer,.;. 

The forthcoming ,,,·ss1t111 \\'ill cum!IH'llCl' with a \·isit 
(ll till' B. B.<'. :"\"rth l{t·gion<t! Stati!lll ;tt :\loorsidl' Edgl', 
<>n Sqikmlll'r 2.ith, and ;t YarieLI anti L'ducati\'l� 
prngramm<', including a Jt.cture on J{aclio and Tdt'\'ision 
i:-: ht•ing atT�tll.!..!l'll. 

Th(' "ltirl'rs l'lt·l'!t-d fur lll''<t \\'intn's adi,·iti<'S are 
\lt·ssrs .. \. l>ohso11 (Chairman) and .\ .. \1111all (St'crl'tary), 
;111cl Illt'mlwrs arc particuhrh· askl'd to makt• en'r\' effort 
t" attt'nd thl' nll'l'!ings so that their main objects of 
t·dut'atio11 "f tht' stall, and dl'\·dopml'llt of their ability 
t" discuss tt·chnit«tl subjt'l'ts may Ill' rt'alisccl to the 
l1ilkst L''<tt·11t 

Newbury Centre 
\ llll'l'tlllg tJf the statf was held in \larch, \\'lll'n the 

"''Jl'Ch of tht' Junior Section \\'l'!'e e'<plained hy our 
.\ssistant E11gi1wer. \lr. 11. \lmtinwr, :\.\I. I.E. E., after 
'' hich it \\'<ls unaninH>usJy agrel'd to inaugurate a centrl' 
111 this area for till' sessio1i Jq_�S-3!1. The follo\\'ing otticers 
\\!'\'!' t•ll'dt'd ft>r the session 

l.ili 

< 'hairma11 < >. \\'t·t·k, 
Sn-rl'tan· E. F. B. Sea\\ an! 
Trcas11rl'r \\'. 11. Crns\i\· 
Commit It·,·: \'. II \\'in!..'.'. C. J. <>re hard. 

l'rolll the ftJ!lo\\'lllg iht <>I paplTS to he rt'acl 1t \\Iii 
he st'en that the Co111111it!t'e h;tn· endea\'fHifl'cl to co\'t'r 
a \\'ide rang<' of subjects: 

< ktober.-" Faults and \lai11tt'11am·l' Costs." 11. 
\I "rt i nwr. 

\:!l\Tllllll'r " l'riman· \'oucht·1 s." E . .J. S. l{olll'rh. 
I ll'Cl'm l ll'r. Transm.issi!l11." 11. I lu \'. 
Ja11u;tf\'. "Cable Corrosion." l\l. \\'.- \:('\'ille. 
i•'d>rua;·\'. _ 

. . t' . . \. X.l'<instrnction" S. T. \Vi11cls"r. 
\larch. "\\'irl'lcss Interfcrl'nce." E. !'ring. 

.\ \'t'ry kl'l'll i11terl'st is \icing displayl'd !iv the stall 
\\'hich indicates the success of the newly fllrnll'cl Cl'ntrl'. 

Preston Centres 

This quarter has Sl't'n the dosing t>f an excl'llL-nt 
S<·ssi!lll at l'ach of t hl' I unior Cc11tn·s in the Preston 
Section. The old t:L·11tn< in Blackpool and Preston and 
thl' lll'\\'l\' f!lrmccl t:t'nlr\' at StJuthport h;t\'<' had a\·cragt· 
attt·11da1\cl's of not It-,s than 20 •·ach. ;llld on a numlll'r 
"f t1ccasions the ,1ttenda11ces ha\T bt'l'n as high as .\O. 
( >ne of the memlll'rs, \Ir. J. Singleton, \\'as one of the 
S\\LTL'ssful prize winners in the Essay Competition with 
his paper-" Local Lines -The part played by the 
Sectional Engineer's Drawing Olficl' in the Organisati<>n 
of thl' Enginl'Pring Ikpartme11t." 

Reading Centre 
The programme for the session 1q3S-3q has bl'cll 

arranged as follll\\'s 
October.-" E'<ternal Constrnrtio11." (;. \\'. I'. 

Hills. 
:'\ m·em her. -" Tratlic Branch Organisation " L. (;. 

Ha\\'ker. 
December.- .. " Cable Corrosion." :\I. \\'. :\t'\·illc. 
January.-" l;.,\.X. Construction." S. T. \Vin<lsor. 
February.-" (;eneral Sun·ey of Sales \\'nrk." L. 

Hu nt . 

\larch.-" :\ch·icc :\ote ancl :\!\\' Control." H. F. 
Bu tier. 

The syllabus is \'astly different from that of the last 
session and it is interesting to note that representati\'l'S 
of the Traffic and Sales Branches ha\·c kindly consented 
t" gi\·e us papers on subjects with which �,·e are not 
\'Cf\' familiar. The t\\'o papers should pro\·e of particular 
interest to the members. It is hupecl that with such 
an L''<Cellent syllabus there \\·ill be a large increase in tlw 
nwmbership. 

Southampton Centre 
The thanks of the C'ommitkc and Otlicers of tlw 

Southampton Centrl' J u11ior St'ction are clue to all thosl' 
members who ha\'e mai11tainetl their interl'st and 
assistance during the past session, also tu the following 
senior officers who ha \·e supported the lectures : 

\lr. F. W. Frida>-, ,\.:\1.1.E.E. (Sectional Enginel'f). 
:\Ir. S. :\lo()(h', :\.:\l. I.E. E. (:\ssistant Enginl'er). 
\lr. c;. J .  \liile11, A.\!. I. E. E. (:\ssistant Engineer) 
:\lr. C. H. I l;t\·idson (Chief Inspector). 
:\lr. C. Steetlman (Chief Inspector) 
:\lr. L. F. House (Chief Inspector). 
\lr. C. S. Hale (inspector). 
'.\lr. \\'. K Holt (Inspector). 
:\Ir. E.\\'. :\call (Inspector). 
\lr. ] . R. \\'alters (Inspector). 
\lr. :\. F. '.\lockfonl (Inspector). 
\lr. E.:\. Plummer (Inspector). 
:\lr. :\. H. Biles (Inspector). 
\lr. RT. Kimber (Inspector) 
\lr. \\'. Harknl'tt (Inspector). 



Tlw Salisli11n·. \\'inchl'skr ;llld :\(' \\. h>n'st area 
n o l ll 'a.g 11es ha\·•·. also h('('n W('kll!lH'd. 

The I<J.F-.l·" S!'ssio11 nll\\. lwi11,g !'lldl'd ;l lind rl·sum,·· 
1s gin�n of th!' \\·ork f"r tlH' \'!'ar. \\

.ith ;l meml iership of 
t1ftv-tw" and \·isitors, tlH' f"ll"wing progra111m<· has lH'<'n 
It,]!; l\\Td : 

< lctl>her. "Tlw l<l'iat1011ship of thl' I>rawing 
< lllicl' to tlH' ll(•partnH'nt." B. I'. \\'icks. 

:\!l\.('tlll)(•r. " 1 · .. \.X.s :\o. I)." S. E. H arn�\'. 
I >en·ml)('r. " I 'nit Construction Costs." \". S1{1itl1. 
januan·. "l<l'pcakrs." .\. ( ; . Chut('r. 
i'diru<tn·. " Films of Topical Engineering 

1 nkrcst " project('d hy \lr. B. F. \\.icks with tlw 
co-operation of I>r. I>. F. I .ang. 

\larch.·- " Eil'mL'lltar�· Prirn·ipll's of \\'in·ll'ss l{(•cep
tion and l11ll'ifc1T11c<•." S. Cox. 

< >ur thanks an· du(' to \lr. C I'. \lilton and th(' I>ollis 
I I ill st<ttl for tlw lo;rn of films and slicl!'s, and to Professor 
\l .. nzi('s of tlw So11thampto11 l ' ni\ Trsitv CollL',l.>;(' for thl' 
J .. ;cn of tlw 1•111j•·ct<>r, \\hich \\as "f'l';;1ted li\· \lr. H. 
S;i \ ell. 

Th<· pr<•gra111nw f1>r 1'1.lo'i .l'I S('ssilln is about to 1,.. 
< "1npil('d, ;rncl all nH·ml,..rs of tlw sta II ;trL ' i1\\·itnl t<> 
st·nd in a prop1>s,·cl sulij(Tt from which ;t Sl'kdcd numll('r 
"J\11)(' chos('Jl . Thl' j1111io1· nH'mlll'rs ;rnd tln· 1H'\\· c11trants 
'" the Sl'n·ic(' arc ('Speci;tlh· askl'd to join the Junior 
St·•·tion in ord('r to acquirt.: knowkdg<' of the diffl'rent 
1>11;1-.;(•s ,,f adi,·ity \\ ithin tlw Fngill!'(Tin.g llt-partnwnt. 

Th(' retiring ollicl'rs ;uT : 

\lr. C. S. llak (Chairn1an ). 
\lr. E .. \ndn·ws (\'ic(' Chairman). 
\lr :\. E. llrnlridg<· IS('nl'tary and Treasurer). 
\k"'rs. I'. Baker, I<. \\.hit\', S. E. Harw�-, I.. T . 

.l('llllings and \\·. l'a,g<' (C"mmittt'('). 

District Notes 

London Telecommunications Region 

:\E\\' ACTO:\IATIC EXUL\::\GES 

�1x new automatic exchanges, including one C .A.X. 
:\o. 7, han· been opl'ned in the Hegion since the beginning 

• ,f tht· \'l'<tr. The following tktails with reganl to each ol 
th('m will no doubt he of intt-rest. 

.1/01111/;·ic;." .· I 11/011111/ic l:'.rch1111gt'. Thi,; cxchangl' \\·hich 
st 'f ves th(' l l"n1st'\' area was opened on 2.ith l't.:bruary 
at I .30 ]l.111 \I ith approximately 11,500 linl'S and Soo 
Jl!lldions. Till' (':->change, which was installed by thl' 
. \ T.E. Company, is situakcl at Crouch En(l Hill, N.S, 
111 the latest tvjl!' of building. The manual hoard is 
sJtuated at .\rchwa\' l'XChangt•. 

11' hral /111111 f>s/rad, l lcrl /onlsl11rt' . . \ n au t• imatic cxchang(' 
<>t \T.A.X. :\•1. 7 type \,·as opened on :\larch 1Sth with 
approximat(·ly 100 suhscrilwrs. The parent exchange is 
�t .\!bans. 

J_11/n11 1111111 J:'.r1 h1111g1·. This l' Xchange which sern•s the 
\ \' i 11chmon· 1 1  i II district was installed bv Sil'nll'ns 
l�rothcrs and was opened on \larch 3oth with approxi-
111;1 tcl y 2 .. 100 su hscri lwrs from the hypothetical Laburnum 
cxch;rngc, and from Enfield and l'a lmers Creen 
<·:-.changes. Till' initial capacity is 3,000, ultimate (>,100, 
<llld thl' 111a1111al hoard is situated at Bowes Park 
<·xchangc. 

ll11•ersidt' I'. i 1/u111gt'. This exchan.ge \1·as installed h�· 
l·:ricsson's an<I th(' transfer of subscribers from th(' 

Finally 
Th,: Sen in· lltll'rcd 11\· thl' Library uf tht· Institution 

indudt·s an L'Xtl'nsi\T S('\;·ction of \·ohimes 011 E11gi11L'('ri11g, 
Scient i tic and C!'nera l Ed UC<lt ion al t heml's, al 1 hl'i ng 
acc!'ssilik t" nH·mlwrs of the junior Sl'r!ill!l for tlw 
inclu.,in• small fL'(' of !lll'llllll'rsl;q,. 

:\. E. I>. 

Windsor Centre 
It \\;ls cll'citl('tl at a11 ('Jltlrn,;iastic 111t·t·t111,L: "f th(' stall 

i11 tlw \\'i11dsor, Slou.gh a11d \laitknh('ad arl'as lwld i11 
\larch, to form a ce11tn· for tht• S('ssio11 Jq3S-3<1. 

.\t the !lll'l'ting the "hjl'c!s of the Junior Scctio11 \\(Tt' 
ah!�· explained I>\· \lr. 11. \lortimn, :\.\I. I E. E., 
.\ssista11t E11girn'('L 

Tlw followin.L: ofticl'rs \H'fl' l'kctcd 
Chairman: E. 11. llillanl. 
Sl'crdary · S. \\·. \\'iltshin·. 
Trl'asun·r · I . .J. \\.!'hi>. 
C"111111ittel' . 11. S. E. l;o]ding, J. Cray, I<. Simms. 

.\ n·rv inkr<'sling anti i11str11rti\·<· pnigramnw has 
lll't'll arr;.1n,gl'd ;u1d it is hopl'd that pknty "f discussion 
11 ill <·nsU<'. ;ts the suhjl'rts coyer a wid!' field of thl' 
I kpartnll'llt 's acti\·itit·s: 

( ktolwr. " l'aults a11d \lai11k11a11n· Costs." JI. 
\l"rtimer. 

:\on•mher. "\li11istn· "f L;tliour Tr;1i11ing Ccntn· 
--External \\.ork." · ( ;. 1'. Hills. 

lkcemher.-" \\'orks Supen·isio11." (; .. \. \\'iltshin·. 
Ja11uary.·-" Cable Corrosion." \I. \\·. '.\'n·ille. 
Fehruar\'.-" \\'irch·ss Interference." E. !'ring. 
\larch. ·_,, Sun·eys." F. J. Fuzzens. 

It may interest other Sections to note that the thr('t' 
centres fully cover the \\·hole of the Heading Section. 
Can you equal it ' 

old manual took placl' on 21st . .\pril. The initial capacity 
is 5,400, ultimate 7,700, and the manual hoard is 
situated at \Vestern exchange. H.iverside serves an area 
in the neighbourhood of Hammersmith, and bdor(' 
the opening of neighbouring automatic exchanges it 
had the distinction of having a special suite of positions 
to deal with traffic from the various exhibitions held at 
<>I :-.·m pia. 

ll'cst JJray/011 Exclu111gr. This non-clirl'ctor automatic 
exchange, installed hy the ( �eneral Electric Company, 
was opened on .\lav 4th with approximatclv 500 sub
scribers. The initial capacitv is 700, ultimate 2,000 . 
and power is supplied on the parallel battery float 
svstcm \\·ith 300 ampere hour batteries. The manual 
hoard is at lixbridgc which is a C.B. exchange. 

Fi11chley Exch,111ge. This exchange installed l>v 
Standard Telephones an<I Cables in a new building 
adjacent to the old manual was opened on .\lay 1qth. 
Initial capacity is 4,800 lines, ultimate 9,000, and th(· 
powl'r is supplied on the diYided battery float system 
with I, 200 ampere hour batteries at present plated to 
<>oo ampere hours. Over 4,000 subscribers were trans
ferred from the old manual exchange which, after 
certain alterations han' been carried out, will be used for 
postal purposes. The new auto-manual exchange is 
situated in the ne\\' building and the switchroom. 
which is of very pleasing design, is titted with tlw 
latest type of sound absorbing material. 

LYi 



North Eastern Region 

COAXIAL CABLE 

The installation of the Leeds-Manchester- ewcastle 
coaxial cable is proceeding apace in this Region and the 
contractors have completed cabling operations in the 
Bradford Area and arc engaged on final tests prior to 
the installation of equipment in the buildings of the 
U.A.X. type provided at Linthwaite and Huddersfield. 

Illuminating evidence as to how tough some forms of 
rock can prove to be was provided during the duct 
laying operations near the Linthwaitc repeater station, 
when a stretch of some 200 yards of track occupied the 
duct contractor's attention for seven weeks, although 
four compressor drills were almost continuously engaged 
on this small section of the track. 

The rock which was encountered was a form of 
gannister, used for grindstones, etc., and it is understood 
that the cost of the petrol consumption alone for the 
Ingersoll Rand compressors used was in the neighbour
hood of £120 for the seven weeks the contractor's staff 
were engaged on the 200 yards track. Blasting was 
resorted to, but without much headway being made, 
the road being fairly narrow and thereby limiting the 
power of the charges which could be used, for fear of 
extensive damage to the road surface and adjacent 
public service mains. 

A point of interest regarding the Linthwaite repeater 
station is that, owing to its isolated position, the cost of 
a power service was considered to be excessive, and 
arrangements are being made for the lighting service 
in the building to be provided from the 350 volt supply 
fed out over the coaxial cable itself. 

Tests on the new type of asbestos cement ducts used 
for this cable prove that for water tightness they arc 
at least equal in efficiency to the normal earthenware 
ducts, but although gas tight joints were made, it was 
not possible to maintain pressure when the trench had 
been filled in. 

North Wales 
ENDON EXCHANGE 

Automatic working was introduced at Endon in the 
Stoke-on-Trent Engineering Section at i.30 p.m. on 
April 2oth, 1938, by opening a new Unit Automatic 
No. 7 exchange. 

The transfer involved 157subscribers, including 6 coin
box lines and 6 O/G and 7 I/C junctions to the parent 
auto manual exchange at Stoke. The conversion was 
effected without any fault. 

The automatic equipment at Endon exchange consists 
of 2 No. 7A units, l 7B and 1 7D, and the power arrange
ments consist of two 50 volt, 200 ampere hour batteries 
charged by a Tungar Rectifier and operated on a charge
discharge basis. Automatic traffic recording is provided. 

The air condition of the apparatus room is under the 
control of a Humidistat and tubular electric heaters 
are fitted along the bottom of each unit. 

The Endon subscribers have direct access via the 
junctions to the parent exchange to 7,000 subscribers 
connected to the 7 automatic exchanges in the Stoke 
multi-exchange :1rea, and also Kidsgrove and Silvcrdale 
manual exchanges, which are reached via levels 56 and 58 
at Stoke main exchange. 

Subscribers in the Stoke 1\1/E area and the two manual 
exchanges named above have access to Endon subscribers 
via level 57 at Stoke exchange. 

BIRMINGHAM REGIO AL SCHOOL 

The photograph of the Overhead Wiring Construction 
School shows how vacant land can be used to the most 
advantage. In due course a building for the Regional 
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Director and Telephone Manager's new office will he 
erected on this site. 

It must not be assumed from the photograph that the 
Regional School has no students. On the contrary the 
average number in attendance each week is now about 
230-240 with peaks of 253 and 257. 

Additional classes are still being formed which "ill 
add another 30 or 40 to the weekly total. 

MR. R. P. COLLINS 
With deep regret we announce the death of one of our 

former colleagues, Mr. R. P. Collins, who died on May 
r3th, after an illnC'Ss of some weeks in Sclly Oak Hospital, 
Birmingham. 

He will be well remembered as a keen worker and 
prominent member of the Society of Post Office 
Engineering Inspectors, having been President of the 
Society and a member of the executive council for a 
number of years prior to his promotion to the Chief 
Inspector's grade. 

In addition to his work for the Society, his Depart
mental and local activities were almost too numerous to 
mention, but outstanding was his work on the D.W.<: ... 
of which he was Vice-Chairman, the I.P.O.E.E., and his 
many associations with welfare and sports organisations 
in the Birmingham Area, many of which he continued 
after his retirement in February, 1936, until the time of 
his illness. 

The funeral took place at Brandwood End Cemetery 
on Tuesday. May 17th, and the large attendance, 
representing all grades of the Service and other 
organisations with which he was associated, was a 
remarkable tribute to his popularity. 

It i!: indeed tragic that one so well prepared for a lonii: 
and happy retirement should so quickly pass away, and 
we must express our deepest sympathy with Mrs. Collins 
and family in their particularly sad loss. 

North Western 

EUXTON ORD1ANCE FACTORY 

At Euxton, near Chorley, Lancashire, a new factory is 
in course of construction and work is proceeding at a 
record speed. The work is under the control of H.l\T. 
Office of Works and the main contractor is Sir Lindsay 
Parkinson & Co., Ltd., of London and Blackpool. 

In view of the magnitude and speed of the work 
rather important telephone facilities have had to he 
provided by the Department at very short notice. l n 
the office a 10 + 60/ 180 switchboard is installed with 
57 extensions and a ro + 50/65 switchboard with lh 



<'xtensions for the chief contractor. '.\linor telephone 
facilities have also bcC'n provided for a number of sub
contractors. 

On account of the absence of pern1ancnt roads on the 
site and the fact that a 600 line privately-owned auto
matic exchange will ultimately be installed for use when 
the factory is in production, all line plant has, of 
necessity, been placed overhead, and during the various 
phases of the work it has been necessary to effect plant 
rC'movals at short notice owing to the rapid erection and 
removal of premises and also extensive repairs on account 
of damage caused by building and excavation operations. 

During a good part of the work, it was frequently 
impossible to take a vehicle within half a mile of a route 
which necessitated adopting special measures such as 
using a tractor to tow poles on a toboggan over 8 inchC's 
or morn of mud. 

Scottish Region 
THE El\ll'IHE EXHIBITIO!\ 

The Empire Exhibition was opened on l\lay 3nl, HJ38, 
by Their Majesties The 1\:ing and Queen and the ceremony 
was the culmination of months of intensive effort on the 
part of the exhibition authorities, the contractors and 
the exhibitors. 

It is the policy of the Post Office to provi de exhibits at 
the various exhibitions held throughout the country, 
e,·en though many of these are of a special and local 
nature, and no exception in this respect has been made 
of the Empire Exhibition. In an enterprise of such 
magnitude and pretention in which so many interests arc 
represented, the Post Office has, as the purveyor of an 
important public service, played a necessary part. It 
will be appreciated that in a venture of such an extent, 
a telephone system is essential not only as a means of 
communication between the exhibition officials, but 
also as a necessary adjunct to the whole system of 
the country. 

It was originally intended that the telephone exchange 
should form part of the Post Office display, but the fact 
that the buildings for exhibitors would be completed 
only shortly before the opening date, whereas the building 
for the exchange was required several months before 
that date to afford the required time for installing the 
equipment, necessitated the separation of the exchange 
from the exhibition. In addition, as the Glasgow auto 
com·ersion work is now well in hand and the exhibition 
exchange had to he C.B. manual on account of the nature 
of the traffic, there was not much advantage in exhibiting 
a manual exchange in an area undergoing conversion to 
automatic working. Various conferences were held with 
the exhibition authorities and the principal telephone 
requirements were estimated. A comprehensive under
ground scheme was prepared for auxiliary M.D.F.'s 
titted in all the main buildings to prodde flexibility. 
.\s the work progressed, the layout of proposed buildings 
was revised and additional buildings were added, all 
of which involved changC's in the underground scheme 
as originally proposed. 

The engineering work commenced on ScptC'rn hcr lst, 
1<137, and was completed in time for the opening of the 
physical exhibition exchange. As the construction of 
roads progressed, every opportunity was taken to 
provide all the ducts for the nccC'ssary crossings. In all, 
some eight miles of underground cables of all sizes were 
provided. 

;\leanwhilc, the design of the exchange equipment had 
been put in hand some l 2 months before the opening 
elate of the exhibition ancl data was suppliccl by the 
Tckphone l\lanager, Glasgow, on :\lay l zth, 1<137. 
Because of th<' type of traflic likely to be obtained 
<'quipment of tlH' C.H. ::\o. 10 type was decided upon. 

:'-formally this type of equipment would be installed Ii\· 
the Telephone Manager's staff hut, owing to the ver\· 
heavy programme of work in the H.egion, it was felt that 
the work could not he undertaken without causing 
serious delay in other directions and a rccornrnendaticn1 
was made to the EnginC'er-in-Chicf that the work lw 
carried out by contract. This was agreed, arnl the Auto
matic Telephone and Electric Co. of Lin·rpool undertook 
the work. Advance copies of the complete SpC'cificatinn 
were supplied to the Contractor on Jun e 23rd, 1937, and 
the Regional Contract Orcler was placccl on June jot h 
The Contractor commenced installation of the equipment 
on December zrst, 1937, and the exchange was reach· 
for service on :\larch 19th, 1938. 

To provide the telephone sen·icc required by Building 
Contractors and the Administration during the erection 
of the buildings, Exhibition exchange was opened 
hypothetically on Ibrox exchange on January <>th, 1<13:-:. 

The physical exhibition exchange was opened 011 

April 25th, H)38, and up to this date the actual telephone 

requirements had not been clearly defined. During 
this week, however, the number of exchange lines 
increased from roo to approximately 500, all requiring 
service at once. During the first two weeks the husv 
hour calling rate was between 3 an d 4, which put a great 
strain both on the operating staff and the equipment. 

Some details of the exchange and the communication 
system arc given in the following table. 

Exhibition Exclza11r;e 
Switch Sections, CB. �o. 10 15 A-positions 

5 B-positions 

:\[ultiplc (Subs.) 
:\[ultiplc (Junes.) 
Answering Jacks 
L. & C. 0. H.clays 
:\[onitors Desk -
C.T.I. Equipment 
Subs. Apparatus 

Call Offices 
Junctions 

Power Plant 

r T & P. U. position 
<j(JO 
200 
960 
<)20 
2 positions 
62 
15 Switchboards 
520 D.E.L's (at l\lay 2oth) 
69 

<JO Outgoing I (at 
114 Incoming · l\lay 

2S Bothway J 2oth) 
2 Batteries 24 V 300 Ah . 

\\'orkcd charge ,'discharge 
1 :\lotor GenC'rator 

l'olla and Fire Alarm Svstcm. 
One switchboard I':\ 150 TD ro .lines with external 

extensions to police and ambulance. 15 pillars in 
exhibition grounds for use by puhlic and Police. 

l'rfralf F,xclza11r;c. 
One 50-line switchboard with linPs to each car park 

for traffic control. 
" TE\l " service was proYided from 7 points in th" 

various paYilions, the telephones b•·ing used for thi" 
serYice exclusively. 

South Wales 
Sl'IL\�]CECH'S C.\I3LE AT l\ITLFOHD HAVE:\ 

:\ subaqueous cable, recently laid across the Milford 
H an·n, between l lobbs Point and Kn·land, a distanet' 
of approximately half a mile, reprcsc1its a further link 
in the system of telecommunications for west \Yak' 
The cable forms part of the trunk system connecting 
:\lilfonl and Carmarthen (w ith spurs to Tenby, Pembrok •· 

and l 'cmbroke Dock), and is of the l'.C.�j.T. typ<'. 
138/ 20 and 4/ 40 Sf pairs with single armouring a ncl 
haYing an approximate civerall diameter of 4 in. 

The normal means of transport across the Haven 1, 
IJ\· steam frrry. For the purposes of cabling it wa' 



necessary lo obtain lhe services o( the s.s. Eden, of some 
200 tons. Difficulty was at firsl experienced in 
manccnvring the crocodile wagon, on "hich the drum 
of cable weighing i6 tons had been transported to 
Pemb1oke Dock, into a suitable siding from which it 
could be hoisted into the hold of the Ec!m. The task 
was, however, eventually accomplished, and early on the 
morning of February .:i5th the end of the cable was put 
ashore and secured al Hobbs Point. The drum, mounted 
on suitable jacks, was then permitted to revolve slO\\ ly 
as, with a suitable tide flowing, the Eden drifted away 
from the quayside, lhe rate at which the cable was paid 
out being controlled by means of an improvised braking 
gear on the drum. A large pulley slung from a jib over
head supported the cable over the side of the ship 
(Fig. J). A straight course for the landing point al 

F1G. 1.-l'A \'ING OUT. 

::\eyland was followed, the drum being braked con
tinually to avoid laying slack in the cable. .\s 
anticipated, the ship grounded in mid-stream and an 
enforced wait of upwards of an hour resulted, until the 
rising tide carried her over the mudbank, when cabling 
ope1ations were resumed. The F.den finally grounded 
some 20 to 30 yards from the shore on the Neyland side 
and two rowing boats, each manned by four men, were 
brought into service to handle the " bight " of the cable 
a<; it came over lhe side of the ship (Fig. 2). A strong 

Fie. 2. -LANDING nm E:-.u. 
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gang of men on shore assisted at this stage of lhe 
operations and lhc end was eventually landed at the' 
Neyland slipway. The whole job occupied eight hours 
and was accompanied by much shouting and not a 

little wetting into the bargain. However, all engaged 
in the task worked with a will and a job which wa<; 
viewed with some apprehension was completed safely 
and in good time. Full credit is due lo Messrs. The 
United Telephone Cables, Ltd., who manufactured the 
cable and carried out the work of laying il. 

THE CH.A)IE LORRY 
Coming events usually cast their shadows befo1e, 

but when the crane lorry arrived the question of its 
possibilities was a matter for conjecture. 

In case it comes the way of the reader, the following 
few notes may be useful : 

Experience has shown that as a safety factor it is a 
valuable asset. \Vhen used in connection with the 
recovery of stout or medium poles, the end of the sling 
is hooked around the pole, so that it will be slightly butt
hcavy when out of the ground. During the jacking-out 
process the weight is taken and maintained until the butt 
is just above the ground level. If the position of the 
sling on the pole has been reasonably judged in the first 
place, the butt can be drawn back by one man with a 
short rope or sash line while lowering takes place. 

The procedure indicated is applicable to poles up to 
approximately one ton in weight. The crane takes the 
weight and when the position is obtained for freedom of 
movement, the swing of the jib will enable the pole to 
be moved over the usual obstacles which arc encountered, 
such as E.L. cables, P.O. cables, drains, etc. In the 
latter case the erection of new poles can often be avoided. 

During the partial recovery of a trunk line, some 6o 
tops had to be cut off, and by extending the jib 10 ft. 
\\ 1th a light pole the work was made easy and safe. The 
pole was lashed to the jib and a snatch block fastened 
lo the end. The rope for lowering was passed through 
this and secured to the pole top and lorry. This enabled 
the sawing to be done and the piece of pole to be lowered 
to the ground. 

The question of erecting aerial cable with the help of 
the crane lorry suggested itself, and a bosun's chair 
secured to the end of the jib has great possibilities on a 
fairly straight run, the cable being paid out at the same 
time from a drum mounted on the lorry. 

Sufficient has been said to indicate a few uses of the 
lorry crane, but it undoubtedly possesses further 
potentialities. 

Owing to the minimum height of 13 ft. to which the jib 
may be lowered the question of garage accommodation 
usually presents difficulties, and it is frequently necessary 
to travel some distance from the work for suitable 
premises. 

The following measurements may be of interest : 
)formal working height of jib 21 ft. 6 in. 
Full height of jib . . i4 ft. 6 in. 
Length of jib 13 ft. 6 in. 

South Western 
APOLEONIC WARS H.ELTC 

On ?\larch 22nd, while a gang were excavating a trench 
in Overgang Road, Brixham, for the purpose of laying a 
3-in. S.A.D., the \\'arsop drill pierced a hole in the road 
rather too easily. 

Further investigation led to the discovery of two 
chambers under the roadway separated from each other 
by a substantial stone wall, but with access to one 
another by a small opening in the wall. From the second 
chamber a gallery led down to the sea, and at the sea end 
the opening was partly closed up. 



The matter was reported to the District Sun·cyor, as 
the Department had agreed the depth, course, etc., of 
the proposed duct line with him before commencing 
work. 

:\ brief press report of the result of inycstigations as 
to the purpose for \\·hich these chambers were 11secl 
follows : 

"XAPOLEO:\!C \\.AHS EELIC. 
Discm•ery of Old Rrixham Po;n/cr JI agazi 11e. 

The room that was disco\Trecl at the foot of ()ycr
gang Hoad, Brixham, through \\'(>rkmcn cxcaYating 
the road for laying an underground telephone scn·ice 
during last week, has been traced through the medium 
of old maps to han� been a pmnler magazine for the 
escarpment that towered abrn-c the entrance to 
Brixham Harbour during the :\apoleonic \\.ars. 

Three similar t'scarpments remain, one at Fish
combe, another at Hound-top, and the third between 
Berry Head House and the Berry Head Fort, as 
reminders of the dcfcnsi\·e protection of the Brixham 
side of Torbay. In those clays Brixham \\·as a nayaJ 
watering station for the Channd fleet. It is possible 
that the room will he walled in tn gi\-c greater security 
to the mad, which is one of the busiest in the towi1 
through being the most accessible from the Quay to 
the G.\\ .. l{. Station." 
The question of the responsibility for filling up the 

c;wities arose, and the Sun·eyor agreed after some 
discussion that it was the Council's responsibility to fill 
in and make the road safe. 

BWSTOL :\L\I:\TEXA.:\CE EXPEHL\IE.0.'T 
Hcference has been made to this experiment in the 

District 1\otcs in the January, 193<), and January, 1<137, 
issues of the J Ol'RXAL. 

:\t a conference held in Bristol in January, 1938, 
between Headquarters and District oflicers, it was 
agreed that sufficient data had been obtained to enable 
Headquarters control of the experiment to he relinquished. 
It was agreed to discontinue the Yarious analyses and 
special reports to Headquarters and the experiment 
which commenced in October, 1935, thus lasted for just 
over two years. 

.Wain Findings of the Experiment. 

Internal Plant.-Thcse arc the subject of an interesting 
and comprehensive Engineering Instruction which has 
been issued recently (E.l. Telephones General :\.5901, 
" !{eduction of Faults on Internal l'lant, General 
�otcs for SuperYising Officers .") 

The methods outlined arc based mainly on the results 
of the investigations at Bristol and show the remedial 
measures taken to deal with various troubles as reYealed 
by the analyses or special investigations. 

External Pla11l.-lnformation regarding faults on line 
plant will be contained in E.l. Lines 0Ycrhead :\.5901. 
Special Work undertaken by E:r:peri111ental Staff. 

During 1937 attention was concentrated upon items 
of plant responsible for high fault incidence, and the 
following notes show briefly what was done in this 
direction. 

Exchange Plant-A 11to111atic.-Special overhauls of 
early choice first group selectors, final selectors and 
discriminating selectors. These were based on the 
known fault incidence of yarious contacts and mechanical 
items as rcyeakcl by analysis and scrutiny of fault 
dockets. Subsequent faults on these switches haYc been 
made the subject of special reports to Headquarters. 
\Yith the exception of functional tests all routines haYe 
been suspended on overhauled switches in order to 
determine periodicities at which future routines should 
be performed. 

Subscribers' .Appamtus.-Although faults on P.B.X. 
s\\·itchhoanl equipment \\·ere not coY<'rt'd hy the analysis 

of faults on sul1scribcrs' apparatus, inn'stigations 
re\-calcd that an appreciable percentage of faults 
occurred on the larger type installations ; this applied 
particularly in industrial areas. 

Special oyerhauls of these installations were made and 
in some instances the associated extensions were also 
\·isitcd. Special attention \\·as paid to the condition of 
such items as cords, keys, indicators. relays, etc. 

HeYisits haYc been made in a number of cases to 
determine periodicities for future routine oycrhauls. 

l:'xtcr11al Pla11/.--ln order to ascertain whether 
st;rndanl methods of construction arc satisfactory, <L 

special O\Trhaul of external plant was carried rn�t in 
Bristol ::\orth exchan,ge area. Approximately 300 l).J'.',
ancl associated lines were oYcrhaulcd. The \York con
sisted mainly in pole strengthening, regulating, tTne\\·al 
of C. D. plugs by block terminals, tidying of D.l'.'s, ck 
:\on-standard methods of construction were altered t• • 

conform \\·ith standard practice, anrl Ycrtical to \Trtical 
formation \\·as adopted whcre\·cr possihlP. 

The oyerhaul was completed in September, rru7. and 
the follm,·ing figures of the fault incidence of external 
plant in Bristol :\orth exchange area show the im1iro\T
nll'nt affected in faults per telephone per annum : 

Sept., \Tar., SPpt.. \lar, Sept., \lai-., 
tq35 Jqj(1 I<J3h l<l3/ I<J3/ l<).)8 
·31 ·31 ·35 ·23 · 15 ·os 

loxcha11gc ,-J reas under 300 !.i11es. 
The fault incidence of external plant 111 these an·;t'-' 

being usual ly high, steps \\Trc taken to locate those' 
routes having a fault incidence of on'r 0·75 per telcph01w 
per annum. In these cases a scrutiny of fault cards 
matnially assisted in the location of sections of route 
where external improYcmcnt work was most nccPssan·. 
General. 

Since the conclusion of the experiment in February 
the special experiment staff has been merged into the 
normal maintenance staff, arrangements being made to 
employ the staff as far as possible on the maintenance of 
plant upon which they have been specially engaged 
during the experiment. 

BH.ISTOL STATIO:\ SOKfl:\(; OFFlCE 
The District was honoured by a visit of the l'ostmastt-r

Gencral when he opened the :\cw Station Sorting Ollie<' 
at Bristol on l\lay rnth. 

The sorting office is situated adjoining Temple \leads 
railway station, and a system of conYcyors has been 
installed between the railway platforms, the necessary 
acceptance and deliYcry points in the Sorting Office and 
on the loading platform. By this means considerable 
economics and saving of time in the handling and 
despatch of mails will be effected. A detailed description 
of the con ycyors is given in a separate article in this issue. 

;\ circuit was installed whereby the Postmaster
Gencral could start up the conYeyor system by depressing 
a button on the platform erected in the main sorting 
office for the opening ceremony. :\ public address 
system was also fitted for the cotn-cnicnce of the speakers, 
and microphones connected to certain parts of the 
conycyor installation reproduced the actual noises of 
starting on the loud-speakers. 

The ceremony was attendee! by a large number of 
representative .people, including. the l >eputy Lord 
\l;wor, local :\1.1'. 's and members of the Council and 
Ch;tmher of Comnwrce. 

lt is interesting to record that en'rything \nirk('d 
according to plan and th;1t the 1,000 guests who W('rc 
sen·cd with tea displayed great intt'rl'st when the 
building \\·as thrown open to inspection. 

The Postmaster-Cenl'ral when inspecting the Olliff 
expressed his satisfaction at the engi1wning sen·ic('s 
prO\·idecl. 

llil 



Staff Changes 
Promotions. 

Name D istrict I >ate 

/·1"111 . I .. \.f..". to l'rinripa!. 

.\bnning, F. E . . \. F.-111-C.< >.to "frlecoms. l>cpt. :!. I .:IS 

Frulll .·l.S.l:. /,, ·1 . .11. 

I lay, P. C. E.-in-C.U. to Norwich To be tixed htn 

From A.:-;_]:"_ /,, .. l.S.l:". ;.-11/i 111/uwailU. 

Edgerton . T. II. L:LIZ. 

From l:"xl'C. 1:"11gr. lo Hl'gi. l:"11gr 

Jones, II. C.  . . . . I·:.-in-C.U. to I..T.I< 

.\lolfatt, C. E. 
Gemmell, \\". T. 
Stretch, \\'. 

S . .\1. to S. \\ 
E.-in-C.U. 
S. Lane-,; 

Ftom A�'-"t. Fngr. to Fxec. F11gr. 

l\il�our, A. Scot. lfrg. 
Akestcr, A. E.-in-C.0. 
llclman, S. L E.-in-C.O. 
Pope, G. F. S.E. to :\. \\'a. 
King, A. C. S. \\'ales 
Penney, ,\_ E. 1..1'. lfrg. . . 
Gawtliorn , C. I LT. l{eg. 
Suns, A. E. 

· 

E.-in-C.0. to L.'l .l<. 
Scarborough, \\'. JI. L.T. Hq;. . . 
l<obinson, U. I>. F. to Sc. H. 
!Jiac k, \\'. 11. :\. \\'. to S. Les. 
'.\lillen, G. ] . . . S . .\lid. to L.T.R 
Anderson, 

·
E. \\'. E .-in-C.0. 

Perryman, C. F. Scot. l{cg. 
!{obinson, ,\_ h. :\.E.l{. to L.T.l<. 
J\napman, ])_ E. S. \\'ales 

Fiu111 Chief lnop. lo .·J ,,.,/, l:'J1gr. 

l\l.4:18 

uu. :1s 

I. 7 .:IS 
:!.-1.:1s 

To lieli'<ed btn 

u.:18 
1.4.:ls 

:!ti.1.:1s 
1.5.:18 
1.7.38 
S.4.3S 

t!J.4.:ls 
:!8.4.:18 
l!J.4.38 
l. IU.:l8 

To be lixe d later 
1.7 .38 
1.8.38 
8.4.3S 

l!J.4.:\8 
ti.5.:ls 

Corkctt, H. 
Gle nn, B. 
Burrows, \\'. .i\. 

E.-in-C.O. :!8.:!.:18 
:\. \liclbnd l 3.:1.:1s 
!\.E. Eeg. . . . . Tu lie fixed Lttn 

I Jennison, ]{. T. :\. 
'.\le h: inn on, .i\. 
Branso n, J. \\'. 
Eng land, A. (_;_ 
\\'o()(lhous-::, T. 
Standing, F. 
I <o"ers H 

E.-in-C.< >. to 1::\ .E.K do 
Scot. J<cg . .  . 
Scot. Hcg . .  . 
Scot. Hcg. 
!\ .\\". to :\.E.!{. 

du. 
du. 
du. 

He;.d, ·i. l:'. 
l<uddorth, S. 
Joyce, I<. :\I. 
lcYlll'>'. E. II. 

l)\:enall, E. \\". 
lfance, .\. \\'. 
Brown, K C. C. 

T.S. Ldn. to T.S. B'm 
T.S. H'm t o T.S. Ldn. 
E.-in-t'.O. 

do. 
1.5.:18 
8.5.:18 
1.7.38 

l lar rold, E. J .  
Claxto n, H .  L. 
l\tlk, E. 
Edwards, \\'. K. 
Smith, E. H . .. 
Thomas, G. E. T. 
J\nce, I I. 
J\lathl'\\"S , \\'_ 
Curling, T. N. 
Himes, H E. 
t;ill, \\'. E. 

J·:.-in-C.U. . . 
l·:.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.U. to L.TK 
1'. \\'a. to L.T.K 
Eastern 
E.-in-C.U . . . 
E.-in-C.U. to LT.K 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-i n-C.O. 
Scot. H.cg. 
E.-in-C.O. to L.T.J{. 
E.-in-C.U. to L T .I<. 
S.\\'. to S. \\'a. 
!\.\\". to S.E. 
LT. }{ .. g. 
E.-in-C.O. 
::'\.:\lid. to Sc. I<. 

l:!.4.3S 
l:!.4.38 
l!J.4.:l8 
l!l.4.:18 
l:!.4.38 
12.4.:1s 
I 9.4.3S 
:!s.4.:l8 
l:!.4.3S 
12.4.3S 
15.4.:38 
l!J.4.38 

tUi.38 
To be lixcd la t e r 

1.8.38 
1.8.38 

l.'i.i>.38 

From Chie_f J 11sp. to Chief I 11sp. with a/lo1m11U'. 

�kl'hail, \\'. S. S. S cot. Reg . . . 
Reid, \\'. A. Scot. ]{eg . .  . 
Perkins. B. 11. S. !\lidland .. 
Whitehead, \\'. C. S.\V. to N. l\Iid. 
Spiers, J.C. N.\\'. to N.E.K 

lfi2 

ll.3.38 
22.3.38 

To be fixed later 
8.5.38 
8.5.38 

Di�trict Date 

F�om Chit/ lnsp. to Chief Insp. with allo·11ance-(conti11urd). 

Jolui:-;on, J. 
.\le Len nan, J. ,\_ 
Chilvers, \\' . . .  
\\'illiams, \\' . .  \. 
I{obcrb, \\'. :\. 
\\'henmouth, II. 
Halferty, .\. 
Lewis, A. F. 
E\·ans , \\'. 
Ellis, F. 
Taylor, S. A 
.\lessenger, C. \\. 
Scott, \V. F . .. 
\lo r phcw, H .. U. 
\\'all, ,\. :\. 
Gillman, C. E. 
Stow, t;. 
Budd, \\'. c. 
Boys, E. C. 
.\lackay, J. \\". 
William s , C. E. 

L.T. l<c�. 
L.T. l<eg . 
LT. l<cg. 
L.'f. H.cg. 
L. T . H.eg. 
LT. l{eg. 
LT. l<eg. 
L.T. l<eg. 
l..T. l{cg 
I..T. l<eg. 
L.T. l<cg. 
L.T. l<eg . 
L.T. Eeg. 
LT. l<cg. 
LT. l{cg. 
LT. I<eg. 
I..T. I<eg . 
L.T. l{cg. 
LT. l{eg. 
:\. \\'estem . 
Fas tern 

Frum Jnsp. to C/11ef lnsp. 

\!allows, E. G. 
l\ing, \\'. D . .. 
Den\·er , \\'. C. 
Till\:, c. :\. 
J ollnson, S. \\'. J. 
Slater, G. I l. .. 
Smith, K 
Totlkill, 11. 
]{ogt· r s, A. Jl. 
I licks, C. J. . . 
1 l olbbaum, J. 
Joh nsto n, A. :\. 
.\Jann, E. G. 
:\1 wrs, ll. G. 
;\l\1ir, \\'. \\'. 
Johnson, L ]'. 
\loulds, 11. 
House, L. F. 
Bu c kley, G. 
Hardy, J. 
Birnie, R. C. 
Alston, G. J .. . 
I !all, t;. h.. 
Wilson, \\'. A. 
Young, H. T. 
Lockie, R A  . . .  
Slocombe, A. E. 
Driver , E. G. 
Smith, C. A . .. 
Jame s , L. A. 
Searle, C. T. . . 
Morgan, L. O. 
Po wni ng , S. ll. 
Davi s ,  A. II . .. 
Hut chinson, C. II. 
\Vootten, L. G. 
Blott, F. 
C hasmar, \\'. P. 
Cottcndcn, S. C. 
Owe n, \\'. I L 
Allison, A. J. 
Pocock, D. j. 
Bavin, A. E . . . 
Town, A. 
Gormley, L V. 
Br auman , A. H.. 
Dutlicld, I I. .. 
Knight;;, G. A. 
Such, H.. C. 

LT. lfog. 
E.-in-C.U. 
E.-in-C.U. 
E.-in-C.U. 
E.-in-C.U. 
E.-in-C.0. 
S. \lidlaml 
S. Lanes 
�- \\'ales 
LP.K to::'\. Ire. 
E.-in-C.U. to :-.i.E.I<. 
Scot. l{eg. 
E.-in-C.U. 
E- in -C .0. 
Scot. l\cg. 
S. \\'. to E.-in-C.U. 
:\.E. l\cg. 
S . .\Iidland 
.:\. \\'ales 
N. \Vales 
Scot. l<eg. 
S. La nes 
N.E. H.eg. 
S. \\'ales 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. H.cg. 
L.T. l<eg. 
L.T. l<eg. 
L.T. Reg 
L.T. I<cg. 
LT. l{eg. 
L.T. l<eg. 
L.T. l<eg. 
L.T. l<cg 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. l<eg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. l<eg. 
L.T. l{cg. 
LT. Reg. 
LT. H.eg. 
LT. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. !fog. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. H.cg. 
Eastern 
Eastern 
Eastern 

1:.>.4.38 
I (l.4.:38 
l:!.4.3S 
l:!.4.3S 

2.5.3S 
l!J.4.3S 
l!J.4.3S 
l!J.4.3S 
l:!.4.3S 
l!l.4.38 
1!1.4.:IS 
l!J .4.3S 
t:!.4.:1s 
l!J.4.:18 
12.4.:l8 
l:!.4.:lS 
l:!.4.:IS 
l:!.4.3S 
l:!.4.38 
:!4.4.:lS 
:rn:1.:1s 

I .:!.:IS 
To he fixed later 

do. 
do. 

14 3.38 
�2.9.37 
l:!.:!.3S 

28.12.37 
l!J.!2.3i 

ti.l:!.3i 
25.12.37 
19.12.:li 

ti.12.37 
tU:!.:17 

d.3s 
l(l!0.:17 

I ti. J .:18 
1.1.:1s 
I.:! .:is 
1.8.37 

19 9.:17 
l i. IO.:l7 

2. l.3S 
To be fi xed later 

12.4.38 
19.4.38 
12.4.:l8 
12.4.38 

2.5.:18 
19.4.38 
19.4.:18 
12.4.3S 
12.4.38 
l!J.4.38 
19.4.38 
12.4.3S 
19.4.3S 
12.4.38 
12.4.38 
19.4.38 
12.4.38 
12.4.38 
23. l .38 
13.2.38 

5.4.38 
27. l.38 
27.3.38 
23.8.37 
25.3.38 



Name District 

Fro111 I 11sp. to 0_hic/ I 11sp. (ro11ti11ucd) 

l'ook\", E. JI Easter n 
Barra.tt, L. \\' E.-in-C.U. to S.\\. 
Barnes, J. I. :::-.; . \\'ales 
llartkv, C. :\ :\. E. H.cg. 
I<ol>ins, !\. F S. :\lid!and 
lk\.,., .. <;.JI. L.T. l{l'g. 
lka\·t·n. J. I I  L.T. l{eg. 
llolli<lav: H. I·. L.T. lfrg. 
I lumph

.
rey, E. L. E.-in-C.o. 

Jtllbon, J.E. E.-in -C.O. 
I lancock, L. E.-in-C .0. 
l'n•k, c. :\. E.-in-C.o. 
.\rnll'r"lll, ·1 :\. Scot. ]{,.g. 
])n·sd<il<', T. \\·. Scot. H<'l.'.· 
\lL:Cl,·ll.mcl, \\·. C. ::-icut. }{l'g . 
\k I >oug,dl, ]{ Scot. }{eg. 
Sk'"'· J. Scot. Eeg. 
l lopki1i,;on, I·: .:\ . !·:.!< .. to E -in·C.O. 
Brough, I>. Scot. l{eg. 
1.ockie, J. Scut. l{eg. 
:\lathewson, J. \I. Scot. Heg. 
Bigger:-1, P. s·. � �cot. ]{e� 

< >uinn, I'. Scot. }{l'g. 
;.; icobon, I' Scot. }{cg. 
Brown, H. Sc ot. l{eg. 
. \rnold, C \\. E.-in -C.O. to Sc. K 
!lull, J. :\. E.-in-C.U. 
llogg, T. E. E.-in-C.U. 
Shipley, F. 11. E.-in-C.O. to Sc. H .. 
Arnold, A. F. E.-in-C.O. to Sc. R. 
lfoS'l'I, J 11 E.-in-C.U. to Sc. H. 
\\ibon, l'. E.-in-C.O. to Sc. H. 
Suddl, <.;. l\. E .-in -C.O. to s,·. R 
llcnderson, \\'. G. .1'\. lrdand 
Fearn, J. .:\.E. l{eg. 
!\larsdcn, U. .:\.E. }{eg. 
Bingham, J. .:\.E. ]{e� . 
:\lartin, B. J\. .:\.E. l{eg. 
Lancasll'r, A. E. .:\.E. Heg. 
I .arncr, I'. I.. Test Seen. U'rn 
Blowl'r, l;. ,\ TPst Seen. B'rn 
llart. J. :\. L.T.J{. tu:.:\. \\'a. 
]Jarratt, J. \\'. L.T.l{. to N.E.l\. 
Trimmer,\\'. J. L.T.I\. to S.\\'a. 
Allsup, E. F. \V. E.-in-C.U. to S.\\'a. 
Hochc, J. J. . . E.-In-C.U. 
l\lilkr, H .. \\'. E.-in-CO. 
JJarton, A. L. E.-111-C.U. 
Judd, F. \\'. Ll.H .. to S.\\·. 
\\'hittington, F .:\. :\lid land 
l'richanl, F. E. E.-m-C.O. 
\\'ebb, A. \\'. L.T. l< .. to Sc. I<. 
Ulcwitt, E. S. \\'ales 
Abel, G. l'. E.-in-C.U. 
:'llitchcll, C. \\'. A. E.-in-C.U. 
l'itts, II. E. L.T.I\. to E. 
\\'ouds, A. E. L.T.K to E.-in-C.0. 
<Jueen, J E.-in-C.O. 
Andrews, \\·. E. T. Eastern 
Croshv, S. C. S. \\'ales 
13err il"i, \\'. l; Eastern 
Stoney, J. J. S. \\"ales 
Lee, J. A. L.T. l\cg. 
Stovold, A. T. Test Seen. Ltln. 
l'lumpton, F E. S.\lid. to E.-in-C.0. 

Fro111 S.IV.l Iv lnsp. 

Everett, A. A. F. 
Gallagher, l'. 
l\larr ow, T. K 
Dell, J. H. 
Wasc, A. E. N. 
Woods, RN. 
Wadsworth, J. H. 

Test Seen. Ldn 
:::\. Ire. to E.-in-C.O. 
:.:\. \\'estcrn .. 
E.-in -C.O. 
E.-in-C.O . .  . 

E.-in-C.0 . .  . 
l\ugby RS. 

Promotions-continued. 

Date ::\amc ])i't rict 

F1u111 S.W.l tu I11sp. (rn11/11wl'l/). 

Ii 2.:l8 
:u.:is 

:rn.11.:n 

l.4.:l8 
2i.2 :18 
I !1.4.:18 
l !l.4.38 
l\J.4.38 

1.7.:18 
2S.4.:ls 
12.4.3S 

l.\J.38 
1.4.:�s 

19.:1.:is 
3.4.:18 
1.4.:18 
ti.ti.:li 

l0.4.:18 
2.1.:is 
l. 1.:18 

14.10.:li 
1:1 :1.:1s 

22.12.:li 
2·U.:l8 

1..i.:1s 
:1.4.:1s 
1.4.38 

14.10.:n 

l.4.:l8 
22.:i.:is 
10.4.:18 

3.4.38 
20.:1.:is 
14.3.37 

To be fix<'d later 
<lo. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

1,;.5.:1s 
1.6.:ls 

\.).4.:18 
12.4.:18 
Hl.4.38 

1:1.5.38 
J;>.5.:l8 

S.4.:lS 
22.5.:lS 
12.1.:18 

12.4.38 
1\1.4.:18 
:!B.:l.38 

10.4.:18 

10.4.:38 
l\l.3.38 

To be fixed later 
do. 

22.0.:li 
1.6.:38 

To be fixed l ater 
1.5.38 

18.6.:38 
25.2.38 

:ll.10.:37 
2l.12.:li 

9.1.38 
2:3.3.38 
30.1.38 

Mickley, T. 
Steed, F. G. l'. 
Duddridge, A. S. 
Squire, F. A. 
\\'aterman, A. J. 
Chamberlain, l\. 
l'arkcr, J. \\'. 11. 

Frost, F. 
Grien" j. \\'. 
An· n-, . \. 
Ebb<igc, ll . J. 
l'enfold, F. L. 
Jackson, \ \'. C. 
:\lcttem, D. ll. \V, 
Seward, JJ. A. 
Fawkes, A. T. 
l\loorc, E. 
Drook, H. 
Smith, S. \\'. 
Corbett, G. 
\\'ormald , A. ]{. 
l\lills, G. E. 
!{cad, A. \\ .. 
Tether, C. 
Siddle, A . 
Guppy, II. L. 
Smi ddy, F. L. 
:\lawtus, C. T. 
Smith, J. \\'. 
Urde, J. K 
Stephenson, S. 
Smerdon, J. l l 
Fox, F. l{. 
Harman , C. 
Cresswell, JJ . .. 
Hai" J 
Gar�ick: J. W. 
Fraser, \V. C. A. 
Patrick, A. C. 
l\lason, D. \','. 
JJarnet , A. A. 
Aitchison, J. h. 
Roberts, J. \\'. 
\lcCorquodale, J. 
Gibson, \V. D. 
Liddell, A. 
\laxwell, D. J. 
Gibb, \\'. F . . . 
Wilkie, N. H .. 
King, A. 
Knight, J. S. 
Uathie, J. 
l\lcDonald, \\'. C. 
Davidson, j. l'. 
Price, \\'. T. . . 
Richardson, R :\l. 
:\luir, 1\. 
\Vithero w, J. 
Bell, A. B. 
l\iclunond, A. 
Dykes, H. E. C. 
Johnstone, A. N. 
i\lcFarlane, H. C. 
l'i rrctt, G. T ... 
Hay, G. A. 
Philip, A. 
Steel, J. K 
Mason, D. T. 
Bennett, D. C. 
Allan, J. :\1. . . 
Henderson, A. J. 
Summer, F. . . 
Stockwell, \V. A. 
Jones, S. K . .  . 
Darby, T. F .. . 

S. \\"estern . .  
S. \\'cstern .. 
S. \\'estern .. 
S. \\'estcrn 
S. \\'cstern 
:'.\". \lidlarnl 
:::\. !\I idlarnl. 
:S. \lid land. 
); . :\li<llancl . . 
S. :\lidlarnl 
S. :\lid larnl 
S. :\!idlalltl 
S. i\litlland 
S. ?>litllarnl 
)';. \\'all's 
S. L ane� 
S. Lrncs 
�.E. l{cg. 
C\.E. 1\eg. 
.:\.E. 1\eg. 
:\.E. Heg . 
:\.E. l\cg 
-"'.E. Heg 
N.E. l\eg. 
1".E. l\eg 
:\.E. Reg 
JS' .E. l\cg. 
� F l\e" 
N :1�. 1\eg : 
:.:\.E. l\cg. 
:-<.E. Heg. 
L.l'. Hcg. 
L.I'. Heg. 
L.l'. l\eg. 
T.S. D'm toT.S . Lein. 
Scot. Reg. 
Scot. l\eg. 
Scot. 1\eg. 
Scot. Reg. 
Scot. l\cg. 
Seo� ]\1' . ..:. 
S ·ot l{t:g. 
Scul. Heg. 
Scot. l\eg. 
Scot. Reg. 
Scot. l\cg. 
Scot. Reg. 
Scot. Reg. 
Scot. H .. L'g. 
Scot. l\eg. 
Scot. l\cg. 
Scot. l{eg. 
Scot. l{<'g. 
Scot. l\eg. 
Scot. l\eg. 
Scot. 1\eg. 
Scot. Reg. 
Scot. l{eg. 
Scot. Heg. 
Scot. Reg. 
Scot. l\eg. 
Scot. l\eg. 
Scot. l {eg. 
Scot. l\eg. 
Scot. 1\cg. 
Scot. l{eg. 
Scot. l\eg. 
Scot. l{eg. 
Scot. l\eg. 
Scot. l\eg. 
N.E. Reg. 
L.T. l{cg. 
L.T. l\eg. 
L.T. l{cg. 
L.T. Reg. 

:!8. l l.:l7 
24.:! :is 

26.l J.:li 
24.4.:ls 

24.4.:Js 

8.8.:li 
l:!.\l.:17 
18.2.:l7 
4.11.:li 

2.t).:\-; 
12.2.:is 

:2.4.3S 
:2.4.3S 
5.!l.:17 

To l><· fixed later 
28.12 :ii 
17. J().;17 

To lil' llxed later 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do 
<lo. 
do. 
do. 
du. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
15.8.37 
20.3.:17 

:l.l.38 
To be fixed later 

29.11.37 
:10 12.37 

4.1.38 
24.4.38 
12.5.38 
:i.12.:li 
11.2.38 

23.12.37 
19.4.38 

4 1.38 
:!.4.:ls 
(\.2.:18 

2(i. l 2.3i 
1.4.:18 

24.4.3H 
14.10.38 

:!i.3.38 
1.4.:18 

27.:1.38 
4.1.:18 
l.5.38 
3.4.:ls 

24.4.38 
l!l.:1.38 

4.l .38 

4.1.38 
4.1.38 
l.:l.38 

28.\l.37 
l.4.38 
1.4.38 

11.1.38 
2 l.10.38 

:uo.37 
19.4.:lS 
10.4.38 

To be fixed l ater 
do. 
tlo. 
do. 



Promotions-continued. 

Name Oat" "Name Distric t !>ate 

Frn111 .'> .. 11'. l lo lusp. (conti1111rd). Fro111 S.11". l lo Insp. (cu11tin11cd). 

Edwards, G. l{. 
Pask, \\i. J. 
(;rcgory, E. (�. S. 
Ceraghty, J. \\'. 
Sanclerson, J. C. 
Brett, S. A. 
l{ees, E. J. 
Gillard, J. A. 
\\'alker, J. 
Traylor, \\'. I.. 
Claydon, l {. J. 
:\<lair, C. J . 
Kempsell, C .. . 
l{owland, V. G. 
\Viedhoft, E. :\. 
l'ayrw, II. J. 
Smith, S. 
Scott, C. \\'. 
l'ye, II. J. 
\Veekes, ll. 11. 
Stone , J. A. 
H.uck, :\ . . .\. 
Pugh, J. II . . \. 
\\'ard, T. J. 
Lethbridge, S. \\'. 

\\'ood, K 
\\'illiamson, :\. A. 

Kavanagh, T. E. J. 
Searle, E. l , ... 
Goldsack, F. J. 

Talbot, C. \\'. 
Henley, F. 
Trew, II.\\" . . . 
Downs, A. E. 
Cresswell, C. E. 
;\farsh, L. E. H. 
Monk, RA. T. 
Brown, II. \V. D. 
Day, L. C. 
l'ullee, G. C . .. 
Edwards, H. L. 
Cooper, E. E. T. 
Darby, G. F. 
Crump, A. G. 
Cousens, A. J. 
Smith, F. A . .  . 
Davis, I!. C . .  . 
!\lay, F. T. 
Hogben, W. A. 
Dyer, L. J. 
Whitfield, G. T. V. 
Hopkins, W. R 
Papps, E. G . .. 
Wilson, A. L. 
Sallnow, C. W. 
Newton, A. \V. 

Name 

Exec. Enr;r. 

Bocock, W. 
Hodge, G. W. 
Salter, L. F. 

Asst. l'.ngr. 

Lister, B. 
Riley, C. 

lti-1 

L.T. l{q(. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L. T. l<eg» 
LT. l<eg. 
LT. l<eg. 
L.T. l<cg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
LT. Reg. 
L.T. Heg. 
L.T. J{eg. 
L.T. l{q,:. 
L.T. Reg. 
L. T. J{cg. 
L. T. l{eg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L. T. Reg. 
L. T. l{cg. 
L.T. !{eg. 
L.T. !{eg. 
L. T. l{cg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. l<cg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L. T. l{eg. 
L.T. H.eg'. 
L. T. l<eg. 
L.T. l{ eg . 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L. T. Reg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. l{cg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. l<eg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. H.eg. 
L.T. H.eg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. H.eg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 

.. T<> bt• fix<'d later 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do . 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
<lo. 
<lo. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
<lo. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
<lo. 
<lo. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
<lo. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
<lo. 
do. 
do. 

Xorman, S. J. 
Orchard, (;. :\. 
Powell, J. F. II. 
Cave, :\. \V. . . 
Chewtcr, F. C. 
Sutton, S. E. 

\\'ilks, (;. :\ . .. 
Griftin, S. J. 
Slater, \\". I I 
:\lurray, ,\ J. 
:\T11rray, ]{. E. :\. 
Valentine, l l. . .\. E. 
Johnson,T. E. 
Heyruer, B. J. 
Capon, S. J. 
Hickey, J. T ... 

\\'aight, T. ,\. 
I-!arvev. C. 
If elm: J. T. 
Furner, If. \\". 
!'arson, E. G. II. 
T11rnn, .J . l{ ... 

Ellarbv. J. 11. 
Allen, T. F. H. 
Eegan, F. :\l. C. 
Xewman, }{. 0. 
Creenwood, E. A. J. 
\ \' illiams, :;\'. H. 
Benson, J. 
Keste\·en, A. S. 
Palin, F. 
Wash, G. II. .. 
Faulkner, J. G. 
Andrews, H. :\. 
D<wi<lson, \V. ll. J. 
Newman, J. I. 

From S.W.2 to Insp. 

Paxton, C. 
Bradbury, J. J. 
Worley, If. W. R 

From U.S.W. to Insp. 

Hiron, M. E . . . 
Knight, N. 
Meller, V. C. . . 

Randall, F. L. 
Wylie, T. S . .. 
Redhouse, A. R. 
Gavi, L. G. 

L.T. I<eg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. l<eg. 
LT. l{eg. 
l .. T. lkg. 
LT. Reg. 
LT. l{eg. 
L. T. l{eg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
LT. Reg. 
LT. Reg. 
L. T. Reg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L. T. l{cg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. l{cg. 
L. T l<eg. 
L.T. l<cg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
L.T. He1�. 
L. T. Eeg. 
L.T. !{eg. 
L.T. l{eg. 
N. E. l<eg. 
Eastern 
Eastern 
Eastern 
Eastern 
Eas tern 

Eastern 
Eastern 
Eastern 

Eastern 
Eastern 

N. \\"ale> 
N. \\"ales 
S. Eastern 

N. \Vales 
N. \Vales 
N. \ Vales 
E.-in-C.O. 

E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 

From Draughtsman Cl. II to Insp . 

Chappell, S. H. J. E.-in-C. O. 
Thornton, R .. N.E. Reg. 

. . To be fixecl l�ter 
<lo. 
do. 
<lo. 
do. 
do. 
<lo. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
<lo. 
17.4.:ls 

To be fixed later 
do. 
do. 
<lo. 
do. 
tlo. 
<lo. 
do. 
<lo. 
do. 

To be fixed latn 
<lo. 
22.:!:18 

.. To be fixed later 
do. 
do. 
8.4.38 

11.4.38 

l l.5.38 

To be fixed later 

tU2.37 

To be fixed later 

Transfers. 

District Date 

Sc. R. to L. T. R. 1.10.38 

S. \Va. to S. Mid. Date not yet fixed 
S. \\'a. to E. -in-C. 0. 15.4.38 

E. -in-C.O. to S. E . .. 
E. -in-C.O. to E. 

3..!.38 

8.4.38 

Xame 

Asst. Engr. (continued) 

Knight, N. V. 
Calveley, C. E. 

District 

E.-in-C.O. to L.T.K 
LT. I{. to E.-in-C.O. 

[11spcctor 

l{ackham , \\'. A. . . E.-in-C.r >. to S. :\lid. 

Date 

6.5.38 

11.5.38 

8.;>.:�s 



N am e 

,\1f{'/g. 1:'11gr. 

\\"ri_ght' . .\. 
Cornfoot. T. 

Loft us, I<. \ \". 
< ;ressw<'ll. F. I'. 
J-:,·ans. I·:. C ... 
Cheetham,\\". B. 
Cre s s well, 11. G. B. 

Xame 

Ass/. l:'ngr. 

:\Iiller, ]) l'. :\[. 

Xame 

Exec. Enf;Y. 

Barker, II. 

Name 

District 

X. :\lidland 
S. :\lidland .. 

L.T. l<cg. 
S. \Veslern .. 
l .. T.l<e.g, 
EaslPrn 
E.-in-C.O. 

I listrict 

.. E.-in -C.O . .. 

District 

Retirements. 

D ate 

31.3.38 
30.4.38 

4.4.38 
28.2.:18 
14.4.38 

6.2.38 
ll.3.38 

Xame 

Chi<'( l 11spr. 

:\<lair, I!. J. 
Hill, H. J .· 

l ns{'rrlor 

l'ikc, S. F. 
Pullan, J. G. \\". 
Barry, J. :\. 
< ;;ulci. j. l. 
\\" rig ht, H. I I. 
Pritchard, \V. 
Hollinshead, F. A. 

Deaths. 

I late 

18.2.38 

Name 

! 11.,{'alor 

Whyte, \\'. J. 
Bull, A. 

\Vi ls on, C. \\". 

Secondments. 

Dat e Name 

I 1bpat.1r 

District 

::\. I re land 
E.-in-C.<>. 

L.T. l<cg. 
Tes t S ee n. T .on don 
L T.l<<'g. 
L.T. H eg. 
E aste rn 
X.E. lfrg. 
X.E. J {cg. 

Dis trict 

Scot. l{eg. 
X.E. Heg. 
X .E. l\eg. 

D istrict 

Date 

I 8.:us 
!l.ii. :is 

1:;.:1.38 
!l.4.:18 

:l0.4.:18 
:\0.4.:18 
10.H.:18 

1.1.:18 
4.i>.38 

Date 

\J.4.38 
2i>. l .38 
13.4.:!8 

Date 

. . E.-in-C.O. to .\ir :\li n is try. . 20.4.:18 Huclson-Da,·ies, J. . . E.-in-C.O. to E gypt. St. H.ys. 20.ii.38 

Appointments. 

I Ji strict Date Name Vis trict Date 

To l'rohv. flzsp. (Opnz Com{' .. !:icf'I .. l !l:!'i). To Pruh1>. lnsp. (Open Comp., St'pi., IU3'i)�((olltinucd) 

Abbott, l'. \\". 
A kestc r, K. :\I. 
H ake r, L. J. I>. 
Barrett, G. F. 
Haxt<:> r, G. F. 
Bento n, (;. C. 
BNrcsfonl. B. I I. 
Best , F. I.. 
Brice, l'. J. 
Br o,n1 , 11. 
Bud g l' ll , J. E. 

Castellano, E. J. 
Cawthra. \\". ,\. 
Chatwin, \\". 
Ch ismen. S. 11. 
Childe. I'. F. 
Coates, I'. J. 
Corrin, \\'. · 
C owling, II. 
Ila\", I<. C. 
E cl\,·anb, . .\.C. 
Ed wards. 11. \\". F. 
Farmer, K. C. 
Fielding, I I. . . 
Fish. A. J. 
Frecre, S. E .. . 
Froom, I<. I' .. . 
Frost, . .\. C . .  . 

E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. S ch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. S ch. ) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
I·:.-in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C .0. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C .0. (Trg. S c h.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.U. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E -in-C.U. (Trg. Sch.) 
I·:.-in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) 
I·:.-in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) 
J·:.-in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 

28.3.38 
l .:!.:l8 

l !l.4.:l8 
ii.;i.38 
4.4.38 
2.5.:18 
l .4.:18 

21.:1.38 
11.:1.:18 
11.:l.38 

7.4.:!8 
2;i.3.:l8 

4.4.:l8 
21.:l.:!8 
12.:1.:38 
I 8.:1.:i8 

l .:i.:18 
20.4.38 
rn.:1.:18 
24.:l.:18 

2.4.:18 
1.:1.:18 

l l .4.:!8 
:W.4.:!8 
12.4.:!8 
2;i.4.:l8 

2.:l.:18 
12.:us 

(;;mg-e, I l. (;, E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 17.:l.:!8 
Geddes, \\". J. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 21.3.38 
Gee, F. I!. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 17.:1.:18 
(; ill, :\I. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 11.4.:!8 
(;oodgcr, J. F. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 16.:l.:18 
(;ray, 11. ( ;. . . E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 11.4.:18 
llal;,s, .\. C. . . E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 28.:l.:!8 
llalford, J. :\!. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) l !l.4.:!8 
J Iavward , G. 0. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) l .:l.:18 
l I eth erington, T. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 22.4.:!8 
I louse>, F. C. . . E.-in-C.O (Trg. Sch.) l .:l.:18 
Jeffries,(;. I.. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) ti.4.:18 
J esso p, E. C. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) J!l.:l.:l8 
l\:ceble, \\". I<. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) t .:l.:18 
Kenned,-, :\!. :\!. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) l !l.4.:18 
l\:illwv. ·11. :\!. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 11.4.:!8 
J.ang1i1ead, F. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) l 7.:J.:18 
Langridge, A. :\!. J . . . E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 11.4.:18 
Lawmo n, K J. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 20.4.:l8 
l.incls ell. I{. F. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) ii.4.:18 
Lucas, J. E . -in -C.O . (Trg. Sch.) 1.:1.38 
:\kacles. (;. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 11.4.:18 
:\Ii hell. I<. 11. E. -in -C.O . (Trg. Sch.) I 1.4.:!8 
:\I itchell. < ;_ E.-in-C.U. (Trg. Srh.) I \l.4.:ls 
:\J itchell. J. I'. E.-in-C.O. ( Trg. Sch.) I.:J.:18 
Xavlor. 11. C. E .- in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 12.4.:18 
Xeiil. C.\\". ll. E.-in-C.O. ('l'rg. Sch.) 8.4.:!8 
Xcwbcry, J. . . E.-in-C.0. ( Trg. S ch. ) l!l.4.38 

l(i;) 



Appointments-continued. 

Name District Date 

To Proby. Insp. (Open Comp., Sept., 1937)-(continued) 

Norton, F. A. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 14.3.38 
Nuttall, G. II. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 12.5.38 
Palmer, R. \\". L. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 12.3.38 

P,\tcrson, A. E. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 21.:l.38 
Pavm'. C. :\. . . E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 25.:l.:l8 
Pickering, II. J. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 21.:l.38 

Pikctt, C. C. . . E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) l .:l.38 
Pointing, J. F. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch .) 1.3.38 
Powell, E. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 15.:l.38 

Powell, G. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 4.4.38 
Prout, A. (;. E.-in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) 21.3.38 

Quellin, A. A. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) l .:l.38 
Hodwell, A. A. T. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 11.4.38 
H.ae, W. I. L. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 21.3.38 
Hata, S. E.-in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) 16.3.38 
Heed, n. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) D.4.38 
Hces, T. J. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) lll.4.38 
HobNts, C. J. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 14.3.38 
Hogers, !\I. J. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 17.3.38 
Rumbellow, V. G. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 11.4.38 
Sanders, R. V. E -in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) I.:l.38 
Sharpe, J. H. W. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) lll.4.38 
Shearme, J. N. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 17.3.38 
Shcldrake, R J. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 28.3.38 
Spinks, J. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Spratt, C. J. . . E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 11.4.38 
Squires, F W. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 11.4.38 
Stiles, H. A. . . E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 21.3.38 
Tattersall, R. L. 0. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 7.3.38 
Taylor, E. R. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Thomas, A. . . E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 28.4.38 
Turner, N. J. . .  E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 25.3.38 
Urben, T. F. A. E.-in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) 14.3.38 
Walker, D. C. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 28.3.38 
Watkins, J. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 18.5.38 
Williams, R. G. E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 20.4.38 
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Name District Date 

To Proby. Insp. (Open Comp., Sept., l!l37)-(continued) 

Willmot, J. W. 
Winser, H. W. 
Wright, S. T . . . 
Yirrell, E. W. F. 
Young, J. R. 

E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.0. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 
E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 

1.3.38 
17.3.38 
17.3.38 
19.4.38 

6.4.38 

From S.W.I lo Proby. Insp. (Limited Comp., Sept., 1937). 

Rogers, B. H. E. E.-in-C.O. to Trg. Sch. 1.3.38 
Sugars, E. G. . .  E.-in-C.O. to Trg. Sch. 1.3.38 
Swift, G. L. . . E.-in-C.O. to Trg. Sch. 1.3.38 

From S. W.2 to Proby. Insp. (Limited Comp., Sep!., 1937). 

Beaumont, C. L. G. S.La. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Dean, L. S.La. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Fanner, R. M. S.La. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Bedford, A. H. L.T.R to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Cornforth, F. L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Irvine, \V. T. L. L.T.H. to E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
l\leredith, T. E. T.S.l3'm to E.-in-C.O.(Trg.Sdi.) l.3.38 

From U.S.W. lo Proby. Insp. (Limited Comp .. Sept., 1937). 

Cook, E. A. . . L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Dymott, G. W. T. L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Goymer, E. G. L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Srh.) l.3.38 
Irving, L. J. . . L.T.R to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Simmonds, J.P. L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Trask, G. W. F. L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) l.3.38 
Dearden, T. T. S.La. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Mawdslcy, A. T. S.La. to E.-in-C.0.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Stevens, A. J. S.La. to E.-in-C.O.(Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Heaton, N. N.W. to E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) 1.3.38 
Hinks, W. L. W. E. to E.-in-C.O. (Trg. Sch.) l.3.38 

Purves, R. F. E.-in-C.0. to E.-in-C.0. 
(Trg. Sch.) l.3.38 
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XI 

RECTIFIERS 

for TELECOMMUNICATION 

A group of Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers used in telecommunication is shown above. On account of their out
standing reliability and efficiency, these rectifiers are being increasingly used by telecommunication engineers, and 
full details and many typical applications are dealt with in brochure D.P.11 H P.O. Write for your copy to-day. 

WESTINGHOUSE eRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD., 82, York Way, King's Cross, London, N.I. 



TIMING 

DEVICES 
The indispensable link in 
checking a frequency stand
ard against time signals or, 
conversely, providing time 
impulses controlled by a 
frequency standard, is the 
Phonic Motor Clock. 

xii 

THE MUIRHEAD PHONIC MOTOR CLOCK TYPE 1-B 

(a) Registers correct lime when supplied from a source at a frequency of 1,000 c.p.s. 
(b) Has a twenty-four hour dial. 
(c) Will give impulses spaced at intervals of 0·01 sec., O·l sec., l·O sec. 
(d) Is arranged for panel mounting. 
(e) Will operate on any frequency between 50 and 2,500 c.p.s. 

TUNING FORKS AND PHONIC MOTORS FOR ALL PURPOSES 

MUIRHEAD (!I CO. LTD., 
Eimers End, Beckenham, KENT 

TURNER DIFFERENTIAL 

MILLIAMMETERS 

G.P.O. No. 17 

& No. 18 
exacting demands 

for balancing currents 

multiplex telegraph circuits. 

--------- A quality 

product of outst a n d ing 

merit------------

Phone : Beckenham 0041-2 

Also manufacturers of G.P.O. 

Det.ctor No. 4, and a compre

hentlve line of instruments for 

predtlon electrical measure-

ERNEST TURNER ELECT I AL 

ments. 55-73 

Telephon• : Hl1h Wycombe 301. 

Tele1ra.m• ! Gor1eoue, Hiah Wycomb•4 

CHILTERN WORKS, 

TOTTERIDGE AVENUE, 

HIGH WYCOMBE, 
•UCKS, INGLAND 



xiii 

EDISWAN 
TELEPHONE LINE PROTECTOR PANE LS 

S-cfrcult panel for overhead lines lncorporuln& choke coll•, 
spuk caps, etc. 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. 

EOISWAN·SHOTTEP.·GREETHAM PATENT (British P:.tent No. 3539H) 

fo r the protecti on of telephone systems 
against surges induc ed by faults on 
neighbouring p ower lines 
Of the difficulties attendant upon the employment of overhead systems 

one of the most serious is to ensure uninterrupted working of the telephone 

system, by providing adequate protection against induced surges caused 

by switching or line faults in adjacent power lines or by lightning. 

The Ediswan Patent Protectors provide the solution. They arc inert 

at the normal working pressure of the telephone line, they keep the 

voltage on the line down to a pre-determined figure by providing a path 

of low resistance to earth whereby the surge is cleared and they again 

become inert immediately the surge is cleared. 

They ensure simultaneous discharge of both lines and are capable of 

clearing heavy discharges without detriment to the system or the protector. 

Ediswan Telephone Line Protectors have now been in 
use by Supply Companies for many years. 

LTD . .. 155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2 

T.B.!. 

TUNG STONE "'"'�···'"'r---BATTERI Es-
..::::1 ' Are being regularly supplied to the ( 

• I l GENERAL POST OFFICE ' 
l i l MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS 1 

I l.! INTERNAL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
i MANUFACTURERS, etc. I 
I e Open or Enclosed types in Glass Containers. I I e Large Capacities in lead lined Teak Boxes. I l e TUNGSTONE High-pressure Die-cast Plates .l 

I 
• conform to British Standard Specification. I; British Empire lead exclusively used. 

L� .......................................... .,...._.�.._-,� .......................... � .......................... j 

TUNGSTON E  ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., 
SALISBURY SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.4 

Works: MARKET HARBOROUGH, LEICS. 
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FREE to Post Office Engineers 

a concise guide to sensitised 

material for scientific uses. 

As an aid to engineers and research workers, llford 
Limited have prepared a practical book of reference containing 
particulars of their full range of photographic plates and films for 
Field and Survey Work, Laboratory Research and all Scientific 
Purposes. 

These materials 
are the outcome of 
some sixty years of 
specialised study and 
are world famed for 
their consistency and 
reliability. 

ILFORD 
PLATES - FILMS - PAPERS 

MADE IN ENGLAND BY ILFORD LIMITED, ILFORD, LONDON 

JLLUSTRATED are 

of the instruments manu-

some 

factured to provide printing 

telegraph machines to meet 

all modern communication 

requirements. 

CREED & co. L
TD. 

Telephone:
Croydon 2121 

Telegraph House Telex:-

CR Q y O Q N Croydon Telex 1082 
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CHEAPER EDITION 

THE HISTORY OF THE TELEPHONE 

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 
By F. G. C. BALDWIN, M.l.E.E. 

Chief Regional Engineer, North Eastern Region, Post Office Engineering Department. 
As.slstant Metropolitan Engineer, 19.:>9-1912, The National Telephone Co., Ltd. 

With a Foreword by 
FRANK GILL, O.B.E.. M.lnst.C.E., M.l.E.E., 

Past President of the Institution of Electrial Engineers. 

"In this exhaustive work of Mr. Baldwin's we have the records of brilliant achievements, both in Individual effort and 
organised Industry, that have contributed to the attainment of the wonderful efficiency of our telephone system of to-day. 
In addition to Its great utility as a work of reference for those interested in the historical development of telephony, 
the book has a readableness which one would not expect to find in a volume of this description, and the author Is to be 
congratulated on this embodirr�nt of what must have been a long and laborious task."-THE ELECTRICAL REVIEW. 

"Not only the author, but th:.: publishers are to be congratulated on the production of this book. It contains over 700 pages 
of most absorbing matter together with nearly 200 excellent Illustrations. "-POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS' 
JOURNAL. 
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